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:COURSE SUPPLEMENTS.

For your convenience,,the following lists

BOOK 1 Answers Ao Common Ques/ions
,.About.the Course

4.
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'
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NOTES ON USING T E'CeUR,S.E

Getttn9 Started

It is difficult to convey to people the nature of thesCourse nd how

the mathematics actually relates to classroom teaching. One of the most .

.effective ways is to invite all teachers mho might possibly be interested to

view one of the films andjnspect. sample qibrse.materjal.

Teachers of the
. .

mateMa4s of the course, before being asked to decide whether to ta.ke an

institute. S'OW/lng an excerpt from one 91 the films is one possibility:

You may waNep have teachers do oh. or two' pages of problems erom a written

lesson.that relates to the film they saw. The Arithmetic Project will b

happy to 'recommend a film and written materials that might be suitable for

your group's introduction to.the course. CoOrse materials.which might be

distributed as samples include 'Maneuvers ori.Lattices, "Answers to COmmon

Questions About the Course'," and possiblY the first wT1tten eSsoo:

If you wish, the initial. meetint may be consldered the first sesSlon

f the course. (Sho0 he first course film.). Teachers can try the instttute

for a few weeks before deciding finally whether to take it'. They should do

the wTIttqp lessons a's long 5,,ItheY are considering taking the course.

.("AudPting' withOut dotng the lesSons never Weiss; in:a fewweeks-p person

who Js not wOlking the'lessons can no longer follow the Alscusstons and ar".

most inevitably:drops out. Besidesmuch of the fun,'as well as the. sub"

stance, ts iw the writteressons.)

4
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(Notesen Ushig the Course)

Relepsetl,time or salary incrementcredits--mhatever, laval.able.to

Nioujorip-serv.ice cour.seswill ensure that:teachers know that the course
- ,

will*make subitantial demands on them. . School systems have given two to

four iniservice credits toeteachers who have taken thtf 4urse1
.

,Thing$ You Will Need

For your initial, meeting, and for giving,the course., you will need an
' -

attractive, quiet room with good acousties, anda 16mm projector in good '

cond.ition with a seParate loudspeaker.

. The room Shouldbe amply- equipped withitflackboards, so that discussion

'leaders have space to writb problems 'and solutions,..and so 'that participants.
,

S

i
,

can write their problem sequences.

For ease,in viewing films ii should be possible to darken the room

alpost totally. , '

ProjectiOn equipMen1 should be of good quall.ty, with a sound system of

adequatevpower' for your room. The loudspeaker Should be near.the.yreen,

,A.qulet i-oom is important for'comfortable discussions as.'hell as..for

fllmprojection. Avoid rooms with noisy aic.condltldners. or blowers.

Carpeting makes a good acoustical treatment. Tables or desks are useful for

notebooks, coffee cups:. and other.paraphernalia, but they are not essentUal.

Finding Personnel to'Conduct an Institute

The course is designed to be conducted by elementary.teaching pet-
.

0
sonnerwho have a beti00-than-average background An mathematics and who aite

intetestO in helping others improve tileir mathematics teaching.

13 1



Whoever you choose to conducttheinstitute should'actively,share.with

participating teachers the process of learbingand learning'to teach..-the

:materials.

Thus, each discussion leader and corrector should have a class of

stddents with whom to try. out' the new materials in the classroom.

)

'. .

To ind interestd 'teachers who might serve as.leaders, before or

4

during your initial meeting ask people to contact you if they might like to,

help give the institute. (Your request will generate additional.interest i

-
the institute.)

Participants in earlier institutes are ideal as leaders of an institute.

Howeyer, previous experience with Project ideas is not essential, no; is any

"modern" math 'course a prerequisite. (Most of the course is abput new things

to do with 'old math," and the course materials provide ample guidance for

anyone willing, to study them.)

Planning the lnstituee Sessions.

Each meeting.of the course should,laSt for 1 1/2 to.2 hours to give
A

time for Oewing the'film, discussing it,' and discussing thelfritten work arli

teachers' classrop Lxperiences.

Different orders of events are possible.

You.ma9
. want to d1scus4 the written lessonsatthe beginning of a

session, since teachers will have questions about problems fresh.in their

minds.\ Then view the film Ind discuss that,
'

01.

.
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(Notes on Using th.e Codrse

Another gclod POssjbTlrly; vjeWthenfilm'fir,St and :discuss it; tl?m,

divide inwsmo.Trer gro4s, perhaps . by grade level', .to ,discuss the'written

a 1.to work on adaptations 'of materials.

,

0

-See' vii4opfurther suggestions.

Try-tohave severalrjteachers in.eath school take the course: 9t'the

4,

same,tiMe so that they)canLhare their

._necess3art,. ./

experiences.apd Welp. each other when
4

0.lt7Al'sci helps if correctors can work together or conveniently be 'in

tomdmWkth one another;

f:'"11:242.2aCanDisce.lnitialMeetini

-The Course is demanding, bLit it should make every participant able to

1

g abobt a subst,Ontial chaoge.in his classroom teaching.of Mathematics.':
.

.

0
WhIle taking the Coui-se, most teachers should plan to spend up to Awcy

hours a week on the written lessons, occasionally a little More.

The Institute Should be both work and-fun. There are/strictly

optional started problems 4ri the Written lesSons, just for those who want an

extra challenge.

Your teachers should begiven every encouragement to try the ideas

they are learning with thelr -classes,

s

,.Teachers should be urged to help each other solve problems, plan-

lessons, obser've each,other in the-classi:oom, and share successful. ex-

perienc' that they have had._

1

o
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(Notes On Using ehe Course)

.tv .1.

Here are twO' .Ossible schedules for our institute sessions:
.

. .

-1..

-%
.

uDiscuss-written lesSon..to be
.handed.ln

Lkroduce film
s

.Viewfilm 25 t !,51ninufes.
;00

Dlscuss film 10 to 15 minutes

o 25 Minutes-.

:2 minutes,

Return corrected lesson, discuss it . 10 to 15 minutes
(Possibly sub-divi'de byArade level for small /.
gkoup discussion.)

.Talk further,about'part-icipants'.experiences,
lesson plans,.prOblem sequenOes

Introduce film

View. 41m

Discuss film

Oiscuss written lesson to be
,handed iA I.

sketurn corrected leon, discuss it
(Possibly sub-divide by grade level for small
group discussion.)

. -
Talk further about participants', experiences,

.dlesson plant-i-prOblem.sequences
I.

A

A.

0 020 minutes.

minutes .

25 to-45 minUtes

10 t9 15minutes

I '

-15 Ao 25 minutes

10. tp 15 minutes

0 to 20 minutes

4.



(Notes on Using ..the Coure

IntroOcing- the,filM

*Discussion of written
'lesson beinganded in

'Discussion abOut.the film

P

.Discussior abOut the:corrected
,

lessOn beimg rettuned,

Further discussion of
participants' experiences,
lesson plans, and problem
sequences,

meed say only.' few words--Sheorede:
and:backgrOundof the class at:giverl'in
theolisdussion, notes are usually
sufficiek

Since.this is a 'time When participants;,.

ipterest In ftnding the answers i1:very
high, discuss fully every prOblemnyome?
asksebout.

Let each person keep and write Ori hrs
lesson. (If you wish to keep track Of
the answers wrsitten during the. Spetsion,

distrtbute green pencils for use during
,the discussion.) Full discussion not *4

only helps pesple find out about the
mathematics (Which i what you want), it

also sav94% work for,fhe Correctors.

This may be short or .long depending on the
filmend how far along tm the::Course you
are. The film discussion notep frequehtly
suggest questioms about.the class that was
seen; as well as additional.work related

,to the film.:

Here IS the chanCe for participents to*
e4lain questiont many-people missed, as
found by the correCtOrS, and for those
who got unusualsolutionsto explain them:,,
Questions ebout.coreectors' comments may
also come*up.

Classroom experiahces, general luestioas
about plathemati0; _generating and evatu;
ating problem sequences are ell releyant
here. You will find,many ideas in the
discusSion motes and' Corrector's Guides,

and others will occur to you as the course
proceeds.

,
P.

'o
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1NTROD TION TO.THE DISCUSSIONNOTES

Yoü may expecy, the di scuss wh ich, ybd.W1 1 1. ding in Otis
1

course to center around the films, the written.leston Abe supoements,

and 'questions ;that come up as teachert begin to try course waterials In
.

.

their oWn'classrOdms. Becaute,the coUfse is.designed to be usefuL.Without,
'! .

.,',
.

. . .. b
.

. SexpertimathematicaLguidance, the discussions are.of particular importance.

'
. ° .

-",,:'
. -

:they enable-the Whale:.g.roup,toprofit:from the (knowledge,of those:who, have
_. /
/

.1 :,

had Moredexperjence with.mathemati.cs:7and.from the intuition of those with
.-,.. .,

. special aptitude for the matedar. Anyreasonably si2ed. Iroup,Will possess a.

diversity of ackgrounds and talents. 'txploiting this diversity for.the
e 'JOS

.,benefit of rypne is the discussion leader's lask. It is..not aleasy one,

but it :can be exciting "and Awarding., AIIP

The notes this guide deal with each film and each.writteh lesson

'in the course: They are based oh questions that have come up in.previous

., .

institutes uSing.these materials and bn other mathematical ideas that have..,

/'

roved o interest to teac ers. '

.PA

'Many of the Otes a e In question'and-answer form. It is not our--_4
.ihterfiion't.hat the moderatOr read eath question to the grdup cill for

answers 'and then'read.44what the book 'says."

many:Cases Members of your group Will alc, questions Similar to

thoseigiven here. Of theSe4,many wilifbe answerable by, other members "of
,

the group. The domments given in these notes will help you decide whether
,,,'

5

a lueStton has been adequately disCussed, In some cases participants in,

.youx lnstitute will give better Answers thaq we haye given*here,, In other

.5*

I.



ntroduction to 'the.' DI scuss'i op Notes1

N91;

the.arisw$rs. ai:e...0' matter .1of., to40, ,arld there . room -for cliVersi ty
,..

'
. .

, , , i -
. .

..of viewOints, 'In stiP:othpr'ciises,''the mithelyiatlts involveddefinitely
,. .

-.,,

,

determines-which .yiewpOints arl%44.1aele .ind Whit h:meed to bctorxected. ?
a. i .N.ikhd.it.7 ,

. .., .. ,.. v.
II

.... you most:::use your own. judgment' Irdec rui ng. Vk' i t-wi l l ,be 'he to f'eaa

4...."
..'..* .:. poitiontof 'this gu4t to,-a grot". But 'bear1 in mmi.nd theq Muth Te't01ng .alou&.,

. ,......

.

impl-44'that these. r6tes conta in the .on1V. authpti, .tat Lye aoswerS aqd:way,to.
.

..thkrik-about a problem. Not only is this false, but,also it iill Inhibit 4many

.
-

1 I

eoplfe in yoUr inst itute from discussing' the qtiest3lorr's:,
. . , % .

. .

Con4der the discussion noteS' as only one ,of many sources.of assis7,'
. ..

tance 'to your i nstiVute. Another important sticirc,0 is' the Corrector s_ Gul des', _

.e. observations of the .correCtors *on the wee'k-by-week work of the

;

ant% . (Y4t another source ls youpwri sehsefof what lb worth p rtiting.)
a."

I\06....nof..:-.1ean . tob av_i 1 y on. the

*P.-,-.-....,..-:',-,:........-'
:. ,. .4. 0.4.

. .:..,.

Ybt.iti,h614ry. :,tc..1:-.-clepend, Anttead , p the s trengths of :the inembers of . your,,,.,.;.,,r_ <,..-.,....... -.,,...... . ,..

2.1'hs.ti..tute. belongs .to you and to them:.
I.

....... . .

.T..:,.

.--

guides. You may:itSágree with parts pf them.

'.rst. things You should ido. is to be streNyou have a class

ormal 'duties do not inctude teaching regulady you

.,the irlstlti.$e to have a class.al chfldren to .work, wi th

r.four ti.mes a, week. The courSe .wi 1 1 be immensely

avre

;#

genuinely sharing with.,the. other participants the,..

ow. to :teach the ideas., tO chi 1 dren.'

cuY,,tle-f:ycku. may enCounter n ach 1 ev 1 ng 1 1 vel y anci
F

s,thei.d.iff

ql
9.t.,100441,CL,tW ...NO,1,14, thi ngs as the composi t ion of the :
;.! . '1

" ' " , '/'
tP4131 how srnemb .knot)r-One, aflothOry 'end the general at t i tudes

ere brought
,

I begin quickly to eoltplore
-. .1-

214 .44
,

)1, .



(Introduct lion to the 'Discussion Notes)
,

*0

fertile' qutions and to, help each other probe t e matheirat ics4amd 'how to'.i

,

I no

.

.
Many peopIe,hoWe\ter,are fr.ightened by mathematics. Othersimay

'.:. ... I , .

2kr..* *r ,

not,i,Ye,t be oonVnced'that the.x.skuld use some of the curriNlum innovatioos

el 7

...,,the.lhava been introcikked . too, 'for whatever reasons, You ,May mall :encountei',
0

gr& p. that, for.al l your efforts, contimues.tp rempin, silent and

-une
4. ,

usiastic., if' So, keel') in mind two obvlouS' but often ignored rules.

s

,

rirs listem,to what is .beimg said. -if .0is sounds tbo simplev

re'call how m ny discussL you have, atteridedf in, whiph nobody, in charge

_seame0 t are:C./whether a (10.4StIon_had,baem suit0bly_answered or whether a

cor)men was germane. Some:mOderators wi 14 1 i sten suparf icial 1'Y or the

answer. in their preparecrnotasand move oll_as,sp011 as something similar is

'said,. Other -1-eaders Will t444,0thei r best to .get .ap- argument started on any

subje Both appToaches make Clear a lack'-of Interest in.what it -actually

being4said. Neither is likely tq, achlefa a "discussion that Clarifies.

questioMS- 'solves problems people Want sol'ved 'and brings out 'worthwhile

new ideas and viewpoin+ .!,

Sepond, do not.talk too mUch: the more you talk,- the less the

, -.participants will. . DoObtless It is being "op 'stage" that makes a moderator.

tehd 04talk incessantlY-. Jhe.uTge must' be' resisted with all your strength.'
, ,

not f in. the 19ng embarrassing sllenceS.With yOur owm voice. Do_ not

.-ba afraid of;:silenCes, FUrsof 'all , they are .not as.long as .they seem to'

'..Y.9m, Second ly, these s 1 Lences wc4k .foi fou'i some of t1102,00ople. in the
, ,

4 1

group may gaiNfhe coyrage ta speaksjaply to rel ieve the presture ofJhe

\
silence.

,

Watch carefully for little signs that soMeona is considering putting p,

his hand up. Adults, uflhlke children, frequently aite inhibited, about raisiti(f...

gl'



(IntroductIon.to the Discussion Notes)

their *Ids, very hfgh. (They may .be afraid:they'll.be called on, or afrald.
.

they'mon't or perhaps both.)- If you wait long.enoeigh, youIflay
1 ,

timid index finger begin to sneak up by its owner s
;11

htOving acound the room will help keep you occupled'while wou

.coneefitrate,on being silent.. In some cases, jf you find yourSelfjnear ohe

.
. ,

or twe.people you know\, you may,find it helpfurto start a local conversation.

It- should be related to the question or subject tp be considered You may°

. ..,
,

then bring tlfjs conversation into open discussion with some remark like,
.,

xi i

.
"Would you Say.that again for everyone?" "Can you explain that to Oe.

others?" (You shouPO,noi.continue a local conversation longLelther make

the discussion publiAc or terminate it soorij _Sometimes a retieent group
_

wili becomemoreiWbal if the moderator, while addressing a question.to th

whole group, concentrates on.looking at two or three members ae a.time.

Y4ou will discover other. useful ,techniques as you go along. Once you

become cquainted with-the.group, you mfll come to"know.individuals who are
' I

likely to help. 'COnsult with the correctdrS to find who has glven intereStipg

answems to hard problems, and (preferably before the session)* seek'out'and
s

, ask these teachers if they would be.Killing to explain to tlie.group whpt

they did,

'Many teachers who.are perfectly at ease 'in their.classrooms' are !

.

painfully shy.about talking C1 other,teachers on an UnfaMiliar subject;

Do notipe discouragea if-your'early efforts to 4et people tekig result'only

V.n a lew nervous sentences_ Eventually after a few teachers haVe;sdninoned.

the'cOuragetoexplainsmething,otherswilibe less reticent, ark, every;-

1

one's courage will grow.,

..0



(Introduction to the Discussion Notqs).,

(4

As the.-Institute Proceeds

Once,0 discussion is reallyAoing, the task of the moderator is to

lylp get interesting.th.ings.said.. Herfe there are no formulas... These note

will .give, you 'clues topuitt40. terr I tonies lor exploration, but your own

sensit.ivity again must. dttermine whether you;should encourage a.conversation

to cOntinue, cut it off,change i/s direction (by adding a new'thought,\

perhaps), ompostpone it forfurther discussion.

. Of course, a nice'balance is'Tequired between-over-domination-and

( laissez-faire. Any group resentt being led from one prqpietermined question

t6 another. 'A rambling discussion that goes from one'unfinished topic t.03

_ALnother Ls frustrating, And one which-is dominated by one,or two vociferous

4.participants is not likely to be of much h lp to others.

, .

Bedause,discussións cannot resolve many of the woryies which,teochers

have when starting the course, it 11 extremely valuable, if you can aerange

it, to have teachers who:have begun to.teach Arithmetic Project:

topics speak to'your institute.''. It is:comforting to a group first plunging
,./

.
.

into the course to.meet someone wha recently emergedjrom the experience

'and who'is enthusiaStic about it and working with the ideas in the classroom.
4

1'

If this person entered the course With littie previouslnathematical training,

so much the better for the morale of your,group. You may.'want to invite the

correctors of written lessons for Our institute to talls,about their teaching
741.

.experiences. Beware, however, of an overemphasis on-"staff"ireports to the.

group. As soon as the participants themselves have things to say about their

own experiences, such-comments can often be more Useful a d more convincing.

1 t;

V.
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NOTES TO '.CORRECTORS

`s.

S.

Thoughtful, considerate correcting'is important..., It Helps . .7

.

.

participants profit from their mistakes. They learn more abouf mathematics
, - ,"

and ways to teed) it effectivIty. YOur-caring makesithe,wholeHnstitute
v

'experience a. richer, more human'relationship. (Incidentally :your owh
f ,

insights into teachimg and 4othematics Will alsol)enefit..)

. Before beginning to correct papers, take the trouble to worI6, through

the written les'son yourSelf. Use the Corrector's Guide to correct your

work af erwards. Even though,you may have done the assignment previously,

yo,u w I find.it valuable to be reminded how you found many.of the answers.

many of the rest of us, you may be surprised-to find that some of the

//// errors. Be reassured, however: an institute benefits when those who give

blems again seem quite difficult and that you make some discouraging ,

it consider themselves partly to,be taking it also, long with the other

participants. .Surprises lurk among the assignments, new things are to be

found in the films, and new ideas and questions will be raised'by

participating teachers--and their students.

x iv

'* *

-)
-ROw to help participants who pre having trouble with computat

Having found an error, what -does one do? Sometimes you vll want

simply, to, write the Correct answer. Sometimes you will think up a question

that will enable the. teacher to find the answer for himself. YOU may be.

able to write dowp the -prOblem the teacher probably worked. (Likely

P
possibilities are givenin the Corrector's Guides.) .You may wish to

restate directions if you think they have been misinterpreted. If you can

17
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Notes to Correctors)

%mess at what stage ill a solutron he teacher Went off lhe.track, you may

explain and corrp.ct that step, and then suggest, "Now try it'again."

4414%...1-- 1

A.wise-coret%4A6r is encouraging. If a person bogs down in the middle.

.of 4 lessdne tell him, "You 'were doing fine-up to here." Then eXplain

:

.few problems where the difficulty began,and offer to look at hts paPer again:

If a teacher -is just on the edge of understanding., there rs no eed to-make

mistakes hurt more than"they already do. If a.teacher hasAhad trouble in

Many places, it Is unquestionably important to find a page,well done and,

write on it, "Good."
(.1

0

How to comment on answers that require verbal explanations:
46

You. mpy ind plAbal answers which are vague, -illogical.; or only.

partially correct. ook for the best possible interpretati '-'16achers

meeting these. ideas for the first tiMe often cannot express themselves well

aliout Oral, just as children can't. The carefid corrector emphasizes the

correct ideas and expahds on themo.realizUng that teachers wi\lb anticipate

ohildren's approaches to problems will probabll'be'able to teach more

effectIvely.

Many questions ask for hypothetical childr,n's responss, Such as
!

"Howmight a.child describe a fast method for.dang t,his problem?"

Practidally any answer,terthis question. should be-considered'correet, si ce-

Itivhard to be.sure of the capabllittes.pf a.hypoihattcal

teachers, at leastinthe beginOng oflhe course, will solve problems

algebraicatly, while, most children do not. To A teacher'answering a

i

e

xv

e)
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:(Notes to Corrbctors)

.

II

ow might. a thild..." question wi:th an'al:gpbrai.0 method, vou, might comment,
4

"Yes, a very clever child might say this, but can you. think. of 'some method
,

that might be used more commonly by young children?"

*

.How to respond to teachers' sequences of problems:

It is particularly difficult to:comment usefully on sequences of.

problems written by teachers. WhaewrdSttck'can be used for grading

difficulty,,pacing, variety';#lair, inventiveness? The notion of pre
4

entins

an idea through a series o ms a.subtlr one. It does not come, 1 at
,

otIce. There is n ormula for doirig ii, and no general instruction"s are-really.

...of much help. Moreover4there.is always the ribging chance that the corrector's

suggestions might not reallY be as good'as.the work bejng criticized.

\,
. The* real value in having teachersillpegin early to write)problems.1 that i

... 3
.

.

.

writing problems, eVenimpOfect onep, helps.teacherS ge't started in their 1,

classes. Trying these Jdeas with their students is crucial.if teachers are

410 I

to leara about them and,fearn effective ways to'teach them.

Checklist for Correctors

kok Do the assignment yourself.

* Rpmember that correct answers are to Ke found on the far right

page of the guide. Answers in samples ofted_contarn errors.

Air
* Use'erasable red pencil so that seiou can challge your mind whem

.,. '

you decide the teacher was right after all... '.



(Notes t

* Do not write overyJrticipants! work or text; tt is difficult

to-read afterwards. If you need mOre space for an explanation

rectors)

'ust a separate sheet' of papel- and clip it-tó the page in question. ..

1.)

everything .on a page ls correctt yoU migM.tsimply put a "CV
.

( ..-:-/7), 1.
.

or "Good" at the bottom. iMake.sure that there is some Mark
,,

\ ,

n'each page at/empted to indicate that,you kave looked it'over.

Writ.e overall commen s op the last page on which problems were

ansWered, or.insl,de the front coyer. ,Do Dot WTite general comments on

the lig .of the booklet, since they ay be seen by other.participants

P when they collect theilreturned-work.

* Do not add parentheses to an answer.unleSs-the answer is wrong

without them.

Ignore.errors im spelling and grammar.. lfa person consistently

makes the same mathematic l error throughoUt a-written lesson.

comment on it .only.once.

Keep,equations separate. Expressions like the following'are'

sometimes, written by correctors (and others) to explain how an.

answer Was reached;

6'4:77 . 13 . 22

Although Ole meaning is usually clear, the exprboion is incorrect,

k

*A

and should be written' as:

6 + 7 .13 13 +9 22



or'rectqrs

a

* Do not Mark Aitterift d starred. probleMs. Participants

should feel that these problemsTare 'really optional, .

'They May want to try them later. If a.starrig.problem has
4

,

been a.ttempted.but.the aswer isiNrong-, you may want to
.

..supply

* Do not overpraise easy work,' As the course progresses,

4exercise judgment as to what wis ilifficult,for a rticular

person. Some participants will become increasingly sophisti-

cated about he work.-

-* It 'is not necessary to,comMent on everything. Hf..you are
.

<

Aoubt,qbout the apprOpriateness-of a comment, refrain from

* Try not to forget,,as you correct. papers, how it'felt. when

the.ideas were new to' yqu.' Sometimes correctoei`become

impatient for Itthers to'learn, forgett4pg.in.lhe(r.zeal how
v-

long they themselves SOnt becoming familiar with the material.

21



Here is

Moderator:

N.

how one

Participant A:

Participant B ;

Participant A :

a

First Seseion

Written Lesson D'iscussion Notes,,

'Aerator led a discussion of the first Written lesson.

itt..e there questions that you' d Like to.bring up about the
written lesson?

Book 1

Why do you need for a jumping 'nee? Why can' t
you just write 3 X 0 .

I suppose that iti Ohelpful to.keep track of where you started
a jump.. Isn' t- this question discussed in' the comments at the
end of the written lesson?

Moderator wr.tes

Moderator:

Participant C:

Moderator:

Participant D:

. -But I still don' t understand.

4

4

---> 0 X 0 + 10 - ( 5 x )..on board.

With. this jumping rule, where do you land if you

YOu go to 6 . 1/4

Now start at 4 ahd use the rule.:

You also land at 6 .

Moderator draws 'both jumps :

1;),rticipant A:

Moderator:

Moderator

start at 1 ?

8

I see. It' s the starting numbers that make the jumps different.

Right. Now consider this rule.

writing 0 Why do you suppose you zeed,the box and the
arrow here?

'Participant E:.

Partifipant A:

It looks as if you'll always get 7 as a landing point.' Unlpss you
jhave the starting points, you wouldn' t be able to distinguish one
jump from the other, wo-ult1 you?"'

Yes that' s.what I ji.tst

Mt.



Parta.cipanry:, Is the arrow the same as an equalsign?

Moderator (wr ting 0 3 )( 0 4 ): ,Start at 5 and make a jumi) with
this rule.

Participant. F: You land at 11

Moderator 'Writes: 3 X

This is read " 5 goes to 11 " or "if you start at 5 you land
at 11 . " But no one would claim that 6 .=.11.

. Participant y: So the arrow is not like an equal sign.

Note to moddralor: _

Perhaps someone in your group recognize that jumping rules are e mples
of functions. The arrow is standard mathematical notation indicating some *sort of
jump or transformation. Further on in. the course the teac4ers will receive Supple
mentary material on knctions. After having worked with jumping rules for some
time, they will be rdady to ap'preciate a more thorough explanation of functions a's
well as some interetting.examples of other types of functions.

Mode rator: Other estions?cie

Participant C: For problem 19 on page 5, I tried some numbers and they worked.
But how can you be sure that all number& work? I

Moderator writes problem 19: 1 + ( 2 X p) + 2 = 0 + 3 + 0

articipant ,B: Well, I figured that r . -*may I come to thd board?

Moder tor:

Participant B:

Yes.

I rewrote the,expre.Ssion" on the left of the equal 'sign as,
2 X 0 + 1 + 2 . Aiid the right side may be wi\itten as

+ 0 +, 3 . Now each side has 2 boxes. and a 3, so
the expressions on eit4her side of the equal sign, though.
written in a different form, are really equivalent. There
fore any number you put int the boxes will work.

Of course 5 does not get up and w'alk to ).1, but this As a common way of
*reading the expression.

,

2 3



Book l
,

One' o'f .the nióst fraaitfulaiscussion topic!' is question 4 on pag.e 9 of, the first
written ).esson which asks paRicipants to writ9 rules whose jumpd always go to
the lett (to rower numbers).

)

: Many/rules suggested w.ill be incgrrect but will give, .sothe jumps to the left'.
It Is usually,interesting to pursue this in distussion. If no one raises the question,
,you might bring it up: "What 'afiout questilon 4 on page49? 'Does anyone ti,ave a rule

/ ,Ive can try? " ....
t

1
t

A- 'rule is written on the board. For exampl

t

Moderator: Does that do it?

Participant A. : It goes to the left.

Moderator:. Someone give me a starting plre.

Participant B: 5 .

Moderator (writing 5 in the boxes ),: Where do you land?

Participant B:, Minus 5 ?

<7.

- Moderator:

. , ,,t.

Does everyone agree? OK, give another starting place.

(The moderator collects and draws several jumps, getting starting and landing
'points from the group. As long as no one suggests a negative number or 9 , he
will only have jumps goiNng td the left. )

Moderator: Well, what about it? Have we made all the jumps we need in order'.
to be sure?

Participant C: ''.What about starting at 0?

Moderatdr writes 0 in the boxes:

Participant.,D: That stays o 0,, doesn' t

Moderator: 0 minus '0 rroloiymu tis still 0 .

Participant D: Yes. So that juthp doesn' t,go to the left. It does& t go anywhere.

Pa r ic ipant, E; What happens if.you start on a negative number?
1

Moderator: .0. , give metone.



ParticiPaut E (after a pause): , Negative 2 .

, ,

Moderator (writing -2 in`eac.h box): ,Does anjrone knowihow, to do this ?.
(74) --2.) (72) )'

He Writes

Participant E: There' s something about this kind, of thipg in the notes at the end
, Of the lesson. ,

" .
Whether using the notes in.the lesson or 'relying op sameone in the group, the

modeyatdr \should compute and put on the board the cdriect'answer to fike problerh,
which, in this cape, is 2 .. There may be soine bewilderment in a tylSical group of r

teachers withrespect to how one performs such a computation. "The moderato& ,

should assure the group that as the course proceeethere will be more 'information
'about computing with negative numbers.

With such a rule as 0 ---> - 0, the moderator might also ask, "Does',
anyone know a simpler way to write this rule?" He is'Iooking fo,r .0 > 0 ,

but may get such a suggestion as 0 ---> 0 ( 2 X 0) , which is also the same rui.e.

Many o4f4the various incorrect rules which.are given for this mestion are like
the preceding .example in that ,they have jumps to the left only when you start at positivl
numbers. The moderator m'ay gay to the group that this ig likeV to be 'the case, 'and
ask how marr5i others may have such rules. Here ar'e some 'typital example's frOm
other institaes: 0

2 X CI'

--> x 0 (This is the ,same.rule as 0 --> 0.

'Some rules will have jumps t9 the left if, and only if, you start above some
particular number. 0 >.0 - 0 -0 - 0 0 - 2 goes to the left providing you

2

.

start above --1 The exact point need not always be determined (later in the course
people will,learn how -to find Any jump to the right disqualities the rule. If the
woup wants to find roughly where the transition 'pOint is, you can ask for or Stig ge s t
various 'starting pointsland make a table such ets the following:

Jumps With a 0 - 7, - - 2

or, in simpler form, 0 -3 X 0.) 2
,

Sta rt

10
.Land.

-32
i

5 -17

0 -2

5 , 13

Iti_rp_p_goets

Left

Left

'Left

.Right

2



,

. '
.° Book.1...

By now yOu know that the transitiorvis sornewhe-rp between 0 and -5 Narrowing
it downfurther:

Start Land

-1 1

1 1

2 2

'Jump gOes

Right

Neither rigAht nor left

.Forother interesting rules 'that may lie expected in respon.ye tts this,question,., \.see the CorAtector's Guide. .

,

($4

I. t1.

"10

. :,^." r-
'
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T tltri D iicto aion Notch . t

la ss With ,Number. Line Rules ,and Lower .13*a'Cketp-It .

!

.

relimingry information:

You will see a fifth grade class from the gleason SAhonol.'iri Medford,

Massaqhfisetts!' The ttudents had never befor 7
worked with Proj'ect materials.

T his was tlieir first meeting with the.tea:cher, ee Osburn.,' Tke film was
n-i'ade near the erid of t'he school yea'r... ru is- 33 min.]

Here is '.how one .moderat'or fed a 'discussion.afie'r
,

Moderator: Near the end of ths.1 film, Or .teacher wrote this problem:

-i + -+ .7;* i* -5* =

2 2 ..2 .2.
ea .

4
Do.you. recall softie of the wrong answers *that the students
gave?' - ... ,

,
. '

-./
1 .N. , ' a'

Participant A: 'Six was a,popular answer.

Participant B; So was 12 4
"lca

5 1,4

Participant C:

Moderator:

I3articipant

Pa rtici9a.nt

I remember that two students gave 0...

Where do you think these arrswers were coming from?

2, 41)
Possibly: some studentS saw. 5 written six times, and

(

thought'atat the answer4was 6 .

I suppose that yoti couid,fix he Problem so the answer
4twbuld be ,6 4

Moderator: How would you do that?

Participant B write.$

rn+1"-gl+
pal

6

,

...Participant C: . In that;case, if you switched each,upper braCket to a lower.
.braCket, then you would get 0 for an answer: Perhaps the



+,0

1046

17)artidipant E:

.17

Participant't:

students thpught that since

5..

4'

then

.13ooki

2 2
-5- +' might arso equal O..-

12Of all the wrong answei:s, I think wa's closest to the
5

correct answer, since the students just forgot to use the
lower brao,kets.

What el.se can you do withlarLackets?

Paxticipant. 0:1 Are the brackets a made-up symbolT4r are they used .

in mathematics?

Moderator: Yes, brackets are used in mathematics. We Will be see- .-

ing,more of this.topic later in the course. If you will save
your questions for a few weeks, we can discuss th*em then.
The topic of upper and lower brackets wis included in this
film to give you a flavor of what lies aheattl, Doessitnyone
have questions about juniping rules?

Participant 13:, When the teacher wrote the firgt jumping rule on the boar'd,
`.the arrow seemed to be very long. Why did he,do that?

ModeratOr writes 0 > 2% 0 - 5

Moderator:
f

Students firs,t learning about jumping rules sometimes
confuse thg arrow with a plus, a minus, or an equal sign.,

Mockrator writes 0 7--> U + 6

Moderator: When the- teA.cher wrote this,rule (uSing a relatively short
arrow), -the students did' show some confuSion. Tony, for
example, /suggested 3 for a starting number, hoping to
land on 9 , an odd numbers 'Clifford thou.& that if you
starte'd at 1, you'd latd at 3." What were they probably
thinking?

Participant A: 'I suppose they just.added all the numbers. If you make
the arrow longer, it seems to separate thj starting
number from the landing number.

2(3
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Moderator:
Vt.

Yes, I agree Here's how some.of the jumps looked for
the rule ii X 1 - 5 :

II& III AL ANL Aga&
0 cz 3 .4. 5 G 7 g 7 o It /g /3 .14, I. ./6

. Can you find .any patterns to these jumps?

Participant, B: The, juMps are different lengths and they go in opposite
directions.

'V

Participant. D; I noticed that y.ou have two jumps of one space, two, jurii.pa
of two spaces, but then only one jumpof four spaces..

,

Moderator:
6

If the pattern were preser.v4i where should the jump
.erom 1 land?

Participant.D: WoUld it be four spaces to the left of 1 ?

Moderator: . Yes', it would4 How lot(Clo you predict the jump from
13 will be?

Participant B: Eight spaces. Theh you'd have 16 spaces, 32 spaces,
and so on. The diStance jus`t Aubles, doesn't.it?

'Moderator: ,Let'S try it. herd do you land wh n you put 13 into
the rule?

ql.Participant F: 21
1

which is eight spaces from 13.,

Praticipant

Participant A:

Modf rator;

11'I figuted out thatstartingat 21, you land at 37 ,

.is a.jump of 16 spaces, so I was right..
which

I noticed that,fox4a wliile, the techer always took jumps
from the previous landing point. Are you' allowed to
start on other limbers? Can you start on 10 for
example ?is

Yes, you certainly can. You can start on any numbrr
on the' line. Do you think you can land on any numIr

1. 5 'on.the line? Could . you land on 1 o r ev4en on- 102 ?
*

2d
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Book 1

Here are some of er.ques ions a urriTh;o p rtray be, interested
in discussing. Do not feel C.ompelled to "cover" them nor to provide all the
answees.

1. .. Why do you supRo-se the teacher did not .introduce negative numbers?

,

For the rule H + 1.1, the class was looking'for ,starting
places so thht,they would land on an odd.number. One Child said,
"Every number with ji added to it." . Strictly speaking, this Is not
corre,et, since t41- would not work. What would you have done
in your class?

,Try to make a jumping rule so that when you start on any integer,
you always land on an odd number.

4. Try to make up a jumping rule so that if you start on any integer,
you never land on a milltiple of k3

e.

elh) e



Book 2
trat

Seoond Session
4

Written Lesson.Distussion Notes

Mocrerator: Are there any questions on the lesson?

Participant T : I didn't know.how to,gC about question ( j ) on page 4. : The
. . rule is El --> fi 3 wad the questiori is where cari you

start so that after. 5,000 jumps y,ou land at zero? 1 q

i

,Moderator writes, U > U - 3'

Moderator: Where would you start to land at zero:
t ,

after 1 jump? (3),

after 2 jumps?

after .5'.juri-ips?

after. 10 jumps ?

after 100 jumps ?'

after 1,0.00 lumps?

after 5,000 jumpt?
j.

0

,

Participant. Z : I was wondering about question 3 on page 3. The rule is
still in [-] - 3 . If you start at 10 you land at 7.
Sihce the jump has bedn to the left, why'don't you w,rite
-3 instead of 3-s?

et

Participant L : fdecidcd that 3 spaces is 3 spaces and that negative three
spaces do-es not make 6erise. So when asked for spaces rrioVed,

-I always gave a positive number. ,

Moderator:' Ypu a r e correlt. Spaces moved asks (only for how many spaces
long the jump jg regardles,s of whether it is to,the right or to
the left,

Participant B.: \ Does anybody have a quick way to do. question ',( ) on pager_4

Moderator:. Question (m.) asks you to use the same ruld'.'and start at
You are to give three numbettless thin 80v; on which you
not land. _

,/# ,

3i



Participant K 1 figured 'out that each jump subia;acts 3 so after

10 jumps you are at M.'
20 umps you are at 90
30 jumps you are at ,60

31 j.umps you _are. at 57

N.;

/Since you.are starting at 1150, which can be dividéci by 3, and
you are subtrecting 3 each time, you will always land on a .

4, ta.number divisible by 3,' .

,,,,

ft

Book 2

Notes to moderator:

As part_ of this written lesson, teachers were to write a sequence of problems
on competingnumber line ruleS. Teachers generally''find it helpful to see What
other participants have written: Try to ,get a .few volunteers to put their. Rroblerns
on the board. . The group can discuss the sequencing of ideas, alternative prob-c.

410

lems, and possible pitfalls .to avoid., Some teacher's, will be tempted to tily their'
sequences in the.classroom. You M'Ight ask the partlicipants to report later on

the results.
a

a.

Can you tell a priori the number oftie points a pa/r of rules will have? If
one or both of the rules involves H X Ll (and not LI xrixo or oxuxox 0,
etc. ) there may be zero, pne qpr two tie points. Examples:

1 ITX 6
Two tie points'. 0 and. 10

1.1 110 xri + 6.

rixr] + 40
H .--.).. 10 X H -,F 15

Ont tie pciAsnt: 5

(continued next page)

tr-
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Book 2
4

n
x + 2

X IA

Li '2 X oo

No tie points

\

No tie points

, If one or both of the rules invialves 0 X C:',1 X El ,1 (with nothing more corn-
,

plicated) there are at most, three tie points. Example:
A

Three tie points: -1, 0, and 1

The connection between tie points of jumping'rule4s and the frame equations
Iof the first written lesson becomes clear if we observe that the rules

and El 10 X 0 + 6

tie whenever the same starting number (same number in bith boxeg on the left
of the arrows) yields equal landing numbers. Thus numbers that work in,thp
.equation 0 X 0 + 6 = 10 X 0- + 6 are tie points for the pair of rules.

1

,5ince the equation involves 0 X 0 (but not 0 X 0 X 0 (Yr 0 X 0 X 0 X10 ete.y
at most two nutnbers will workand so there are at most two tie points kor the
rules. In fact, X El + '6 = 10 X 0 + 6 has exactly two rooti3, 0 and

6

1 0 and so the 'rules tie at exactly two places-0 and 10.
It should be mentioned that although a pair of, rules may in fact ha e to tie

0 points, the tie points may be very difficult to find.

12
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Preliminary information:

Film Discussiorf Notes

,10

1)3ook 2
11

You Will see a third grade class from the Cunniff School in Watertown,
assachusetts. The teacher is Phyllis Kleine( The day before this clasa, the
students had been introduced to 'jumping yules. The-film was made in the middle
of`the school year. [Filin.running tiMe: 30,min.1

Dfscussion after the film:
. t.For each pair Of rules in the.film there was one tie point; to the left of

the tie point ona of the rules won abd to the right of the tie point the other rule
won. It is natural to ask if any other situations are possible. Here are three
which are worthwhile discussing:

(a) Are there two-rules whjch never tie? That is, could we have a
picture like this?.

b b b -->

(b) Are there two rules which tie exactly twice, giving% picture
like this? ,.

0 !)'

11--11

b b b tri a a a a a b . b

)
, (c) A're there two different rules which always tie?



1

Prob4bly bevel-41 of the teachers will be e to find two rules which never-tie.:.
Hint: .Suppose rule a is El > 0 + 4 . Wr e rule b so that for
any startirtg number, rule b 'always wins.

Some possibilities for rule ,13` are:

0 T > 0f 100
or

0

s or even
1

1 0

-Situation (b) is somewhat harder. If the participants get boggecl down here,

you could either let them think about it for a while or? suggest that they try the rule
n > El x o ab one of the rules.

(
In regard (o problem (c) there

+ .0

and

. El --> 2 X 1;7

may be some teachers who 'feel that a pair ,of

are two different rules which'always tie. If so; it must be emphallodthAt
0 + El and 0 ---> 2 X Ei are in fact the same ru simply because
they do always tie. They,are written differently, but since the jumps given.by

+ o are exactly the same As the jumps giVen by 0 ------> 2 X 0 ,.

the rules are not dif erent.

Of course th. .d is true in general: two rules.

e other doesn' t.has a jump^that
different only if one of them

Participants in your group May wonder why the teacher rarely filled in the
box for the starting number. when she tried numbers in the rules. The reason for
this was that in the t)rececHng class the teacher found that the children invariably
added thAstarting 'number to the landing number. For instance, if 5 were put into
the rule 0 0 + 0, they would say, incorrectly, that,the landing number is '15 .
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When jumps are being drawn on the line, however, it is very important to keep track
of.the starting number by filling in the first box. What are some things that'll, teacher. ,

can do to minimize the tendency children have to add the starting number to the land-
. .

ing number?

Perhaps by next week some of the participants ould share their ,experience"s.

of introducing jumping rules in theivclassrooms.

"

4

1.

04.
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ThirdeSession

Written Lesson Discussion Notes

The discussion notes for 1this written lesson have a format diffe ent froth

that of the firtat two written lessons. It is not intended that the ift"rticipants

'should t'alk les's this week. In'fact, by the third week the participants should
he taking a more active part in the discussion.

General Suggestions.

The 'first five pages of thi's written lesson involve problems abo'ut parentheses.

Perhatis the best way to answer questions that participants may have concerning

these problems is to write the problem on the board `andhave anotherarticipant
. tell how he did 'it. If someme ,gil:res a wrong answer to a particular problem it is

possible that he really solved a different,problern. Sorrietimes_the quickest way

to, explain his error is to show him the problem he actually did" For example,
1 1problem 22 on page 4 is 3 + -2 3 -2 = , and the correct answer is 0 .

Assume that someone arriVed at 1 as ansanswer. Perhaps what he did was to

.supply parentheses -- 3 + 1 (3 - -2 ). =
2

, 'in which case the answerWould1

be 1 . It would be worthwhile to ask a particiPant to explain the difference b,etween
s

these two problems.

The remainder of. this written lesson deals with methods for finding standstill

points. There are at least three general techniques for finding standstill points, and
in a typical institute, each of the three ways will be used by the participants.. The

moderator should encouyage participants to describe their methods. Notice-that

problem *4 (a) on page 8 asks for a child s method of finding a standstill point for

rules such as 0 -->. 3 X 8 and 0 > 3 X 0 - 7 . Acceptable answers

to this question are not likely to be as general as those deSTbed here.
One way to find standstill points is to make many jiimps and notice the

pattern of jumps. By looking at the .symmetry of the jumps one can usually

determine the stands011 point(s).
Another method is to divid,e the number being stibtracted by one less than the

multiplier. If the rule is 0 ,a X 0 - b ( a and b are numbers with a not

equal to 1 ) then divide b by ( a - 1 ) (Why 'couldn' t we do this'if a were equal

to 1. ? ) This is the method used by some of the students in the film

"Standstill Points".

1. 37



Book 3

It is unlikely that atudents_would use tive-following method for finding stand-,
itilkpoints. In order for a number to be a standstillopoint the starting nurnber
must 13.e equal to the landing number. If the rule is: 0 ). a X Q. b
( a and b are numbers), then the 'starting number is 0 and the landing num-
ber is ( a )< Li b ) . Since these two numbers must be equal if ,there is a

,

standstill point, we have 0 =y, da, X Li b . The humber that works in 0 will
be the standstill point. Notice that if a equals 1, then the ,ecluation has no
,solution and ther.e is no Standstill point.

,The moderator does not have to cover all these,
Methods' for finding standstill

points, in the discussion. They are included here to provide background for the
.moderatOr, and could be used at a later date.

4 4

Specific Suggestions
1r%

Be prepared for questions about thie following problems: pa:ge 6, question l(f);
page 7, question 1(j); page 8, question *4(a); page 9, question *5(d) . A ,good

questions is to have iarticipants di cuss theirappveach in answering the

.ideas and anéwers.- The mo erator should uSe the following information with

.discretion.

Page 6, cfuestion 1(1) (The ruL is 0 3X, 8 ).

(e ) , Start at. 1 . One

(f ) A common wrong 'answer

might someone who makes this *stake have been answering?

tand?

above is -.4 What question

"11m=1=111W

Some possible answers:
1. The-starting point M.

landing point.
g1t have been add d with the

1 ( 3 )< 1 ) 8

. The multiphcation sign might have be"en iead as a plusosign.

3 + 1 8 -4

3 Li
17



Page .81 question *41(a)

(a) What, other method besides looking 'at' the pattein of jurrips,might a

child s,uggest as a quick way to"find stindStill poirltp for tl:le rules

in the. foregoing.problems ?
.

s .

,
This type of question actually does not have a wrong answer. The question

tig asking for a child' s method and children'say all kinds of crazy things. .However,
'1most participapts (as do many students), sa sorriethinulike "take of the( end0- .

y
Z.0.

number" or.."divi'iie the last number in the rule by 2". Member's of your group

who have answeked thi6 question might enjoy testing their varipus methods oh,
, , ,.

these r-t.iles:
\-0''> 4 X + 21

l'x 7 3.

'7.-7=-->* 0 x - 3

0 --> .0 + 12
4.

Page,9 question *5(d)

The question is 'to find`the standstill'point or points for the rule '0.7-7+ 0 0 .

Participants'often think that negative numbers are standstill points fbr this
'

rule. If -7 is. put Inathe Voxes, theft 0 (-7) haffitt be computed-to fkina, the

-landing number. Because of the twO negative signs peOple often have trouble.

Two approaches could be used to solve (-7) .

1., A sequence of problems such as this:

0 5 =
1

0 - 4 =

0 3 =

0 - 2 =

-5.
-4

-3

0 1 =. -1

O.- a = O..

$ 0 -T-1) = 1

0 -1 2) = 2
0 -( 7) = 7 3 49

tk1



Start at 7 ahd use thisi.rule. Where.do you lahd?

Start at 3 Land? (7)

$tart ai 1 Land? (9.)

Stari at 9 . Lahsl? (1)

Here is a picture 4.some jumps taken with this

,

H I I +
-5 -4 -3 72 -.1

(3)
I.

I I I

10 11 12 13 14

Start,at 11 . Where do you land? ' (-1,
Start at -1 .

:f

If the pattern is preserved then you should go back to 11 from -1 , and

10 -; (-1)- must be eval to 11 ,'which it is. What is 10 -.(-6) ? 5 -,(-7) ?
0 (-7') ? Where do you land widi.the ruie 0 0%7 if: you start at -!7 ?

4
4

ins,titAte -4participlpot suggetted that zero must be the only stand-
...

still pOiht for the rule 0 -->' 0 - 0 because 0 is the only number:which
is its own opposite. .(The oppoSite oti nufnter s defiried, as diet nur4erl
which, when added to the original number, yields la sum'of 0. ) Since :!

-11 ("Box gsoes to the opposite of box"),,can be,*silown to. be'. th6 same
rule- ae 0 + o ("BoX apes to ;zero minus box"), 0 is' the .only...
standsti,11 tpoint. :c

es

V`.

e
_
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'preliminary inieorr('tation; ,

. This elasbis a heterlogeneous fifth grade from the James Russell Lowell
, , . ,

... .., .

t
,-

tta School in, WatertOwn, Massachusetts. The teacher is Davit A. age% Before

. this film, ;he- hid met with the crass three .or f6urtime.s.

place in Ma ck. [Film. r unnittg 'tin-ie: 45 min.] II"

The filming took'

r
disvussion that follovN. occurred in a previous inEhitute. It is inten

ded to.alert the moder'ator tO,p0f4ble questions. Most of these answers wrke,

given by participants.

oth

0 7,> '3 X.E3..'19 , and somebody gave as her explanation: "jou just take ..,
.the ntimber on the righf and cut'it in.half, and you stay right there." But, wn

. . ,
. .. .

the teacher was gping antund asking people what the standstill point 4,s,, -
Nc try

z

k,.; 1.. I,.
4 1 .

';. .4.
.

a Fairly 9arl ilAt,itiey:film-the class was :doing things like

said 38 . What wad. gOing on thve? 1, -

A: Terry multiplied 19 la)/ 2 insteadaof dividing it by 2.

1Nancy's anskver was 6 . Where did that come from?

A: Possibly she dkrided tee 19-by 3 .

Q: "Why is the standstill point one less' than the number? How

coeie it works? " (The person Who abked this questibn did not s,tate the question

clearly. What she really wapeed to know was whY- you can find the .standitillt

point by dividing thg -last number in the rule by the number'which is, one less than

..the multiplier in that rule.) -

A: Since we 'are lookinpfor% place to start,so that wewill land at

the, qame place, we 4',.an say t. hat for the standstill point the starting number will

pir the landing number. In this particular case the rule 0 , 3 X a - 19
. 1

q, 4 ' 4 .ft iiwritteTA as 0 ---,> ND '+ 2 x 0 19 . If we 'can find a starting nut.
4, ..

.0,06 ft"i :so that- 2.7X D 19 is zero, then that starting number must be
;-. .

`14ndsti4/. poiRt, for th.ctule. (Why?)
, ,,;%. -:., ;'. -I a. 1:: ..." .

i .".. ..:;.. . 6, 4i. 4
4

4



.Note to moderator:
A8omeone with more than routine insight or experience may suggekst that

a way.to (ind the standstill,point is simply to ,realize that the; startpg point
and"the landing point must be equal in,that case, or 4 °

,

.1

.11 3 X 1D. 19

ow what works in the box? This method is entirely correct, of course, but
it is likely 'to compOund the confusion of those teachers who think they have
just gottln it straight in their minds that the frroW in ,a jumping rule is not
an equal. Sign. The, moderator, if ,he or anyone,else brings outiStich a method,
should raise, this question and try to get various explanatiiins, makin clesr
that the equation is a way of 'finding the standstill point of the jumpinj rule.
Later in the instituttie might want to come back to the ,question and explore
whether or not one coUld write equations in order Ao find jumps of specified
distances other than zero.

The nioderator may want to get thoughts from those who wi-sh toffer
theM, and defe.r.,further diatussion of.this questiOn unt\i the following week.
This will allow the participants time to solve the problem for themselves.
These otes are for whatever time he decides to pursue this, topic.

Q: 'When the class is trying to find the standstill point for the
rule. Li ---> 11>< 0 5 Donald suggests starting at 0 . What was he

probahly thinking?

A: I-le might haN4 been confusing a jump_starting at with a
*

jump 0 spaces long.

Commenting on Carmine's. jump from 9 to 78 (using the rule
Li ---> .3 x Li 19), the teacher says 'something like, "That's a pretty
,short*jump, which probably mea:ns you're not too far away." Can a clartroom

teather and her students always rely on this principle? ID'

A: ,Not always, but for most simple rules a yery short Amp in-
dicates that even shOrter'juMps are not too lar away. pne has to 'use 'some
common.sense ir applying this, though. If yeal start at 5 and use the rule

1 ,

TO
you get 'a "Pretty.shart jump", but'where.is,the stand-'.

still point? (There is none.) If you start at 1 and use the rule
1 1H --> 1100 X 0 - 1 , you get a jump from 11 to , but tOk siantstill100

point is not very eloselo 1 .7 .qt is 100 .) t'

k

I

21
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22

Q: While working ofi the same problem, Katherine disregards
1the teacher's hint completely and suggests 1- , which is not close to 9 at. .

. .

all. Is she lost in a fog of laer own, or.is there a reason why she said .1- ?
2

1A: Perhaps she divided the 5 'by 2 , getting l . There's no
reason to assume she even h'eard the teacher's hint.

Or pe.rhaps she saw.the distance from 8 to 9 Was one and
when the teacher suggestedCarmine was not too far away, assumed this
meant the answertwas 'around *one' ..

Another possibility is that Katherine may have realized that
1 .

. 19.- was the standstill point and the distance from 8 to 91 'was 1-. 2 2 2 ..

6 .10

Q: After Helen explains her method for getting standstill points
( split the number after the cninus sign in haff") the teacher has the class try
thliethothon the rule L.] 3 X U 117 . Half'of 117 is 58-1. 58-1p SO

is put in the boxes and the child,ren work out the answer. Is all this arithmetic
1really necessary?. Is there4a quick way to see that 5872 must be the stand-

,
still point?

A: You know that 117 = 2 X 58 1 (that's wl;ere the 581
2

came froM originally): Sso the landing number can be, rewrittewas..,
13 x 58- - 2 X 58 1 . If we have three 58-2 and subtract two of them, we1 '
Z

1
2

have one 58-left.
2

Q: In order to check z5 as the standstill point for
4 X z.15 e crass has to compute z20 z15 The teacher

writes this sequence of problems:

7

10 - 5 :=0 5
10 - 4 = 6

t+' 1 0 3 =

10 2 = 8 .

10 - 1 9
ttpt0 0. 10

10 - 1 = 11
4 10 - zZ = 12

.z3 IS
10\- z4 - 14

,10 z5 = 15
A



E

B

'fie was hoping that the students would see'that subtracting a z number the
same as: adding, a regular number."' Is this a good way to handle subtractir of

negrive numbers? Are there. other ways?
A: It sounded as if a num rdof children responded '1'91 to

10 zl .and the tracher.rejected tha answer . Just by .itself4,' the "just-
fgliow-the-Tattern" method is pot necessarily conviniting, %ut it's quick, and
if you remember that the answers keep going in one direction, it is a reasonable

. ,

way of remembering what happens.

There are other ways of teaching subtraction of negative num-
bers, and undoubtedly teachers in an institute can invent and develop Many of
them. For example, since 5 3 = 0 means the same thing as 0 + 3 =t

then 10 zi = 0 means the'same as 0 + zl = 10 If he stUdent
Anows how to add negative numbers, he can do this last problem,

When ChVistine is exPlaining her general method she uses as
an example the rule U > 7.1X U - . She says thai she looks at the 7 ,

takes 4.he 11 next smaller number" and divides it into 24'. But there is no "next
smaller numb-er"; she mtans tht next smaller whole number. Should the
teaclier have corrected her?'

A: This would be purely a matter of opinion.. Jp. the context:in
which it was uttered, Christine's statement is perfectly clear'. Op the other

;

hand, we wouldn't want children to think that 7 has a neA smaller number; In
this case the.teacher chose to ignore Christi-ne's lack of precision (or 'he didn't
notice it at all), but in a later film, "Graphing with Squam Brackets", you will
see the same teacher handle a similar situation drerently. This filrwis shown
in the second parttof the course'.

1.

A

tA.

r .
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IlOok 4 Fourth Session

Wri%1e.s.eon Discussion Notes4
t

: Moderator; Are there any questions on the lesson?

Participant F; I'm puzzled about qUestion 14 on page 3., It says that the 'most

o.

likely wrong answer to problem 13 is 20. I can't figure out how you would get 20.

Moderator .w rites :

-> D + 1 0

c0

0 --> - 7

e0 -> .0 X 3

X

Participant K: I thought 15 was a more likely wrong answer. You would

get that by adding the results of each step instead of multiplying them. You

would have:

= 12

= 1

and 1 + 12 + 1. + 1 ='15 .

e

ar.

4

9,

Participant 0: Maybe they added also the fir4 starting point:

'5 + 1 12 + J.+ 1 . That would give sajon ,answer.

Participant X: You w6uld also get by multiplying instead of adding when

you do You would have 1 X'20 X 1 X 1 = 20 .

Moderator: Those are all good possibilities, and wieh,this type of question

'theyare equally acceptable. Are there aly other questions on the lesson?
a '

4 6",
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Book 4

.ParSicipant A: By trial and error I was able to figure out the answer
to question 7 on page 4. But, frankly., trial and error can be time-consuming
and boring. Can anyone explain it to me?

Participant 13: After few problems I realized that if y-ou want to get.,
the biggest number possible you should use your adding rule before you use

multiplying rule. Then you multiply not only your starting number but also
'wha has been added on.,

rticipant. C : That' s right. You want to)(get!'as big a number as you
can before you my.t.iply, and when you have a dividing rule, you want to get
as small as you can before you use it. For example, in problem 5 on page 7,
,you want to use.the subtracting rule first so that you wil ose as little as
possible when you dividec

Moderator: Let's-see, The rules on page 7 are:

ri
ftemesiellen

>

Aleieweomel

+ 8

12

+ 4

9

and question 5 asks for the largest possible number .using three f's, three.g's,
and one h. The starting place is 116. Now what were y9u saying?

C.

Participant C: Well, when yoli use rule h, you are going to take one-.
41)fourth of whatever is in the box. So you are going to lose three-quarters of

whatever you have. In order to lose ais little as possible, first use your three
g's and then'use h.

N

Moderator'writes:

a*

t.

25
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)16(Asid I have enough trouble getting the answerwhen they tell me where to
#

Participant I): I didn't knoW how to go about question 12 on page 6.

t start.and.whilt rule to use; How .do they expect meto-figure this out? )

Mode rator writes:

ci
+ 10

3.X E
Let's see. Three A's , three B's , and one C are used on a certain number,
and the high-e'st number that can be obtained is 207 . ,Does anyone know in what
order the rules would have to be used to get the highest number?

*-

Participant B (a little exasperated): As I said befor.e, if you add as
much (.,ts you.tcan bufore you multiply; you will get the big,gest number. So do

the three A' s, then t, and then do the three 131s .

Muderator (wrtki,rig

the rules we re tised to get .207
starting 'number ?

Does 'anyone have

So we know in what oirder

an idea about how to find the

Participant You can use the rules in reverse. The B' s subtracted
36, so.acid 36 to 207 . C multiplied by 3, so divide by 3 . + 3 = 81

Then use the three A' s in reverste, .so you subtract 30 from 81,. So 51 is
the staiting number.

Moderator: Now how should we use !the ruleS to get.the lowest number?
,Pa,rticipant A: I guess you want to g.et as small as, possible before ylou.

Multiply. So do BBI3CAAA .

a

.26
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Participant R.: *75

Book 4'
r

Does lyon have the answer ?

s.
Participant 4M: I was wondering abOut question 8, on page 11,,,. know that

wins by 26 . But does it work also if 1 put a negative nuinber inthe diamond?

\ 0_

Moderator: Lett s t y itt with a negative nurnbetr.

13

X

Someone give me a negative number.

Participant M: -4.

Moderator writes:

A

aly

4

0 I

SO

I.

s.

-12

-25

-25

7
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4

17

51,

Which is large.r, -25 or -.51 ?

Participant Q: -25

Moderator:, It is larger by 26 ; so, pq wins by 26 even when We start

a1t-4. And, in fact, pq will win by 26 for all negative numbers.
. 1.

The preceding is the beginning of a discussion about the fourth written
lesson. It is not complete, but it is included so that you may get the' flavor.of

how one moderator handled his group.

Following are some .other ideas t at the moderator'icould-use if the liar-

ticipants themselves do pot bring them up.

Id
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Book 4
way of determining which combinatiOn of ruies is "better" is-to look,'

.at.what each rule does to any Itarting number.
-For example,in Problem *9-on Page where die rules are ,0

and 1'1 1:1 X .17 and the starting .number is '293:

7.8

( 293 45 ) X 17

.Thinking of the first expressioh aYs ( 293 X 1. ( 45 XA ) and comparing it
with ( 293 x 17 ) ( 45 X 17.) , we see that in the second case the 45 is being '

( 293 X 17 45

"

( 293 X 17 ) ( 45 X 17 )

I

subtracttd 16 more timeS.- Therefor*, ,ba. fis'thd "better" combination.
As a participant in an institute sa'id, "If you use rule b _Arst and then

rule a , you will be subti.acting 45 only once. .If you use rule a first, then
rule b , you will be subtracting 45 seventeen times.- .So the combination_ ba
will win by 16 X 45 Or 720,

For some people the ahswers for the problems on page 13 come as a
surprise, particularly probler*3. It may seem that the rules should be used
in a different order when the starting number is between zero and one, sirice
jumps with the rule 0. > 0 X 0 , starting between zero and one, will go
to smaller numbers.

It would be worthwhile to discuss these problems and see if. a participant
could come up with a convincing argument as to why the ordeor of the rules stays

1the same. A possibility would be to start at and compute the answers for .100 0the six different ways that the rules can be arranged.

1

29
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36

=
9 0 , 0 0 0

2

30,000

I

= *

4
30,000

3 0 ,0 0 0

This shows that acb will give the largest number when.the starting number is
1

100

4

A more general argument follows.
1-Rather than start at start at 0 so thit we have:

. 100 14-

2 X 0

( .2 X 0 4- 3

-

or

2 2
= ( X D )X ( )

or

\

kf
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IrL a sirnbliNashion wel get these risults for the other five,arrangernents
of the rules..

4-x0Xo
9

2= Xuxo.

7

4

4

Comparingtwhai is on the right side of the equal sign,. one can see that
'4

X*10 X Ei will be the biggest number no matter what number is in the boxes
$3
(except zero, in whiCh case they will be,the same). Someone might wonder if
4- xo5<r) will give the biggest number if a negative number is used. The3

answer is yes, since 0 X 0 will always be p-ositive.*
The moderator may Want to Veturn to this problem after the paliticipants

have done the 4<itten lesson in Book 1.6.
A

t.

4.
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'Film Dis usaloilitlotes

"Three A's -Three 131s and One-6"

Preliminary Information:

In this film you will see the same class of fifth graders' that you saw in the
film "Standstill Points". %This is the next day. The teacher is again David A. Page.
Just before filming he intr.oduced the class to the conventional notation for negative

[Fjlrn running.time: 48 min.]

Discussjon After,the Film:
Moderator:

Are there any questions or comments about the .film?

Participant AN

I couldn' t figure out the one with the 10 and d.o 6 ct s .

Mode rato r:

Let' s s ee. Rule e was

/welre they?

Participant 13:

120. They were going '10, 29; 40, 60, 80, 100, 120,

2 X and the problem was

The teacher tvas getting mostly wrong answers, What

ParticiPant C:

ea.

Another wrong answer was 22. They were thinking of' each of the s as,
worth 2. 6 X 2 = 12 . 10 + 12. =

Moderator writes

Moderator:

\Zes anybody.know how to get to 640?
Participant D:

F. 640

thought you would inultiply 10 X 2
6

, .but it doesn t work put.
,

Mode rator: ,

It .

For those of us who don't remember about exponents, what iS '2 to the 6thV,-. t'

0

Pafrticipant E:
s}

2 X L'X 2 X 2 X 2 X 2

`)N _ .

6



Participarit D;

That' s 64 El Q it doesi,work. in1ydd 4 to the 5th latfoie.

Moderator Writes

MOdergtor:
-1.When the teacher chapged the 10 to 15, he commented, ''The answer

%me, to be' bigge.x sthan 640 because we' re statting, with a biggpr number. "
Does anyone have a fastVia.y to get the ,answer which was...96V

Participant F:

Add half of 640 to 640 .

Moderator:-

0,, Qoes that work?
1?arti3Opant G:

You've increased the 19 by half of 10 .

Partthipan.t H :

I see What you're doing. If you take half of your answer (640) teild, add
it to 640 yo4t get 960 .

e

Moderator:

What if you had SO ?

Participant .14.

It would/be 3 times the answer yoll get fot 1
.

Participarrt K:

I noticed that one ch4d said one hundred ra0d thirly-tvET., and another time

.a child said two-six-six for two hundred s4xty-six. Isn't it' important to
say' the number ? .

'.)

0

Moderator: s"

?,

i s important that you do as you think best Sometimes when children

are working,with big ideasaand 1ooking,for. generalizations, a teacher4mayI
,1)

ignorfrthings like that for the time being.
t,partidipant Le.

A

1 0 ) IIn another place in the 'film Brian said 3 minus 10, instead of '10 miniis 3 1
e

and the teacher let it go because he knew tvhat"Brian meant, and Brian
certAtinly knew what he rne4nt. ,,

.
v.:
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Pa t ieipa M; ';

wits woryieringowb

:et .

-44oclenatOr wfites

.

'

Mod.vraton
:

Is there a diffeience in Meaning betwe'en these

Partic,ipa4

-The.;teacher said that

6

*.tpose loops were drnc

s
. and

maliol that jump:.
(.

,
(Aerator:

..
'

Perhaps it wiI1.,,be helpful to reMember.ihat ..., --r> ... 9/ O'is not correc ..
_.,

:. ....
. .... -°.

twij?,

........
wasthe numbe,.,r you.4pt 1.74/;4071..kdir

, 'it says that using rule a, 6 goes to equald.°9 . This is nonsénse.°:' It. is
4 e".:°

9 which says'..that.ii you Otart at six,:'correct to write

and use rule.. a, theJanding point is equal to 9 ,

way to say: .; using rule a , six goes to nine.
Participant .N:

Nvil'at if Bruce hadnI t said, "Is-it beca se you rnultjsply a c.liffsiemt place?
Participant 0:

Teachers

.4 Pa r c.kp ant P:
09119

"

arenl t always luckrenough to have a Bruce in their, class,
e

^

Maybe the teacher would 1.81t why

same answe.r.

'Participant Q:'
\ ,

,

did.not..give their.

Maybe the teacher would wait until someoxe did catch on.

U.

t

40



Book 4.r
)'Note to riktiderator:,

t the eild'of the:film, after the students have founethe maximum number
the teacher asks a question. nIf s115 is the largest num-%

4ni:4:.88 is the .A.krratfest number you.can 'get, what are all ther,, ... .....

7ii:;u0i,hei;414.*4491/0.vnthat you can hit? C9,.n ylou 1 d on all the whole numtITS
. ... , .. . .

'1.;liViiin 4A8.::::Aild li.1.5. or '.Q,OlyiAtin some of them?" . -,,,,

7.

:ii thellarti6qi.anti.':woUld like to pursue this ques ion the following is one
,

4

e:;:po.8ition 'of ruiv : c makes.i thference th the landi nunAber w,h.en

::6-.!,$ and pne c are used 'We. Willstart Wikh:fiule the extteme.

4.

theie .are .moyi,other Ways.,t6:.arrangb. thes%
'kaeping tt* c..i:2the left; o'r

caliabab ;,. (1:low..many other Ways..are theit.-6;'

'give.the same result because mving aYS *nci
will not chap.ge t'he ansWc.r.

and 'b....commute.)

".

,

atrangement's :that will:
etetit

A



Q

) ,
..

`.. Move the Eito 1the. right 'again. Can you predict how many'arrangements.. /

will yield different r*41ts? It you said thrileo you are, right.
, ,.

aacabbb
al;caabb
bbcaaab

Move the c Once again.

aaacbbb'.
aabcabb
abbeaab
bbbcaaa

Again nio.ve c .

Once more?

aaabcbb
aahbcab
abbbcaa

aaabbcb
aabbbca

get'

Alaabtbc

'*

4.
4.

4.

'

Counting these arrangements we find there are 16. possibilities, .including

the maximum, and minimum.. The answer to the que.stion, therefore, is: No,

.you,can.not .get all the nUmbers between the largest aI. srallcst.. You cr.

l'Act, only 14 numlwrs between the largesteand 'smallest. 4.

'N 0



Book 4

The moderator may want to show the '16 possible' landing num6ers
'(starting at 53 ) on a nuMber line and discuss such thtings as symmetry, pattern .

of numbers hit and numbers missed, and midpoints. Here s.a picture with the
rules that give the landing'numbers:

p.

aaacbbb 115

aacabbb 111
aaabcbb f 110

aclabbb 107
aabcbba 106
aaabbcb 105

caaabbb 103
abcaabb 102
aabbcab 101
aaabbbc 100

bcaaabb 98
abbcaab 97
aabbbca. 96

bbcaaab .93
abbbcaa

bbbcaaa t 88

4.

0

37



'Fifth..Ses rion'

Written Lesson Discussion Notes
4,4

qnichis written t38011; the partidipzints are isked ta.do some lattice pro. 13- .

lems with their elapses. ,.We hope that the moderator will encourage the partic-
.

ipants. to discuss tho lattices and the problems that they tried. Perhaps teachers
from representative grade levels 'could 'present their problems to the group.
AncIher. possibility to keep in mind is to reproduce for the entire 'group some. of
the lattices and sets of.problems that particip,ants have tried in their classroom's.
'rifts r4/ould also be a good time' to discuss what children can learn from'working -
with lattices. (See page 41 for further discussion of this qilestion.)

o
tb,

'Following are Ame of the questions that are' giO'St'ojft,Ori .k.ed about thin
.4written lesson. (Some possible answers are on piegee43..,-745..'.7

I . k

4)P page 4, problem 8 and problem 9:

14 -*fti

136 vft 1 -1 - 4-

Is there a reason for us.ing the 'same arrows in problems 8 'and 9 ?
Answer on page 43.)

Page 4, Sett. IV , problem 4:

OOP (The answer is not' 5. )

Why is . 5 a likely wrong answer for

Page 4, Sect. V , problem l- ( a ):

5 /.1\ ? Answeir on page 43.)

Use the smallest possible number of arrows to make this problem true:

25 41

What'is the largest number of arrows that can be used?

Why isn't sik the largest riumber of arrows that can be usea here?
(Answer On page 43.)

5 dLI
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Page 5 problem 4 (A

lb

Book 5

58

How Might one approach this problem inj logical fashion? (Answer on
pages44.)

P4.ge 5, problem 5 ( c ):

Explain why this problem is impossible:

192 65 / 129

6
Wh this problem imi5ossible?- Answer on page 45-0

In problems 6 and 7 , on page 5 and page 6 , the participants are asked
to extend the lattice. Usually problem 6, giveS nq trouble, but,the answ to

problem 7 can be the `subjeCt of disaireernent. Two common answers aisle -3
and 713 . Participants who give these answers are probably trying to keep the
Last digits of the numbers in each column of the blattice the same. (Thus) -3
goeg under 3 0 HoWever, if -3 Were to go beneath 3 , ithen the would sub-

tract 6 there, whereas previously it has 'always subtracted 10 . One,has to de-
,

cide'whether it is More important to keep the value of the arrows consistent or ,
to preserve the patte'in of the numerals in the lattice: That all the numbers in
the column above-3 end in 3 is really. just an accidental outcome of the faCt

q

that there are ten numbeks,in each row. (Try the same kind of question with a

seven-fold rattice.) The moderator might use the folloWing sequences of pro-
lems as a possible way to lead to an extension of the lattice which preserves
the effect of the arroWs.

GA) 39
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Book 5

(In thmse problera., put numbers in all the

.(i ) 901' +.i$ 904,
1 . I

( ii) 26/4. +

( iii ) 43 t + 4341 f

ames; no arrows allowed.)

0...1.11111111111.0.

(A) 19 4,

(B) 174,

(C) izy

(iv) 53 + 33 = (D)

( v) 7 I' + 17, = .(E). 1.04$

( vi) 17 + ri ... 14 911 9 4,

(G) '1#( vii. 74, . =

*

= 10

10

10

10

10

10

1013

7 =

Following are two slightlyirted discussions among participants who
')were taking the course.

.

I.
0

Participant A: , What was the answer to 'prAlem 5 (b ), page 5 ?

'Moderator:

Participant F.':

19Z/ 65/N = 127

Remember, We must put the yame arrows in each / 4
Would .stiffiel.ilibTelgielike to'aitswer this?

I made a square with thp arrows sp they get back to
192 /and 65.

Participant 0: I agree. No matter what arrows you put in each / , the
arrows must cancel themselves out, so that

\ would work, too'.

Participant M: Well then, r don't see why I have to use any arrows at 41,
Once '192 - 65 = 127 already.

9



,.

_if 1
Partialpant ,Ca:. We don't4havela no-arrow symbol. f i or "7.' '4". issthe.cosest

we Come to thq, and the result is just aS ilf we had .used n9,
arrows.

Particiant N:

Moderator:

yes, you're right. You have to have iomething"in the
or you haven't done the problem. I

I disagree with all of yoll. I tried four arrowti to the right in
4each / \ , and I still got 127 .

Let's work that out:

192

65

*4,6 ....Or

4 444

and 196 69 . = 127

Participant N : In fact, I think that any Combinatin of arrows would work.

Moderator: You are correct. Those of you who wish to thilik some more
about problems of this, type might see if yoU cal find the ans-.,.

196

69.

,

wer (or answers) to this problem:

192 / 65./ \ = 257

Participant A.: What are the children really learning by doing lattices?

Participant C:
1

,

Moderadar: Yes, and if you used a different lattice, such as one with
multipleAof 6 in the fardFleft column, the children would
get practice in the six tables.

t

Would anyone like to answer that?

Each arrow /pOinting up i worth 10 , so ta.t a problem like
3tttftt. Could be done by adding

3 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 +

or by doing 3 + 6 X 10 ,

4>
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T.

40

Moderator puts three rows of this lattice on the blackboard:

Participant X :

Participant
'

M:

Participant L:

Participant C:

Participant

13 14 15 16 17.

6

0

7

1

8

2

9,

3

10

4

11

5

It's a good way to ;view division'with remainders. If you had
44 6 , go up 7 rows from .zero on thaVattice and then go

. over 2.

Using arrows that go in opposite directions brings in cancel-
lation. The childfen can see) that t cancels out 1-.

They are learning to use numbers in ba.se form, too.

Is this really other number bases?

.1

D: I don't think it's the same thing because you are working with
ten digits, so it couldn' t be ariother base.

Participant L: But if you wrote all the numbers in.base six (in the lattice you
:have e the blackboard), iCwould look a lot like the ten lattice.

Modefator: t ,
Do you thi k it would be good for introducing negative numbe.rs ?I
How might u do t t?

Particip ant P: Have the arrow o OWD below 0 and put another row`of nurri157trs
helow the bottom row.

A4,4

6J

"

0



;Here art some possile anipers to the questions'on pages 38 and 39. of these.
discussion notes.

Bciok 5
.

;

ILL...se 3, problem 8 and, problem

The ariswer to problem 8 provides a clue to the answer for proble 9,
since pr.4451em 9 ha,s the same arrows but a different ,starting number. If you
c'ross out arrows tloiat cancel one another, such as f and 1 , and and

I
' you are left with b c

f
1 4. t t -. = 35

1
,

/So all that those arrows did was to add 21. Adding 21 to 36 will now give Oft
answer to problem 9.

Pitge 4, Sect. IV , problem 4,
Notice that 5 // .= 5 and 5.\\ = 5 . Students often think that

\ and e cancel out in the same way, but they do not. On this lattice,
/ Means add 11 , and means. add 9 Thus, 5 1/ \ bas the same answer

as -5 t t

Another way to see that 5 / cannot be 5 is to think of the geometry of
.the. moves. The arrow 7 moves you up and to the right; the arrow 1\ -moves you

up and to the left. As long as rtie starting numbet is not on the edge, you must
travel vertically; you cannot stay where you are. Students sometimes decompose .

into t anci ,N into t . There re, 5 iv can be replaced b'y
5 f- f. . The two horizontal arrows cancel, leaving 5

Page 4, Sect. V , problem 1(a):
There are two common ways of thinking about the correct number of arrows

used. If one allows arrows that cancel,- there is no largest number of arrows.
there can be as many as you want: If arrows that cancel were not allowed, then
6 would be the largest number of arrows;
theSe 6 arrows:)

11.

t (or 'any rearrangement of'
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I J

Page 5 problem 4( a
. There are many approaches to this problem(

to do it:

( i ) Firstrewrite the probleM as

V.

.44

Since X adds 11 , X X / / adds 44 .

S 0

(Of course, 7/ / should be
go off the edge.)

Rewriie the problem as

+

filen,. each

in the

7

Here a;e four possible ways

/ 58

checked.on the lattice to ensure that it does not

1 / = 29 29'

X if must equal 29. Since /X adds 22 must go

Add arrows (tat will cancel out those on the left:

X /.0/

(Since four a 's were added to the left of the egual sign,
also added to the right of the equal sign.)

58 #e oe = 14

So, you are left with

F. I ' .14

4,

1 //Jo(
s were
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Try nurraers in the
Book, 5

s arxcl check to -tee if they, are too big o.r too.

Try 10:. 10 19/.. 4: 10 64

Try 5 +' 5 ,fi 54

,Try 7: 7. X, " 7 .4.4 58

i)age 5 , ,srobleiri 5( c )

6

(too big by

(too small by 4.)

eit .si-c....ks)

Using ih.e .same arrows forkhe same7shaped frames, as one must, this is
irripossible, since 192 7 65 =- 127 ... Both.nurnbers will be changed by i

the

. .

same amount regardless. of the .combination of arrows used. The difference will
a1wa4s be 127 . I

A..

to

1

t

* ,

' et
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FiknDiscusiion.Notes
I
"A Seven-told Lattice"

i'
Pr iminary information:

'.. The class you will see in this film is a .fifth gra,de, heterogeneous group

froni the tirowne School in Watertvwn, Massadusetts. The film teacher is
Tranciots X. Corcoran. On two 'occasions prior to the filming Mr. Corcoran
had taught the elakis.using ther Project materials.
48 min. I ft. / 4

Discussion after the film:

iWe hope that the moderiator will use these ote

his group answer their own questions:

Participant A:

ilm running time:

.k

as a reference to help

The answers to the last two problems were not given-in
the film.. What was the answer to

+ 29 /18 /
Moderator: In the film the teacher gave,a clue by trying .in the

' s:

.

18 29 /

= 79

.9

Vt

25 36. 61

But we need to get up to 79.. What other arrows do you need
to put in each fraine to get the necessp,ry 18?

Participant A: .An atrow up and two arrows to the right ( t '
.Participant So you would have .t t in each /-7--\ .

Moderator: Can anyone do this,problem using only three arrows in
each ? Only two arrows? I

,

-
Partiepant N: For tliree ai.rows, you could have f A , A.nd for two

arrows,. it, Ir'
Participant B: What answei's did tbe chil4r6n give for tlIs p,robiern?

14(

A

4



Mode rator:,

Parfint Q:

Moderator:

44 Some popular answers were LI\ -/ \ pa. 1.t.t .// I and

And what .was the. answer "to the last problem?.

18 /
/.

Any ideas?

Participant. R:

Partica..paW C:

Moderator:

Participant, N;
6 ,

A

,

Moderator:

We have just done the problem witii the end number 79.
Are there any arrows that get up to 80? /

4.`

Book '5

80
\

1 *.

You need only one more, and you'd have to split that one, moreinto two j"---\'s , so the problem ia impossible..

1Yes, on thrs lattice there is no arrow that adds .
4

Is it possible to construct a lattic so that some arrow adds
.1

In the,probleM 32 rTh 58, the most common
correct answer was f 4K*\ t . _What other Correct
answers could you give for this?

. 'Participants suggest the following ways: t

Participhnt M:

. Participant D:

Participant E:

44- i t
. t 11 \

;)Of course, there 'are many mor solutio-ns.'

k

Why is it impppssible to,do with only three 'arrows?.

The problem is impossible to do,using three arrows beeftuse
58 32 = 26, and th:e largest vflue t,hat rau can Ige141111ith
three arrows is 24

6

4

47



Book 5
. i

Your .group knight find It interesting to.discuss the felIdwing cigestions;

e.

1.

,In tho.,-beginning of the film, the teacher wrote three rows of the latti,ce.,,,

f'.
_and then'.had the- studentefili in the 'fourth rdw and some numbers: inthe
fifth and sixth rows. Why did he'sPend so much time .building.it up?

, .
, ..

Should he have spent. more time?. When you introduce attiCes to your,
..

clasS, how will.you decide how much'of the lattice.to b ild?

L.

'Several wrong answers were given*hen the teacher Switaied to a short:;-
10 ., .

way . of writhig anrows pointing ü. For7., 9 t. , the .answer of 90..waS

given. What was the child probably thinking? What,are some other short
40

wais you might use to.indicate 9,1t1ttffitt ? Fox 60

.11

answer .of 460 Was given; how did the .child probably arrive at that answer?

At:one point- irr.;the film the teacher gave the problem E /

if the re sult were.lbigger or smaller thhri . He' said that the number he

..yi/as thinking Of 1o4 '1271. was. 49 . One?1 the students-wanted to try'-a.

A

asked

Is ..2 /4 bigger or smaller than',21. Is
b4.,,,gpv-or &malkr thai 49:;.:3,. Would t1e result-..always be biggexs;

,.no matter wIrat,-liumber is'put 11 ?

the sUitlents werg t.)t}ring to fiziaVkiere fpas

-they.no(iced that ID was .in%colUmn D ZQ in,Folumn d', and '0 in

column A bd.rnOtipree of teff.,,66C.iirdn .e'Ve,rY. Column? Which

have tnu1ti,p1Ps of tdn:in eliAeOion tcYpo,nder: given:

.-Erornc4a.ttice;:-..hovu,'&ouldIou miitittes of any
.

. , ,,
'-gfvey_Tioinbur wouid f4.11?, *



Sixth Session

Written Lesson Discussion Notes
tat

re the problems in sections I and II o'f the lesson that
appear tt'i be the most difficult for .people,

11. 5. Z.\ ( H + H) +

Participant A: I was unable to do it. Was it a LY,iisprint?

Pa rtic;ipant

8 = . 9 + 4 X 1:1 + 41

( n -f ii ) is the same as .4 X' LI-.

5Z ':+ 8 60 and 41 + 9

so you are adding '60 on the left,side and 50 on the
right side. No matter what number you put in ales'

boxes, the left side will always be 10 bigger than.
the right side. So it's impossible.

14

:7

%

* 15. The most likely wrong answer to problem *14 is 53-2 . Wty

might this be?

Pa rt lc ipant C: You say that the most likely wrong answer t.o problem

14 is 531 But that is the answer I got. .Y a dded

3
1-01

7-
to 54 and got 107. Then I divided.by , and

.,, got 53-1 Why is it wrong?'''
Z . ,

Thot 531 that you got is the distance from the midpoint. Z
,

; 1 .to e
2

ach of the ends. Now add 53 to -:5-4
'

or subtract
7 -

r.

.11

$from 101
7

That will.give you the midpoint.
. ,

Book 6

4.49
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.t,Cok 6

iso

50

Paw.. 4

Thi,S diagram may hejp:

5,3

#

1 ',pm.-

4-5 NimpT, I
fa

3

7 "
10.l -

If some participants have attempted the problems on this page
and have had difficulty, it may help to label A and B witirsimple
numbers and then ask appropriate questions. Olgre illustrate with problem *16(a).

Point A goes west at 5 urlits pet. 1second, and at the
same time pq4,nt B goes west at 5 units...per secend.
In 'what direction and how fast does the 'midpoint (halfway point)
of AB move?
Midpoint moves at its per second.

Let A be 7 and B be 11 .

A B is

7

What is the midpoint nowf

Where is A after one second?
Where is 13 after one second?,

Whero is the midp&int?

'11

(9)

(at 2)

(at 6)

(at 4)
.Has the midpoint moved eas or west? (west)

In one secnnd how many units has it r oved? (5)
Your group may want to discuss whether it.makes, any differknce what nuyiberie
you use for A. and B .

I

,



k

1 ,a .,.

Even though we are speculating as to how people\arrived at.the.wr9ng

answers indicated, these question's are'well worth discussing. By.analyzing 4

.
orong answers teachers can often correct riiiscanceptions befothq become

ftoo4firmly established. .
. 41 .. * I

Section III
Book 6

Section iy

Sometimes participants have felt that a statement such as

1 4k I
3

= 4
3

2

is somehow unfrue bcause 4 is not equal to 4-2 . Pointing out that
2 a

3 3
absolute value is an opera,tion that makes negative numbers po.sitive may
lead to a better understanding of what the absolute value, bars mean.

4/

Another way to look at absolute value.is to ask, for instance:

How many units aWay from 0 is 16 ?

I16 I = 16

a

How rnanyaunits away from 0 i 16 ?

I16\ I = 16

The diStance that a number is froM 0 is the a be olute xalue Qf th.attmber.

course.
,More workvVith absolute value will come in the seconcPpart of the

\e"

A

6

-

a

tr

51
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Film Discuision Notes

"Counting 'With Dots"

Preliminary information;

The class you will'see in this film,is a second grade Trom.the James
Russell Lowell School in Weltrtown, M.assa usetts. The film teacher is
David A. Page. This,class had worked with Project teacher.s for seven
months prior to the filming. [Film running time: 34min.]

Possible discussion qUestions.:

In the problem where the fhild is asked th show that there are 63 dots,
do you think he really put them into groups of tens a; he said he klid? What,

4

other\ rnethocis.might he have used to obtain his answer? .

- To the ten-by--ten array of dots, the teacher added,anothef'row and-,
another column-of clots before asking for the total number. Why is '120

"
likely wrong answer?

Draw a four-by-four array of dots on fhe,board. How many more dolki
do you need to add to get a five7by-five array? Now consider the five-by-five
array. How many dots will you need to get a six-by-six array? Imagine a
thirteen-by-thirte'en array. How many more dots'will you need to obtain a

fourteen-byu-fourteen array? Now you have a square-shaped array whiCh is

n-by-n (where n is a number). How many more'dots do you.need to get to
the next larger square?"

Consider theoprobfem 1,3 X 15 ? How can a.child use an sirray of

dots to help him determine the ansimei? Here is one way-to look at the prob-,

Iem (see diagram on next page): ".

7,1
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ell11....111A10.Pri10...........1,?
*

10 X

66

10

0

x

3

10

5

X

3

10

10

.10

5

X 10 = 100

X 5 = 50

X 3 30

X 3 15

100- + 50 + 30 15 = 195 = 13 X 15

s

Book 6

Drawing dots may get to be a time-consuming job. Sheets of graph parer
,

or al.arke graph board can easily be substituted.. Instead of counting dots, chil-

dren Will now count little squares, 'each of which is one unit.

Another advantage of using graph paper is that ylou can now solve problems
1such as x 7-1 Students and teachers can profit from finding shortcuts

to this pFoblem.

b

4

53
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Seventh Session

Written Lesson Discussion Notes

st) 1.--1-

10 97
1

7 11 t 00

4

One certainly does-not want to do the actual, computation in this problem.

Yon might ask .your group for quick ways to get the answer.

A person might reason-that each of the numbers is close to, but less than.,
"lthe'suin Wil be elose to, but less than 6 . The problem is reduced ,to

[...6 minus a small fractiOni = 5.. A more cautious person might reason that
-together the fractions will certainly be more than 1 . ,Will they be more than 27
When you combine -6 and 1-1 .yat have 1 and a fraction that is certainly more10

than This fraction combined with. 97 will give I and some fraction.:- The.
100

yroblem is reduced to 3 + 2 + some fraction J.

18.
to 1 96 199

+ +
.13 97 200

Reasoning similar to that suggested for problem 16 is equally applicable
here since each fraction is close to but less th 1 .

+ >1

it

Someone may be unsure aibout using 'negative numbers in this problem.
If so, Vle group could work through a coupde'of examples like the 'following.

p

Use a negaa)iveinteger in the box.

or

> a
-3 , wIichis false.%

Therefore/ -6 does not work in D.

7,J
4



Try -5.

2

1or

.1

This is true, so -5 does work.

Now try a negative fraction.

>
z

11

Book 7,

or

or

_1
4

1

4
-1 , which is true.

.Therefore, - 0does work in . .

A few examples shou convince the group tlit even w 45Th numbers (ppsitive and
negative and zero) dd.not Work and that all other numbiers do work.---,

V.

..,
One approach to problems 34 through ,

42 is to consider .
how rritih is

lost by placing the brackets in various places. For example, in problem 34
if the brackets are placed like this:, L 4 .1 + 1 ,. then 4 will be lost. On the
other hand, if the brackets are like this: l 3, + 3 j , then only .31 will be

+ .lost. Sinct you are looking fog the largest number, you vgant to lose as little
as possible. Therefore ,I . z IL 3 +, "3- j will give the largest number. .

42.
3 3 '1 1

16 4

Using one pair of 1owei brackets irithis,expression, the pmallest trnount
1that you can lose is 6-11 . 'There are two different ways to lose _T-(-; :

3 13 2

4 1.16 16

3 2 I

16
OT

+

,
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Book 7

4

Here i a.problem for-a group interested in a challenge... It .c.onceins-
..

ithis srquence of .questions in the-written lesson:

.235
[ 100

29. 235 : 100 X 100

30. [ 353 100 j X 100

3;1. L 6353 100 X 100
./

When these qUestions were originally written and tried in alYinstitute for teachers,
they were followed b'y this question:

6,353 4. ri rl 6,000
,

The plan.was to extend the idea of going to One next lower multiple of. 1.00.

' The author of the question tisurned 1000 .to be "the" root f the equation.

1,000 does work but it's not the onlynuMber. Some-teach s in the ipstitute.

gave 3,000 knd 6,000 which also work. The following week more roots

had been found, including" 2,900 , 1,200 , 600 , and 500 . Soon, some
5 'rea114 surprising root's had been discovered including 545-11., The equation

'has, in fae't, -the following foots:

w .

1\
11,

56

. 76,000 1, 666--4-200 . 461
. 3, 13

43,000 1,000 600 42
,

1 5 sZ,000 857
545 117

1,500 750 . 500 37
,
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,Book 7

In yoklir institute you might wisldreview problem's *28- through 31 and
1 . i 4this-context give' the e tiation i 6,353 -:. D j -.x 0 7: 6,000 . Some' partici,

pants will probab/y give oine of the more evident roots such as. 1,000 and
6,000 . You can then observe that there are 'quite a few other answers and
;let those who are interested search for them during the-next week. K.eep a

Itally, of the roots collected for several weeks. Eventually someone may
peOduce all the solutions, togethqr with a .system for determining them and
'preoving that the list is complete.

4
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tFilm Discussion. Notel

"tower, and Upper Brackets

.t rtt.inina ry information:

I.

You will see a alass of fourth.graders from the Ballard gchool in

School District #63 in Niles, IllinoiS. The teacher is Mrs. Carol Daniel.
,

While 4-a c hing a fourth grade at the Ballard School Mrs. Danitl attended

a twenty-week in-service institute using Project materials. The year
after this institute Mrs4 Daniel' helped give an institute for the remaining
teaohers'in District #63 , It was for the 'second institute that this class
was videotaped. This film was made from the videotape.. [Film running

time:- 30 miV

Queiofs4ardis cussion:

1. In etU1 you saw the expression 4 + + 1.0 ,The teacher
. 2 8 8 1,

lie brackets 'in two different places and'asked which expression

How would you place the brackets to getir gave the smaller answer.

the largest answer? Can you do itimore than one way?

Z. At one point the children suggested\zsing ntAmbers below zero. How

do brackets Wolik for negative numbers?' If this question is raised in
yourt group, you can mention that the use of brackets with*negative

numbers is explained in.the Epilogue to the w itten,lesson in Book 7.

After participants have read this informatio1 the group collide a
problems With negative numbers.

3. For the equation [ LI [ [ L1 [ .10 , Ed suggested below zero
and then de-cided that it would not Work. The teacher said that Mark

agrees with Ed and it seems that she also agrees. Yet she summed
it al]. up by saying that the whole numbers work. isn't 2 a whole
numth4,0, Does it work? 1-

To some people "whole numbers" ineans only the positive

integers. 'For others, it means the integers: positive, negative
and zero. (This is the rrickning the Project adopts.) For this .

problem, 2 and all other integers work.

4



Eighth Session

iWriiten.Le'sson Discuslion Notes

S. ,

. Book: 8 ., .

A.:iou'rce for thscusSion the'tollecgfion of .sample_sequences together
with q.e.)rre.ctors1 com41ents tha,will -be Nund 'in the Corrector Quide for...this
It4,0

.

,moderatoi, could put one or mol'e sequences on-theboard and a.sk for
.comments and criticisn. He..ilkht bring up the Corrector's Guide comments

alt the: outset for discussion, :or ,bring them out later for comparis,on with the
comments ,of i.nstitute participants. It would be worthwhile toliave some par-

.. a
ticipants write their s.equenc,es on the board.for discussion.

The. folloWing are the 'Problems most often asked about. As .with.all Rrob-:
lems,hrqught in.the. discussion, .,try to get the participants to tell their- methods..
If no one has aMethod, one approach .i.s given h le. Use it at yovr discretion.

,

Pag_e , probleM.

1- 3 FO
r--
2 20.4 2

g'he common wrong answer given is 2 . The 2 probably comes from
310 204reading 4)4 31,0

Page 2 , problem 14
. .

r")

2 X 6-1
7

I I 3 1
I + 1

Z 4 100

1 2

Many participants reduce the problem to TFir and then compute
100

to find an answer. A worthwhile discussion topic: are there methods
that dO not involve dividing .12 by

Z 19900 ?

59
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(-77

\

-"r

12A participant .may say fdmething like, "If yoU had in lower brackets
the answer:would be

10Q
"away 'frorn'the denaminator.makes the

.

answe a 1.ittle bigger than 4 , so that.when you trtike lower bracketsthe answer
i S still 4 -

Fcit4those participants who get 3. ds an answer, here is a sequence that
may. help: a.

6 6

99
J.

If necessary, be4e do-ing the last problem.you

4

oo

go,

I..
12 j
2

Problem 15 on,page,

.1-...3.4....._5_,R122111talt._12:Lar_aI 20

( 20 )

() .

12

[ 99 I.

mayiwant to do these two.
C.

4

can be approached in a similar way.

1.2 x L l 1. 2 X Di 1

Describe, somehow, .all the numbers that work:

21xii1 1. Di 0

What numlpers work?

v:

For problem .19. ll numbers work except integers and integers 'plus -z .

1 work, but neither 7 nor 7.1- will.
2,

negative numbers are suggested by the participants, then.a few exarnPies
-cou1I be done.. Again any negative number will work elc.ce,pt integers and integers,,

1 1plus -9- , -17-7,--100- all work. -9, -26- , will, not work. It
3 -8 5 . 2 2

\may betetter not to discuss negatiVe numbers for problems 19 and 20 unle'ss

they are suggestpd by the participants.

For problem 20 , integer% and integers. plus - will work.
2



v. 13ook 8

If you find that your group does not havse many questIons o1 this.lesson,
then here are.some other things' that f ou may want to discuss.

- Which is lar.ge ,

c r
1

1
,

10 1or ?
,00011,000

10

Is ,there a fast,.way of determining which-is larger)?
' (This relateS to. problems 9:through 12 on page 2 .)

r.5x0i .15x0] 0

[sxtii L5X,01, = 1

What numbers work?
(Compare tliese two problems with problems 19 and 20 on page 5 qf the lesson.)

' J.

( 5 X ) L( 5 X El ) 0

Flom/ do the numbers that work in this ..problem compare with the numbers that
work in r 5 ,X Ell . 0 ?

Cap you predict what won1c1 happen if the .problem were

1(11) 1
I ,L( 5 X11) I =. ?

5 5

1 I

.

St

9

. .
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ti.ilip.running,14!: 33:44114. j
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. , .1 . i 2 ' .2." .' ...i., W;hy.is. 1,0,:ithe OnCy.m.iftiber trieA tor the. problem -( 5. -I- 5--
3

) -e-)k
: i,, ., . 3 - '.,

..1°' ' / ',, ... .. ., r , " . r .... C

ro

. , t,/

I.

-,DIseug'siOn of thisl.ctue,stion Sho.uld include ideas such ai:
,

.

feztcher Ls:yreydgativV,andattOt.hv,y dar.he, might do it different1V by as-ki g.
nusrib,c; r that .Ork.° }10:1ght also come back to this'prohle.

thy next, dy a-nd'grafiln, the olution. .;:Pt.-Nrhaps the teacher felt that by
,..f,

onel'evmpleit4 zi4,71.1umbeiit'Oai workedthe students knew all the
4/ 4

nurribeys that'.40,r,ked.arN it woul i4..wste oftiMe tO:.dWell on this
,. "

Obt

." '.ti. the,'i1ro.h,lem

t '
r

, 8 111 t

0. a 1 %. .,i..,:
V ,.

--Ves is a w,i,ong ansvvr :for the number ih ithg,.box.
,.. , . ,

...., it:',Aopeared obvi'ous iti .the film-that theNitudents meant the' entire fraction
. i

....,,i,
waS',ty be" 7: or that 5 -Who to go into the box. How would you handle

Izioweyer',

-

. .. ...this type ofa:nswer in your class?-
:

Whej.n 'I'orii4ny.gaks to the board:to graph the solution to L 1-1 + > n
z

he inarks the.'wholenumbers., which.is wrong.

hav.e-bpon thlnkin ?

tit

1.1

4

.

What could he

ta
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...-'i Ninth Session

W ritvteqt:"..Lit's ori t BcI1sMir1 "Nt9t,00t

,
7 ;

are" .s oiiw iflque sti*p -thatr.-1,irive bøn diseu4sed in pr.;eviotis, irtstitutels.

:

arr(4r' up,'y,f)fkre

11.".)
. .

.

a:-Pilu1tip1Of 3 .,

,yoete s in tittkjtp y:Ojii

. ......

( I. h e 'filode r at-:0 may .'w..ant tO....ai:oc us...iii-let4z.ni*s.'fcii,,,dete i4-; ilii.ni; *tile the'r.,:' 4. nurrhe r- ,
:,.. .. . . ,.

..

... :-:,i's. di VE0.1.0.e by . S..re : page 4 b;..-'0f. the ''QOr re c tor'!..S.:, Guidiiff,or':.the:secondAe ssomj
. . i., .: ..

&nsvver to-proble0.-13 on:.:.,.

-..... :.
.. Pa rtie pa di: 1) : "°.',. We if.,..... I fir.k .figuOd .6tit:.!th4;::.1.0.. is../iti.4he ,bottoni . row, , under

1.9.5.; VA:ich '.'i; a iiAltip1eof .3 ':.-.... .ine Ihe re,: Are 7, -ar /lows to:.,-
thi.i:..righlt.,,.4.2,nd ..i..:.*er.y.:::4 ari..oW's. add4'.; 3 .th.en ':(1)::" arrows add.? 9 .

... .,, ...,.
, 'I'hat.,,take:k.,y04`;to, Lti, arid:40Vv: you ha0-1 to figure Out where

. ,. . s ... .
Ole indite ar4Ovi:\takeS,,you. Sirjci!: 104 'is'in the same relative..

.-poi:kion as, L'cir ., th04 010.4ilorei.arr4cr:' adds Z more.
. .

-.

'that's- a ntiltiple of 3 and all mul
. -

'the.. tdp;ravy.

' ;.;:,1

.01,A got-1,16 for'problem 14 and- if I do, what. wa's sug
If::probjeni 7. 13 ,' my .answer should be right.

0

64.

Participant E: You're forgetting that .6105 is in.the top row.



f

Pa rtic ipant ei :
4.

.0h, of cour)e I'd land on'Elyotl.'

. Participant A: °Is 502 .tlw correc ltriwer for problem, 8 age 5?

8. 501 t
$

Parti.c ipant B : Every time you go up a row the numbar doubles, so your
answer would have to 'be 501 doubled.

Participant A: Sy i,t.'s

Participant C:

Pa rt ic ipant :

.Partic ipant C

13.00k 9

1)oes lomeone..have a 4eneral.method fotr findinkout what row
,

niunber is in? I couldn't seem to fin a payerki.

41.,

All the odd numbers., are in the bottoM row. It you want to know
what row 2,720 is in you keep cutting it in half.

But how dp you know when to stipp splitting?'

Participant F: WI ,n you !lit an odd number you know youtv in the Vottom row.,
gef 1,360 , 680 , 340 , 1.70 , 85. You storythere.,

(1. .

Participant- C: Oh, I sc-e! Then you climb back up. 85, iS in a , 170 in b
340 in , 680 in d 1,3.60 in e , and 2,720 in f

partivipant Right.

(Note to moderator: Question 23 on page 7 is well.Worth discussing too.)

23. Teacher "How can you tell wlOttit to add
when you move one space to the right in
some giv,ttn row?"

Student:

ct,

4
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Book 9. -41

haveinchided reasonably-complete answers to problems *NJ
..";.2.8 ilk the Epilogue,. This Will give teachers a chance, befot,e the discussion,

, 1

mull' over any .differenee4 betweon their .r and-the-arguments-pre-
sent.ed. in the Epilogue. Wo stress that iere are many ways to showthat each
positive integ.er appears exactly one in the lattice; perhaps some of the par-

.

ticipants WE U li.lvt shorter, more .ornplete or more elegant explanations, p.nd

they should be encouraged to shi e them with the group. n particular, some
tAchers may use the so-caller Fundaniental Theorem of rithmeticthe
theorem which s, ys that eve y whole num r greater than I can be written as
a product ot prin e number and that, except for the orderfin which the Trfrne
nuluber s appear,

problem

is fa rization is unique. If this theorem is used, both
and problem ''*2k3 can be explained simultaneously.

Answers like "Well, it's obvious" or "The first one hundred numbers
all appe.ar just. once, 'so probably they all do" are unsatisfactory. Gonsider,
for example, they two pun4rs:

,

123,Z99,t31,5,11,18&514;899,124,ZZ4

;tnd ILI,L99,131-,511,18Z,514,H99,12,4,ZZ5

, ['he numbers are so close (in compar ison to.their enormous,size) that for all
practical purposes they are",the same. (But they aren't equal, of course!)

01V-

The. first of these.numbers is thyolfirst number in the 91st row, whil:h would
be about 4 fee t up fif the numbersin the lattice,are space4 as they are in the
written less-on. The other number is odd and. is therefore in the bottom row

.

about 500 quintillion miles to the right!. That two numbers so widely separated
on the lattice should be so close numeriecally suggeststhat,Istine even larger

IMP

gurribe.r might appear tWice, in two even more widery separAed, positions.
.1 ,

But, as -the Epilogue shows., each positive ..10-piteger appears exactly once.

o.

A 66
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.Pi t 1. minary'information:

Irani Discussion Notes

"A Periodic Lattice".

,r

Book 9

In this fain youwill see a heterogeneously grouped class of fifth graders
from the coolidge-§chool in Watertown, Massachusetts. The teacher is Phyllis.
KIein? She had Met with the class Z8 times prior to this film, which wis made
t'oward the end of the school yea'r. A reproduction of the lattic.0 in this. film is

. on tlt tirs.t pagNof Book 9. I Film funning time; 35 min.
.

Why is the lattice in the film called a .periodic lattice?

-Note that the word "periodic" was not used in the film and was not
necessary. The childrem were using the properties described be,4).*.to solve
tile problems, lAit neither they nor the tegqiers in your institute -vt);c4 have

Iht

benefitted much by having theSe properties described to them at the`tratset.
Later a t e.ache r or discussion leader.might ask if anyone wants to try to de-
sc eibe- the "pe riod ic" prope rties of the lattice.

r,

I The first thing to'notice is that eyery number in the lattice has a position
in t backward L-shaped array':

5 10

4 9

1 3 7 8

LO

19

16 17 113 21

I

arid tlpit if we add 5 to any numbt!r in the lattice we get a number which has
the same pcmition as the.original nuryther.. Thug, for example, 14 and 14 5 ,

or 19 , occupy the same position within their own backward L-shaped blocks.
Since adding '5 does not change the position of thediumber, adding 10 or or
any other multiple of 5 won' t,change the position of the number either..

,

The second thing to notice is that adding 10 .0 a whole number does not
change the last digit. Thus, 847 and 847 + 10 , ctr 857 , haye the same last .

N

digit, .natv.ely 7 . (This property is not a conseqk drice of.the lattiee, but,rather.. . ,
.0

67



.no'ok. 9

,of the way w'e w.rite nut-liberals.) Of cours4, adding 'any multiple of 10, suck as

ir :2.0 or '40 or 1500, doesn't change the last digit either..

Corcibiffing -these re'sul.to we' ste-that-adding. t0i --any.m-itittpre"

changes neither the position of the number within its backward L-shaped con--

figuratiott nor the last digit of the nwiliber. "Periodic" refers to this repet,ition

of the last digit and position. It is this periodicity which makes questions like

"What row is 13,468 in?" and "What is 23 -(
3011). ?" accessible to'fifth

grade,r8. One can'tell a lot about what, happens far out in the lattice by.eam-

-ining the first part of it..
Probably none of the children in. the film knew precisely why the methods .

they. used worked; and.there is' no point in.reciting lengthy reasons. The basic

ideas of periodicity miet become clearer to teachers if they attempt to answer
tew of the same questions that were asked in the film, but using a different

lattice. You might try this ()tie:

7 14 21

6 13 20

*

5 * I 12- S 19

L 3 4 8 9. 10 .11 15 :16 17 18

What row is 13,468 in? What is 13,468 What is (30 1
?23 >

.Now try to answer th.e same questions on a non-Periodic.latticeo suth as this one:

! 1

3

-2

5

4

10

9

8

7

15

14
.

13

12

11

zf

20

19

18

17

16

68
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14id the teacher ft Ia kv.': a mistake when she wrote
311..11.

es She t ne ant. to w r it e 1 i S. t
. ^^ , 1 1,, 1, y n ,,, 1 1 y, "

Whett'th, teache r wrote 8 -^-11*

Book .9

io

the'writing at the top of the screen
recordeia the problem as 8 .----,---* S. -.....--.,-.. , with a spice between the two

7
groups of arrows. Which is better f dtto'use in the assroom?

-L....

Teachers/will disagree on this. Some may feel that separaling the a-r,rows
?`

;,,is a.good idea,' i..At. least in,the beginning, while oth'ers, wi...I1 think that it's an ,un-
necessary cri,itl.h. l'here is no' "right? way to do it.

cicorge says that if you hz\ve a number followed by an arrow with a over the
arrow, you "I r iple it" . To f4id out what "it" refers to, 'the Leather' ask*: hiNA

0
to do 7

( 9
, and he responds with Zl . The,surprising thing here,is that

he's only off by 1, even though he should have tripled 5 and Oded it to 7 ... I

there a number in the lattice for which George's method would work? That isi-
is there a number which makes 1,1 > 3 X1-1,- true?,

`

Teachers slit uld be eneoura.ged to give reasons .for the apparent non-
existenee. of such number., Going 9. spaces to the right on this fattice is the
same as addling no matter where you stari.. o the equation above can be
rewritten as + 15

7- in the boxes, bu4. 3- is not in the' lattice.
)2,

3 X11 . The, only way tO,rnalc;,, this true is to put
4..

In explaining how he got an . answer of 160 for 10 ,'Charlie says, in
part, that ."each 30 equals 90". Should the teacher have let thi,s go by without
1iny elarificatiOn?

This question is debatable. Bow would the teachers in ybur 'in'stitute have
handled the situation?

0

v

\J

L.,
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'Seve'ral children in.the film gave 110 as the ariswer to 10 (194 Where .

(h)es this answe'r conic from"?

-,---4-This is .a wrong answer which the Arithmetic Project ha ) never been
able to explain. 01 cours:e 1.10 18 10 1 10 + 90 , but why.the students

bled 'the 10 is a mystery. The Project would be delighted to- hear from
one who. has ah explanation!

)When the prOblem .( .9 0s get as hard as IQ soMe children will just add
t he a'nd.the 90 . L'eacbers should not -feel diScouraged ii thiS happens. Chil-
Iren have learned.that sometimeSsthe.dd-everythirig-in-sight teanique works,
rid it s-hard to break them of this habit.

z

4.
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FilmDiscussiOn Notes

"Surface.Area With Blorks"

Irel1rn.inary infOr mation:

The class you.will ee in the film is a' first grade from the, James
Russell Lowell School in WatertOwn, Massachtjsetts. It is heterogeneous

13oolc 10
S.

group. Prior to the fsi. ning the children had been taught arithmetic.

exclusively. by Project-teachers uSing Projeet topics. This is:in contrast
to the classes seen in other films in which the-Children had had limited. .1

or no exposurs. to'Project topics.

Although they had worktA often with blocks, this is the frs lime
the students had consiffered surface area.

]

The film teacher is Phyllis R. Klein and this is the first time
had taught the class. [Film running tim: 25 min.

. .

Discussion after the film;
. .There is no formula to insiire that a 1irëlydiscussi will iollow

any film. Many moderators', impatient for, such a discussion; fe9l that
by brinring up lots of points about th9 film an enthusiasM for discussion
will spread throughout.the group. Experi nce show,s that this is hot
usualry the case. Before the moderator brings up. anything the participants
should be giVen ample timeto b'ring up their own, discussiori points.

they do not,, then the moderator might try mentioning one o'r two'significant
-point's abopt the film. Should there still be no discu.ssion it is'probably
best tb give up and go-on to something'elSe..

The following is palt,of a discussion' recOrded at an institute given
-in a suburb of Lowell, Massachusetts.

t

Li

. t



Book 10
Discusttion:

72

( ..

'M derator

Does anybody have,..any comments
about the film, or questions?

This 4/as made in May scrit.was
pretty kA;e11 along in the year.

Does anybody teach first grade
the grotip? .What is ycar reaction?'

Particiiand

stAr,

I have a few I wrote down. You said -10

they were first graders. They know
their addition pretty well. It seems .
to me they are still doing this in the
fir*st and second grade. They knew
ktow to count by 10 a.nd 6. The fiist
one got 42 without any problems a!
all. The girl, Eileen, who had a
problem adding 6's , is going to be
lost at the end. What do you do about
children like that? It settls to me
these children'are awfull bright. They
are not an ordinary claess.

Didn't you say it Nkas a third grade?

This film was made last year? For
that mattei, one of them knew fractions.

A°1ot of children know that..

they knew it
4

,

They had almos't completed a year of
the first grade.'

It seems to me these wore awfully large
Jprnbers they were adding in their heads.
Eileen is reallysgoing to be lost if the
rest know how to,add and sh0 doesn't.

4.
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Moderator

4

Mostly_the teacher was using. yellow
blocks, .but I think she did use ea 6

block on twb occasions. (Moderator'
got out the large block-s-.) Have any
of 'you over used them?

Participants

I think they could do it if they had the
preliminary wikrk. It is jiist what we..
(16, but we dorr t have all thos-e blocks
to work with. They learn th count. by
10's . A lot of kids know 6 and 6 is
12 and we did quarters and halves in
other ways, so I think by May they
would be able to do this.

A much larger majority of the kids'
were working with 10's and 5's
rather than 6's.

The small one's.

I would be interested il seeing them
troducea to something like this. ,Ho

.i

w
o you start these first graders? .Just

t e concept of putting aciross whit a
block is and how mariy stamps should
'be on each side I think would be. some-
thing.

. ...----'u.------
WOuld liky to hear from ,sothebody .

who has us,.ed them, pdrhaps hoW they
introduced them,. I am not usually
teachiii a first grade. °

Vire used them-in first grade. They
sqtrted off with one'\unit and built it ap
so they.could see the 10 block was
composed of 110 small ones. That is
how ,we introduced the blOcks to the
children.

I started with the vérY'smallest blocks.,

t

1
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Moderator

We hah; the:small blotqcs hlt!re,
In the film you saw-lust the la riot

t .h[tcks. Very often witn a class ,. it
best to.) let the ehild`reh havi; swim

hlocks s,o they can do it by...
themselve.s. Phe teachvr sometiranes
tooklhe large bloeks to their.desks.

You gave,them some time to play
With thei-ti?

.1

Do you'really thk it's necessar
to. give free time:to play with the
blocks?.

Participants

49

We used a dtherent method. We gakfre the:
childrn the entire kilt and let them 'Pla'y
with the whole They could...stack them

. .

.up and form, a,,n idea of hoW.the blocks relate
to each other:and whatthey represented.

4.

. "
Several'weeks. .They would be -given free
time to play with.theM and, hopefully, to .

,..wOr,k et:instructively with-them'.

e e.

'\ yuest,U)ns the moder'atorAnight bring uP:.

Que4tion:

14

rt

"Dtvid had given the answers to., 4 yellow blacks,. ot

1

stacked togeth&r.as. 58. 4nd,when askqd, "What's

goOd way of doing that? " didn!t- get

a good way'ot doing it. I Ast counted."
-

Do you:thlnk he,really count-ed,Ve47 ono?

11

.a-

a .

(Yellairv blocks are
'5 ,units 'long.)

,



.Question:
. .

i _

\ Dots anyone have a ilu\.ck Way or'finang_surfarce -

s ar'ea for blocks stacked as shown in the picture'
, .

so the tdacher will always be ahead Of ethe child- :

ren with the answer'?

Question:

When the class first discovered it took 6 stampsAo coe-a
block, they were then shown a red block and Dennis immediately

.
t;itsid it took Li- stamps to cover it Whatmight. Dennis have.been
thinking?

.

Question:

When the class wits shown the orange block Sind asked 'how many

stamps Were needed to cover it. Stephen, answered with' a.;quick
s 100 . What could he have been thipking?

Question:-
,

,
' \T,he teacher'ended the class by having the children

think about 8 yelloW blocks stacked this way:'

'What is the surface area of that figure?

Question:

(a) In the film we saw that a half white blOCk. can be-,,ebyere.d by four

stat4s. Can you cover a half,block with four starnfts-.without
cutting any stamps, i.e., by`foldiPrg them if ne'cessahr'?

-, How many.differdnt ways ca'n it be dOna.(if at

Can you.do ak,14Dy folding 9nly drie qf the. stamps?' Two of them?
6

.,(b) 7"A.4Uarter block 'can,be coveied with three stamps if you,cutt?:-

'them up. Canc you cover'the earn* brock without'eutting anY
. e , I\

. '

of the atancips?

A

7. 7417

7,

4

A

75
9
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Book I Eleventh Session

-Vefitten Lesson Discusaion Notes

When working with.artificial operations, the moderator should be pte...
4

piird for confusion when definitions .are Written tksing.filirel, By:chance ,-

abl. of the definitions given in the written lessons. were written'using first 0

and then A . Rut- LI * A n + A 'could equally well have been

written A * + +. 9 or 0 ' .± +V.

Participants often ask if the artif4ia1 operaVons in,this lesson (such as.

0 , *, , etc.) are of any value,: or ifthey are just games. The -rnode.rator
Wolw

might comment that 'children'often Iodic upOn.them.as games, bUt that ethey do'

have mathemaiiealAsig4ificance. The coniniutative and, associative laws may

not look very impressive to 'children wten they 'are told that 13 + = 5 + .13

or that ( 9 + 14 ) + 16 = 9 + ( 14 + 16 ) . However, to decide whether

2 0 10 ) 0 20 = 2. 0 ( 10 0 20 ) is a different matter. We see 'that
( 2 0 10' ) 0 20 does not equal 2 0 ( 10 0 20 ) , so we say that the oper,

ation 0 is not associative. The moderator may wish tolpring this out by

putting problems such as tbe following on theboard for compariTon:

7
3 -4= 4 + 3 .6 + ( 10 + 7 )

6 * ( 10 * 74

S. 3 V 4 4 V 3 t" ' 6 it ( 10 ./ 7 )` '

" In the lesson 11 defined as

4

( 6 + 10 ) + 7

( * 1 ) * 7

( V 10 ) 7

,

"the number halfWay between 0 and

it .is also defined in the following way:
e,

lp
df +

2

The difference between these two methods is not trivial in practice, even though
4

the reg-alts are the same; for example, it. is easier to find the number halfyiay
hetween 6- and 7 by.j,ust,thinking of the point halfway between them on the nufri-

ber line. It would ibe more difficult to find their sum and divide by 2 . On the

( other hand, for rriost'people it is easier to' find the number halfway between
11,000- and -4 by dividing their sum br Z

vir

76
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Page 3 , problems .16 through .2-3

444

21.

22.

(1 3) 0 6

1

sO

0 1 0 49

20 Q 20 0 2
6000 0 *0 20

50 10.0 0 12

0 400 0 400

14 0 18 0 14-

Z3. In a student's words, what is, a good strategy to
follow in doing the pre5eding problems?

An interesting question that. might be asked about prol2lerna.s.16 t rough
ig this; if the rules for these exercises?vere changed so-that you cauld "

rearrange the numbera, would you get different answer's?
Doing problem 20 as it stands gives ".<

( 50 0 100 ) 0 1\2 43
2

and ( loo 0 12 ) 5B

Now rearrange th8 numbers:
I.

( 12 0 50 ) 0 10'0

12. 0 ( 60 0 /PO` ) 43-1
2

(This is the same. as ( 50 0 100 .) 12, since 0 is corn utative.)
N

Predict answers to:
()6.4' ( l0 0 50) 0 12

100 1.),1,( 50 0 12,)

(.100 0 12 ) .0 50
100 '0 ( 1,2 0 50 )

f

tit,You can now find all the otber ways to artange the muirbexii in probl9n 20

In all there are foyer than 15 ways.
i d the Maxin41011change? Which arrangement (Or arrarigerrfnts) gage

largeoV,result?

II

77
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Participants often have

.there are various ways tO t4i
who solved tire- problems

what happens on each

. Here is /..':8.
.

.11* g,.".

II

he probl'eMs oh page 5 . Since

robl4rns,, by all means asIC people
, .

et'y did4t. Comn'Ign methods involve

.-as' you va'ry t you putt). the box.
Recall atA'

A key to,doipg proble

for exar4le, is eit p..r.

equation Which c.1.04 'ri t.ipivrolv

..nlay not work in the rittin

4; /
nvolving'th

max( ,A,r

eration V is to realize 't 12 J $

a'Oilbf' of the two possibiliti -leads to an
The r.00tii of these tvio equations may or

ation; the trialroots/must be tested.

Prob

4

Max(..I2 )

'
12 or 0 whichever is larger.

a-

r X' 4

.Aciot:

S(e.e if 5 works in the.
'original equation:

12 .

78

12 12

5 wor ks .

6

Ui

TrY

Root: -2
* Z

'See if -2 works in the
original equation:

El 2_ - 1.2 ./

-2 0 l.2

-2 does not work.

nfp fact, 5 is,the only numbef. that works for this problem.

El

6



r

t1 df3 X Ll ) V 10 --= rnaX( 3,X 0 ,

,...it-,
... ,..:'..''' ,,. ....''' .. .

Try

/.* 4 3N.X 0 Or 10\., Whichever iS larger.

* 4 3 X

Root: 4

See if 4 works in ,the
original equation:

El * 4 = X [LT ) V 10

4 works:

4

12 12

Prliblerri *19 , Ease 5

Li * 2

p.
Try

Root: 3

* 4 10

See if 3 works in the.
original equation:.°. ;

* 4 = ( 3 X

10. = 10

3 works.,

.
.-... ( 3 X 0 ) ,../ 10

It ,
I

3 X El o i- 10 , whichever is larger.

Try ite, Z 3 )<

'Root: . See 'if it works
the original equation:"

El * ( 3 X

does not work.

10

Try

El

= 10

Root; 4 . See if ,it works in
"e original equation..

10

41,

4 does not work.

. 1 )
11



'Book 11

Problem *20 , page 5

. .

In discussing problem *20
/

the moderator Might find it:Useful to. point

out that by s.e.leoting 'different ntuinbers for , 91,0 can generate.,Vore prc:blms
. .

of title karpe type as *18 and *19 After finding. 'solutions to several 9f these,

a pattern 'will become. apparen

1.0

4

hi

number of solutions for 0

H there does, exist a numb'er for. A whiiph will give only one 'Swolution tor ,

it would appear from this to be somewhere between 3 and 4 . Filtther trial
e

.. 1errand error will quickly.show that such a number 3, 3

AnSher approach to problert *20 is to realize that'whenever there were !,

two sôlutions for 0 , t wa'S because ( ,3 f<4 0 .) 10 'had two possible answers,
/ . .

.accordi g to Which part qf it'was)arger. If,both"parts turned out to be the same

,
There. ould be at init knly one solution for 0, and We make this happen by set-

3-1 . Now we have
'4 3

* A = 10 10

anil, all we need to cko is solve for

//

p.

Oi

,

10 ,



-
1 , '-Participants- may lle curious as to.why .373- iS the .only niimber for

. it . . ' ,
. .thaesetisfies.the conditions itf this problem. Iti fact, we might guess frorb.

0. . - ) ?i,examining the table on page 80 that fox), A equalto any number larger.than:
.

1 , . .........---." .two nurnIsers will always work id U11 . :nese two numbers are A* and

4, ,

10 - A 4`1'

2.

'10 7 A tThe moderator may wish to check that A and uive
. 2,

.. . .the two numbers thC.t \mork for '0 . He! can do this by making A equal to t.4,
.,

. .
., ,100; for example, and checking- thit 100 *nd -45 both work in the 'equation

0 * 100 =-. ( 3.X Li ). V 10 . t.'
L., .... p-1

,

In problem .*19 , 'page 5, A. is equal to 2., and;ho number works in 0 .

The modtirator May whant to ask participants to predict how rnany nuMbers
1would work in LI if A = 2- if A 3 .

:4"

*

.The operations that we have callect circle-dot, star and/check- are.. .
binary operations. (You have to use two n.urribers to get back one number.)

. .
. i

.
.There are also Singulary (or unary.) operations. In these operations, only

1

one number is given to get batk dne number. The moderator may ask para-
.

.

cipants to 'suggest (ixamples. AbLolute Value is a singulary operation..Finding low mer brackets pfa nuber (. i j ) and finding theNpositive.square_..
.

k i
.

.

P i ,

.
.

root of a positive number are other4examples .of singulary operations.
, .. . * * ,.Both of the operatione (D and o in the Epilogu. e to the' written leseon.

,

are comMutative and associati\ve. If the participants are'curious about these
operations, the moderator might ask them to inVent, other opertttions with

0fP

four-b'y-lottr, tables that are ..

neither commutative Tloi associative,

1:

1

r-nmutative but not associative.
,4

,
Filling an operation that isl'assaciative but not commutiative, 1,44e* possible,

fa. /S a much hardeir problem.
44

10,2,
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Book 11 . .

4. 06 ,
Page 7. ),

;
'144,

1 ,
"t.

5
--- rule .a . Wins and a;t -,- rule b wins. Participants May becOrne
. . 4 `'4 a

.,
1 4 1curiouS aboiit the tie., paint between -- and -.4,73,- . There is iiid-eed'a tie ppint, ..,,.0

. .

.

bat it is .ilot a rational number .. rtrr-your tniovmation we include the following

"analysis: It id. not n.eces'sary that participants See it. .Tp hatted, a tip the lahd-
. . .- . 6 / i

ingl points aiftist be equal, .This gives the equation,.
. .c-- 1I, u ' \ ...., .

`r

T s is a secorArdegree, or 4iL adratie, equation. Using the quadratic formida,

X

4 X

t

'

we get

:?

4 t q_16*,+ 4,61.

.
. . . .....

f-,---r=.* 2 -1-. 214i-
..

A

or

t. Z ZNIT: is the onie,4113t is 'between

.afn
d

1 1

4 arid
i. Of cOut.se the plementary schoorteacher need not know how to find the tie

4!
,...

,pointOs fair such rules_ in swier tdus.e therh effectively in the classroom. '(Notice
.., ' . - . ,

that the s'equence of probleme, on pages 6 and 7 'did not ask for tie points,

A oitfy for whith, rule won at various starting points.) Participants Who want to . 11
A 0

.
.

,

pursuelhis sort of thing further can be'referred-ta the sect;ion on quadr
..v . .

.
.

. .4eq4ations in any 1pigh school algebr%book. ..
,. ..

a

82
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Flum Discussion Notes

"Sorr ArEificial 4peratfons"anierftromi11riM
Preliminary 'information:

The. class 4t.61.Cwi1l See in this film is' a fourth grade heterogenes4group:

fro'm the. Phillips AhOol ir) Watertown; 'Massachusetts iThe film 'techer is
Phyllis Klein. Misl Klein had ricqlsedon other Project topics with the Class

-20 ikrecIts previous to the filming. [Film running time: 44min.]
*, 4

. .0 ; I

Discu ion after .0

When thv class was doing tile. proble.ms,

e. -X.; 5 )'* 100

and 4 * ( ,5"* 100 Y) 7-
*

. .

they wore asked to prediCt the difference between the answers. The nextday:
the t

se
a,cher againAbrought 14,p this question, and Robert,S. gave this answer:

C Both the 100'8 only got added once,
the two 5's got added twie`e, and the
only difference can be in the 4's
one of them is added four times and
the other just twice, whicbs why the
difthence is. 8 .

What does he a ? Was his thiniting correct?

11. k She'last pOobletnin the film was to uSe the numbers 100 , 0 , and .51 ,

and one *, and one ( ) to get the biggest nutnber. Did anybody figure

it out? Can'yOu.get the biggest number with more than One arrangement?

c,'

tWhile the class was 'working on the probleg

C3 * ) * 0 = 21

ar):1 rhe teacher was getting whispered ansWers, she said' tl.;at some people ,

were doing this problem instead:

0 40' 121.-)* )

104

21

ta .

3



What answer' were they getting .and how were they getting it?

A.: It is surp.rising that they did trk the prOblem.

Li
e e* ( * 0 ) . 2 1

b.

ecause in some ways this is a more diffi.cult protaem than the-one they were
fi.nd the answer, we can analyze the problem the. way Bruce did for

D * ( 0 * 0 ) = 21
c) ,0 * ( LiC + 0 / 0 ) 21

, (1) + 0 ) . + ( 0 + 0 + , 0 )
\ 4-1

5

Note: Sople members Q.c .your group night like to try an extensi:
lecrry. Here is one:

his prob-

to ( (0 * ) ) * 0 = 60

The 'class found that the difference betw,een the answers for

.and

.( 10 -
1 .

X- 3 * -2-

,1) 1
3_10(

)

is 20 and the differen,oe for the pait.

1
( 50 .-X-s

1
and 50 * (

rs

* .4

if:. 4 ). =.

is 100.. Then the teacher asked the clads to predict he difference for-

( 4 * 5 ) MO

and 4 *. ( 5,, * 100 )
a

Did yo'u think this question was premature? Were you aisle to.-predict

the difference at that point? Did the class. predict correctly?

ik



Book 11
The folloWing.points are.ikzt questions that are:likely come up, but,they

may be .of interest to your :group..
,

C

Aftet giving the problem -17 N,/1.8 t = ? ,,the teachr gave the
problem -18 N/ -17 = ?. Is, it evident that the operation. q. ,... . ,is commutative? .

,.,

Th'e operation ,/ is fr
known as "max" (maxim

.

equently used binary opera:tion, commoily
um).

Cain anyone finegener al rnethoct for solving problems.like these?
(That is, find. all num8ers'-that worle:-Cti Cl. arid 4 .) , -'

\-

What.if there were more boxes?

at°



P;oosk .12 TwefthSeggi
Written Lesson 1).4C ssion Notes!

/. ' .

.P.age.H72/, prolAit)s

3 4 ) '6b 5 .=
3 6 '( 4 6f\ 5. )

Find a: number for 0 ,so
. ( .4 6 5 ) .

a 0 6 4 ) 6 5 does not equal

; : .
P tProblems' & , .7 arid 8 deal with the question of Whether the operation

delta is associative: Sinie you set the same, answer for probleMs 6 and 7- .

/

it 1 oks as if the lipcatiop c1f .the parentheses'does not change the answer. How-
, .4,.ever, finding only onenuthber so that ( 0 .6 4 ) .6 5 does nqt equal a34.

( 4 .6 5 ) prpves that the operation is not aisociatiVe. Ask participants.
..for fast methods of solving proble.m 8.

Page, 5, problems 18 22 ...

, It may be helpful for,your Loup to graph' on line' the numbers that work
in e+h

L.

0

21 N/ LJ =

100 'N/ D

.4

LI . 57 100

23 43

26. 22

1

2

s

WIlat tte distande'between,the two numbers that work in each of the.
' problems ? A're there any'pattepns worth d.isCussing? Can, ypu ake up a prOb
iern with the operation "chepleJ ,si ilarto those above so that the numbers that

'

'Work,a.re -56. and. 9.6? Can. yOu malde uP a. prcpblern .so that Only..one nuthber
. , .

works?:

0 7



Page eroblem 28

,One way

ria.1 and eTror

5 V 4Q, )

its
6.

1
-a the dlst,ane

betwben, 5 aai'd 3.6
,

o solve.these probleths is by cornpu rg the answers, using .a
approach foy Rroblem ns '3;1 and;32. A 'alternative approach

. . ,

-1-;this distnce-

V I

(

/
a. V '35

it' -

-a- the, distance
btk;tween 20-and 35,

,

7. - >

5,, '% 20

PLUS

th,/p distance
_t

-11 )

'20' 35
i

;:.;:.;"

71--tti,.$1.0,,,.!Ls.
a ,.
..: 2 this distiance,

t.

:

'1 ->
T

1 3 5

11.

iv

k
.. t f ,

, Problems 29 and 30 can be illustratkd ill'a si' milar ..inanne;. Notice '''-',
..

that in all three ptoblernp the numbers 20 ,, 21- , and 31,8 occur inside'the. . 7 oil ,i i a.

'

region twatween- 5 .and 35 .. -*\ '19 .

'19

\`.

.411

193
,

Pi



Book 12
31. ( 10 ,0 ) + ( Li .s/ 99 ) . 10 / 90 ,t ,

Fo ihie problem., iippose, 0 is a nurnbe bfftween 10 and 90 Th,e
pict4tre would, look like this:

thiS.distance.
otI ,

LUS 'A. this distance'
->

4*.

10

SHOULD 'BE TH.

distande

90

Now suppose that 0 'is a number outside,the region between .1.6 and 90 . If
you 11111aw a similar picture, 'you will see why no number outside die region
between 10and ,90 will give the same results..

Page' 10 problems *10. a'nd *11

df*10. O
.4e. df*11. Li -=' n ,® A

The operation ih'probaern *10 is commutative. The ,ope,tation in problem

*11 is' Dot commutative. Ask participants who attempted these problems to de..1

seribe wir this so..

..

Page, 1 problems frrrand. *13

.*12. 0 6.A 0. A-

s/ A

For teachers whoare puzzled by these'problems, It might be helpful to

'translate the mathematfcal symbols into Words.

88

414

.1 ,

A = 0 0 A may be translated as: Look for
nurnber whose'averige is either zero if they're.different,

`.. or one f the'Pie the same.
94.

'1 A 0 a may tie'worded as: L9,1ok for number4
59 that, half the distance between them eqvls their overate.



4

"Frames and Number Line Jumping Rulesd

ktimina,iy Infort.nation:

Film Discusin Notes

94r)

S.

'In this tilm you will see a heterogeneously grouped class'of fifth graders.
'he teacher is Lee Osburio He had-met withthe class for about an hour pr:ior.

tb this film. .[Film runni.ng time: 38 min. I

)iscussion after the film:

4,

4

auestion: Early in the film the teacher writes the problems

+ .-F Eifk =

and + + 24

with' a .giCbal7b"')..t etween th.e-ri-i, and later writea

D + . = 22

directly under t.he first probleme What advantagest if any,. does
-this have .over.writing .each.problem d.iretly.,underthe prededing-

s.this:

4.

f

LI + = 21

24

= 22

(1 + LI +

71 + ri 4., Da

eil%1

.. Probably die,chief thrantage of vrriting the problems as the teac e.r did
..is to $iye an additional Clue.to the answer. 'Writing the third problem

-( Li + 171-7I- Fl = ,22 ) phisically between the first tviio emitasizes"the fact that
, ,,, c 'nuMeric 111 22 Iles etween 21' and 24, and hence that the answer to the g

third p leni may lie between 'the answers to,the preceding protlems.
V

flO
N



. 41 .
'Later on, of.course the chilth Would be eupected to find the answers to',. .,

' proble'ins like 11 + 1.1 + 11 = 22 without hints like these.
9 ..

. 6

90

Question: When the class is trying to find an answtr. to
-h I ).+ 11 42, the teacher askS if.the answer is going

to be laxger or smaller than 7. This interchange ensues:

Andy: Smaller.,

Teacher: Give.:.me a number sfrialier than .7.

Andy: :`6..

Teacher: (Writes) 6 22

Andy: No, larger. OVNAA.

Was Andy right in concluding from this evidence that the
answer had to:.be larger than 7 ?

..

=The ansWer to this depends on- g Andy was thinking when he s'aw
6 + 6 4-- 6, 22 which is.something we'll never know. If ha)realized .

that 6 + 6 .6 is smallet than 22 then he is justified in changing his.an-
,

swej. If, (35 the other halid, he'saw.only that 6 .+. 6 + 6 is not equal to
22, he could dedlipe only that 6 in the boxes is not_right. There is also the
pooibility that Andy changed his answer on the basis of to-tally non-

amathematical cues. 114 ri4ght have been thinking, . "Only two answers make
senselarger Or smaller. Evidently the teacher didn't like the 'one Piave,

,sO I,' 11 change it.10'.4.

r
1Question: When Richard suggests 7 , or 0 + 0 +, = 2

*the exchange is: °

Teacher:, 7 + 7 6.1 ?
1

3

Richard: 15 .

Teacher: That would Sae '2
4

. tV

e



1Teach : And another' 7=3-

Rtcharc: 22,

Why. doe.s ti-je teacher have Ric.httrd dd 7 14 and 7 and then
1 1another 7- when adding the 7 0. d th six) muah

easier? k 3

3

%

There is no doubt that 'ad,dlng the 7 s and'then the Al s ,i..s far easIey. On
,

1 1 1 '' 1'1' ' 1,k, 1 1,the other hand, the 13rob1em is 7-+ 7 + 7.' -not 7 + :7 F! 7. + + +
3- ' .

1 .Perhaps the teachei sugges.ted that Aichard add the first two 7-4' Is., hoping
I.

1
3

taat Richard w uld say heldon,t+ter add the 7's and then the ' s , insteb4,,
-,,\ 3 .

If this was the'. eacheil s intention, it didn't work. But it is interesting to
.

.note-that"Richard said 7-1 + 7-13-
.

is 15 ; we can conclude from4hii that-if
3 .

Richard checked his ansWer at all, he didn!t.check ir by ,a dding the 7 s
3.

1rather by adding the 7's and then the -3 ' s .
t.

Question: Whf Andy explains how he did- 96 96 + 96' = .0,
he insists that he subtracted '3 fOurs from 96. He got the
right anower (288) so clearly'he7did ,not Subtract 3 fours from
96, but from 300 instead,. The teacher lets.this explanation .go
'by. Should .he.have?

Yery frequently childritn get right answers but have trouble in exPlaining
theIr-methods.. This is a classic exasinple,. Two courses, were open to the

,
teacher.

.

First, he could have pursved And ,

y' s eicplariatiOn,- making him see
,

,that he wasn't saying what he meant.. Possibly spme children would have ben-
,

efited'ftorn this, but it would have:slowed down the class. The teacher' s on--
.

.

the-spot decision was' to follow a secondicourse, namely, to ignore a faulty
,

explanation of a correct answer, It is important to remember that no partic-
ular filmed class represents the last bit of mathematics instrliction the
children will ever havethere is always another day whenverbalizatio, s can
be, refined.
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"
Questidn:

4

the teditcher writes the, jumping rule

3 X 1(1

the a-rrow seems extraordinarily long. Why does he do this?
rl

. 4II the arrow in a jumping rule is drawn:too short it is frequently confused
with a-nitnus sign. Particularly at tAe 'beginning, it is a good idea tomake the

o .

.arrow quite distinct from/other symbOls.
, .

Here are Some.questions you may want.to raise:

WhOn th-eOroblem is El + = 0 + 12 , Paul suggdsts
Why, is this,a likely wrong answer?

When the arithmetic is- done, with 3 in the b9xes, the teacher
says, " 9 = 15 . True or false?" Paul says, "True." The
answer 3 is unde'rstandable, but what c'ouIehave made Paul
think that nine exals fifteen?

1

0

. 1For the probrIern + 0+11 .=. + 50 , Julio suggests 20-2-..
,Where do you think this answer comes from? .

r

ncly suggest4- 3 'as the place to stait in Order to get-a jump 6f one-
s ace when using the rule 0 ---> 3 X 0 - 1.0 . W1c-i)'r is this.a;
likely wrong answer?

.

1.A3
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:Ilarteenth §essfon

Written,Lespon Discussion Notes

' fiNt}
Sit-Ne the flrst twelve problems involve similar Weysfr,7,he.re.4re Oome

examples of likely e

P.age 2 , yroblem. 5

rs.
4
'

A. common wropg answer is to graph the
includirrg 3 ." The right answer is th'at alrthe

lrnot-including- 2-3 .
Perhaps the be%t way to, answer quesii

mbets from 2 tO 3 , not'.
1mbers frbm 2 to 2 work,
3

if there..are any, 'is tp t
the .participantS,' suggestions for numb-ers t at yidrk .

Page
4 4J

problem ihr

0

A

A common wrong answer hOr. is.to gx,api..i the numbers 'from 6 to 7 , not
'Including 7 . The right answer is,p''iFtured above. Aiainirying numbers would
probably be, the best approach. I no, one suggests it, themoderator may rmed,to

. ,

3sugge4 a number like 7-4 .

Page 3 , prOblem 11

t).

It'rnay be wolOvihile to. 4raw some comparisons bet, en .16pri 110

and .11. What slime inithe two pictures? What 'is d fer t?
14.

1 4 3



Most of the other problems in this Written lesson are starred, and it is
often the starred problems that participants ask about. Following a/e soMe
examples and ge-.neral cOMMentsabout them.

a.

'4
..Pages 4.and 5,1 problems l2 and 3

r
4

1Many wtrticipants, in graphing thes probleris, *omit .zero, 4 The reason ,
, .is probably clue to the division sign. Teachers may be thinking, "Whenever

Jr'
1 . , ..there is a division sign, .4 nquse zero(" Zero will Work.in thes e three probt

, . IN .

lems bee:AUse the diNiiSion i -not la zero.. Whetherthe" moderator wants tO
.4

comment on this is ieft. tO his dfscretion:- .0

Page
4 ..

,,, problem .*5.

1Thelpattern of dots on the numNIb r..ine below continues in
both directio s.. lylale 4p an'equation so tjiat these dots *
(and only the e dots) will wor,k. *-

r
I

L- _J

As W,ith, any problems wherg .a

12- 198,

a

quation is asked for, one must 144, sure
that the equation does nbt give mare numbers than the pattern o *ntS

,

,A.s an example,
L .0 3 J. "'"

0 + 3 will give all the Roints id'atd above..
However, this eqifatioi will giVe more thans the pattern of points 1.nclicated.1iWor

example, multiples of 3 work also.) This bype of error appears 'to)). very
".

commen,arnong participants. It is also possiblg that the equation,will not include
all the indicated points, but this _type of error iS less likely to ocCur, Avorrect
answer to-problem. *5 is. D. + 6 + 6

,Page 6, vroble *h and *0.7

9

If there are questioiis on these two proble,ms, it idfprobably l4est io have
-

participants ouggeit possible equations and4ry tbem. S9rhe participant May
have,a method for-finding an e,quation that' will,Work.

I



'o

: For each of these. problems there re. an infinite number'aequations
that wiN work.. Here, is a brief explanation of how,to find the equatiols...t ach side of the equality will be .tfie same except one side,will have lower..

't
Book 13

brackets. . The nurnerator will be 0 plithe distance neOsary to move an/.
o

J 11

..) Itof the. points.410'to zero, or 0 minus the distance necessary to move any of the
, Caindicated points down to .zero. The.numheJiyou.divide by .(denominator) will be ,.the distance between any two.consecutive points that. axe indicated by the..grap .

(Note, to moderator: Perhaps .your,gr'oup would lilce.'tte,congider why this method
works.)

In problem *7 we 1iow that dots will be at 1

away from.,11

4

I II

4-

-4 -3' -2,-11 0
L

"

.4
-

4 5

and at every third space

t L

11 1.2 13 14

To rnove .any indicatV point up to zero we need to add 1 , or 4, .9tc., so.the
.. numerator could be El + 1 , or 0 + 4 , etC. To move any indicated- point

4down to zero we need to subtract 2 , or 5 , etc. Therefore", the numerator
could a4o be n z , or 0 5 , etc. The..distance between any twd cOn-0'
socutive points is 3; therefore, the denominator will be 3 .

AiLy, of the following equations, as well as many others, will Oor'Ic for
4p.roblem

,

0
3

414

/

-v
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Film DiecusaiorOotes
"Graphing With.Sqdare Brackets"'

t

A 6 *At

infOrmation:
1/1

These discuésion nOtes areComewilat different ..fr

discussion notes. There are two reasons for this!
1. Many teachers viewing films from the Project have e.slced, "What

else can we do wkth the ideas presented in the film?"

It has been. our ex4perience that participants have not asked
mi.ny questions directly about this film.

Therefore, these discussion notes are variots extensAns of 'the i in the

Jilin. We suggest that if any of these ideas are' used, the mbderator present,
them in much,the way a:teacher would'use them in a classroom. As with all

100. fn s in the course, however, participants ' questions: haye priority.

tot. This qs a.fifth grade class frOm the James Russell L well School in
Watertown,. Massachusettsl The class had met with the teacher, Professor
Dayid A. Page, for approXirnately 50 hours prior to this film. They had
,worked with square brackets previously, but had not done much .graphing.

The square bracketg notation wa's used by the Project before lower and uppei

bracketrwere adopted Square brackets means exactly the same as lower
brackets. (For further infbrMatiOn, see page 100 of these notes.
[Film 'running time: 28 min.]

Extensions

Following arg some ideas that a mod rator could use after.the
is>left to the discretion.of the,moderator which, if any, of these ideas are

sy

used.

1. ' Here is the graph of the nUmbers that work in I. +

10 11 1Z 13 14

4



. al

-2 -,1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12. 1 . lA..
' (rhe ow here indicateshat 5,11 numbers!ifter 14 work also.)

11.- 1 a :13 14
,

NoW put the previous two problerris together.
ntr

-2 -1 Q 1, . ..4. 5

4.

:8 9, 10 -11 12 0 14
. Here are other psi-obl,meithe moderator could use.

7. b
1

7-- ..- >

> 1 .1,e

;NI

#

II. Another,idea that oan be pursued is how tosslide the' graph up or down the
$,

number line. ,Here is the graph of L 0 + 3 J = 5 .

4

11. 12. 13 14 15 16 17, 18 . 19 zo .. 1 .22 23

H w .dan you change the equation's° that the graph.would be:

.11 ,12 13 14 15 16 17, 18 19 2.0 21

4

4 .1

"AO .10 Z '1 n a war its to'subtract 2 Piorn the
.
bo 'or = . 5 . A likely

answer is to add 2 ,to dte box (since .the gritph was inove up the
2 iinits. , gr

'

C.
97



(b) How could you move the original, graph down the number. line One unit?

(d

... ,

How. .could .you move it up the line 3 unita?. (For this quegtion either

3.

[ 1_1 3
5 or 6 would work.)

How would you move the original giaph dqwn-tA line 7. units? Up the
line 100 units? 1.

Predict.what the gi.aph of w-ould look like.

III.. Here 'are some graphs. What are some equations that would give these
grapigs? In each, case one possible answer is given.

.

13 14 1.5 16 -17. 9 20 21 22 23,

3

(92 (-161

5 ..6 7 8 9. 10 11 .12 13 .14: . 15' :16 17

(13it

p.. 11 l 13 ? 14 15
I

+

6'

'( a ). What happens if you multiply the box by-Some numbe:r rathe than.add

or subtract some number?

) Complre the graphs o



.,,,........f

1

and
tiv

0

'What happens if we multiply the box by some number and then afid or
subtract some number-before we divide?. .

q.

4 'I

tliO4 to.4

4. .
_,_------'---------'--It probably is worth pointing out at there are two faii.ly standar& 4ays --- ,

of s'howing the graph of an equation on a number line., One way wa's used' in.the,

,cficrn; tbe.`other is,to use a shaded loop ox4dlign loop. Both graphs below show
the sa'me thing; namely, 'the numbers tl-lai work are 6 up to but not including 9 .

s

Et 5 6 7 8 9 10, 11 1 2

9 10 11 1 2

Som _questions that might be raised:

1. The last problem in the film was 17

was --0=14,-- -
110 187

fast? I

10 and the answer

ow did the students:figure that_so

Could you solve [ + 200 57 the same way?,
4

W at is a general method for solving this type of problem?

In the film, the students try to find the biggest n mber that works-for,
[ 3 = Why can't they find the bigges murnber? What is
the smallget numbybigger than 12 'that does iiot work?

,

Nts-.4
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Information about,square bra.cketé

Square krackets was net made Up bir:qie Project; it is a standard mathe-
matical.function. /f Students pursue mathiernatics they will perhaps se square

bracketi attain, although they will probably f' d it presented as "the greatest
4

integer not greater than' functipn. Because' ese words can get in the way of

the idea, "square brackets" 'was used instead,
Since this Sim was made, the,.Project has modified the 'idea of s.are

trackets. .The. participants have werked w.ith
f

brackets to upper 'and lower

upper and lower brackets' in
.

the wriften lessorrs. Lower brackets ar"e defined

in the same way as square brackets; upper brackets leave integers alone and
<,

fake any non-integer up to the next 'higher initeger.
t

, If some 'participant isnterested'in and insistent about where the idta ofo9 I
brackets can.he used, here are twOkexamples the moderator could give. 1

.. .
. ,

.

1, In a book store some books 'cost $2.89 . If. I have $10.00 ,

1-}ow many--books can I buy? One way to find the solution is
to s.o13vê the equation .

-110,

2.89

9 The post office .usea "upper brackets for poStage. First-
class mail costs 8 ¢ an ounce (at this writing at least),.

.but a .oz, letter will cost 24¢

of vinly

written 1

8 X.'

easons aThne are.not sufficient for teaching brackets. c Por a discussion

ratkeots are taught, participants are referred to the E logue'of the
sson in* Bopk 8.

:t

11 2
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Fourteenth Session

Written Le+Sso,h Dis'cussion Notes

1-7

This less,on'deals With finding rtiles'thit..will send two given points,.
a

to two given points. 'When you aak for rules that do certaiipthings,. you
'need to be careful because there may be many rulestiat will ao the same

k A

thing. Not only maY there be different..rules that do the same thing but
the sa.rrie retie may be writtert in many forms.

For. example,

; '7.> 0 +
o x'o

o
and .0 ---> 0 +r]

are different ways to write the sante, rule.

If a rule iq Proposbd for a particular problem, it should be tried,
with the given numbers to ascertain whether it will work.

people.

Pa e 3.

Following are the problem's thai appear twp be the most difficult-for

8. Write a rule:

-

START

3

.ZOF

15

LAND

1-1
60

0

3

A.

It is Mostfy. the numbers in this problem that cause thidifficulty.
,Sinc.e the differences betweeri startihg points, and landing points are 4

the4same, you only need to iftidshow much is added to the starting point to
reach the landing point. If a question is asked' about this, problem, then
it triay be best to work it out as a grow.

.

41
,

A,

7



trZO,

.

*Find a üte such that ewo of 'its juiliits.might'be illstrated by

the ,following diakram. YOu should number your staTtins and

landing points, ana you may calibrate youi naimber lines ally
,rway you viish. t/

I . I I, I fr
4?)

STAATINd. LINE

,

102'

LANDING LINE

Participant: I-attempted this problem and, I don't 1Cnow what I did"t
wrolig. The differende between the starting points is
2 and the difference between the landing points is 10

so tht rule shou be LI ----> 5 4, D. il-picked 1
and 3 as my star ing points. With my rule I ->

Aand 3 --t-> 15. The. only way my numbers will

work in the diagram is if I calibrate the landing line ;

from right to left like this:

I t I.

I 0
g'

/0

STARTING" LINE

0

4,

Is that correct? Is there a way to do the problem

calibrating both lines from left to right?

12j



The pitoblem states that you ctri calibrate the number
line ally way' you wish, so your solution is. ticceptable.

Did.anyon# .clo it. !lumbering both lines from left to
, a

right? .

Well, I assumed that both lines were numbered in
the usual way. I figured that the 1st sta\rting.point

minus the and startint point is 2
point minus 2nd landing point is

while rst landing

10 . I knew I wanted

the rule 3 > 5 X D. Next I picked 10 and 12
as my starting numbers. *My dl?4.aril looked like this: t

STARTING LINE

Participant:

, 0

--561...:ZAING. LI; 6

I thought the number lines should be numbered so that 1

On the landing line was direftly under 1.on the starting
:line. Picking 0 and, Z as my tarting numbers,.' my

,4diagramlooked like this:
a.

STARTING LINE

S -4 -3 rca 1 'I 7LA DING LINi

$

0

103



Book.14

I knew that I needRd a rule which took you from 0 to 7
and from 2 to 3 . By what caine!before in-the lesson ,

I thought that the rule should be,1 Li -7-> 5 X'
0 ---> 0 6 ,With this rule 2 ---> 10 and I wanteo,

Comparing the landing points 0 and 10 withihe landing
points that I Wanted, 7 and 7 3 , I figured out ttbsit the
rule should be ,D 5 X 0 + '7 .

Note tb 'moderator: If this last approach to the problem is used, the rule.,.
that work will be of the fOrnv El, -----> 5 G 0 c+ k where',..k star;ds
for a numb . The value of k will dep.vnd on the starting numbers that

.are pickftd.

104
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Film DiecAiss.ion Notes,

"Competing Number Line Rules"

, Preliminary Information:

The class.you are.about'to see is a he,terogeneously grouped fifth, grade

from the Jamee'R.ussell Lowell School in. Watertown,. Massachusetts.... The

ilir was made in the early,..spring.., The class h4dAorked with the teacher.,

Da:yid A.. Page, for about fifty. previous hour's oh various-topics ci I the Project.

'Filmrunnigt:ime: 33 min..1 h

Here are'some'possible questions which might arise after the teachers
view this fir Note that the responses given are-merely sample answers.

Answers are not providea to some-questions. A variety of bpinions and
appiraches ventured by teachers in the

.44

i
f uestion: The class seemed tobe qui

,

at ease using jumping ruleas, Had .

they eVer done this kind of topic before?'

roup ca e s ght.

4.

Response: Yes, the class had certainly worked with jumping, rules before.

Some of thee thpics they had explored were'finding standstill points, making

consecutive-jumps, using rules in combination and finding. inverses for rules.

However, they had not pursued this particular topic tha s, 'combining rules

to obtain the largest number possible.

Queslion:
4

4

When the rules were:
.24,
b0 > 6 X 0
%t 0 X 0

r.

44

ths,\teacher asked wherp the next interesting number would be. What is an

"ipteresting number"?

4

.Response: In this case, the interestibg starting number was 6 , because you
get the same landing number ( 36) whether you use rule b or rule c . At

another time, some .other number might be con,sidered interesting.

104°



Book 14

question: Aside frorn'the computation involved1 why is this particular topic.

'important for children?
"4

Response: In pursuing which co.mbination of rules to ,choose to get the largest
number, the class began to get an idea of what each of these"rules accomplishes.

Consider the following rules:

""a">t + 8

0 4. 4 X 0
sv

When Lorraine sOd, "From 5 on it's cc ," she indicated that squaring any
number over five will yield a larger result:than either adding. 8 to it or mul
tiplying it by '4. And squaring the resuk (in effeci, finding the fOurth power df
the original number) will certainly yield the maximum. Lorraine and many oi.

c the other students eliminated much unnecessary testing df numbers as soon as
they 'realized how' strong the sq ring rule W.as.

( I
Question: I heard Janet say that in order to 'find.the largest landing.poipt,

you s.hould get the biggest number you can before you hit the squaring rule: Is
het method reliable at all time's?

Response: Given the rules:

Li
bo.), 6D.

ELx

.Janet's method does work most of the time. But befo,re adopting this strategy..
41

for every problem, .let us change rule a to:
41. a0 0 100 N.

Now rule a always moves lhs down the line 100 units, no matter where we start.
<

Rule a

-150 -100 - 50 50 10Q 150.
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Book 14

Rule b pbers by 6 . Positivepumbers a e taken further up the
line, but urther dgwn the linenegktive numbers are takerO:

,

Rule c takes .13ositive numbers greater than 1 up the line; itc"takës .negative

numbers .1.1v..to the positive portion of the line also. '

Rule

a

Which two rules wotSd you use starting at 0 Here, the kest sirategy
b'e, to .use rule a first. That gets you 100 spaces to tjie left of 'zero.

Then you would use rule c , taking you to (-100 )2 or positive ld,000,.
Hence, we first want to get as small as possible -before usin g. the squaring
rule. You may wish to try some other starting numbers to see where things .

change.

An interesting topic to pursue may.be to find out for which starting nurn-.

bevs Janet's method fails With rule a changed ba ack to: 0. > 0 + 7 .

Another variation'worthy of group discussion may be: 'what general .s
strategies can be developed if rule a -is again changed, this time to:
LI -1--> 51 Li. Rules 'b and c remain'the same.

Question: Near the end of the film, when the rules were:

0 a>0
+ 1 .

Z xa

n C>D>< a

1Alfred said that held choose cc starting . 1at 2-5 because 2 times 2- is not as
.5

much as 21 'X 2 1 He seems sure of this, even though he may n know the
, r

5 5
1 .. ,precise answer for X a - Is he correct? . r

.128
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Book 1,4
,

41.

Queptiorx: SuppoA,child'does not pee Alfred's shortCut. .A're there kher
1 4, ways of finding out which rules to tise at 2 and at .1 without doing a f'ot,of.,:".
5

coml6utation?
. 4

Questioh: rwould.like to try this,topic, but my studepts do not know. verT
, ',much abouj negative-numbers. They also would nt be able to handle the

sqUaring,rule.-- How Can I adapt this materiel to my.,class?

In the, discussibn notes for the film "Vhich Rule Wihs ?" (Book 2),. thre

situations were described.' t'or thy sake of completeness, we repeat.them.
,

here and append a few.others.
"

(a), Are there two rules. which never tie?
like-this?

rt

That is, could we have a pj.cture

b
----

d

,
.

(b ) Are there two rules which tie exactly twice, giving'a picture like. this?

4*--- 6 6 b
-4

ct, Ct. cA. Ct
Is

(c ) Are there two d fferent rules 'which always tie'?
C.

.te

4
Ft% 61;

,



P

-1

(d), .Are there two rules .( a and b ) where lp ,wins, eve ywhere exceptfor one tie point? Picture:

4

Bobk 14.

.
(.0 Are thele 'two 'rules (call them a and 1.3 as usual) where ebmetirnesa wins and sometimes b wins but Where they neVer tie? Thepicture Might look like, thie:

J".-

r 8 or ,

bo,f not bofh

(f) , Are there two rules imhich tie infinitely.often but not always? Thepicture might look like this:
. , .
-A

. rn
. 7..i

Or%Ive

t4e. la a a. a. a. 6 6 131) a (tact 1 6613 4 6 4
I ,

1 i I I

or like this:

of

or like this:

I . , -1 01 4... ...
rt.' ni -sil .m. r^ . .

CI Ct.
.

o

;',

tomtoweeriromas411.6

4

Finding a pair of rules which works for.situation (d) ,?.s far easier than
finding paire for ( e ) or ( f ) , but the -latter two problems dan be dohs. By the
end of the cours4 the\ participants will have the tools to find rules which work,,

so it might be a 'good idea to bring up these points again later on.

13 0
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Book 14
.

Tehb summary for this ilm incluqes a note about irrational tke points..
In connectiOn with this, you s ould refer to the Written Lesson Disculsion

vNotes for Book 11. ,For those interested, further notes about quadratic *a.

linear functions may ,be found in the epilogue,to the written lesson in Book 15,

and in thb supplernent "Qraphing. Number 'Line Jumping Rules!! '(Books'13, and 14).

110
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Fifteenth Session

Written Lesson Discussion Notes

For the most part, these no".tlti gtve a stra,ightforward exposition
I

of he mote difficui't problems in the lesson. We hope t t moderator
will se them not as thei are preserited, but rather in a. manner which wili,

elicit the apprbp'riate reisponses from the members of his.,10oup;

Book 15

.

I
,

Igttarting
Points

Landing
Points

1st Starting pt.
minus

2nd Starting pt.

.
ist Landing p .

. minus
2nd Landing pt.

.

' Rule

. % .

I.

44

This problem may be troublesome for some people because the

differences are 1 and 5 and the rule is 0 ---> 5X 0 + 3 . If the
'two negatives led people to think the rule would involve a negaiive, it
'might help to,work through the following problem:

e

START LAND

132, ,

e.)



BoOk1-5:.

1:?as 3

-

What do problems 5 throufh 9 have in dommon ?
0

5
S.

Starting.
1-krints

Landing
Points

* 50
2,5

1st. Starting pt..
minus

2nd Starting pt.

1st Landing pt..
minus

2nd Landing pt.

4.

Rule

1
X

. 6

300

150 32

,k00 > 64-43

150

300

150 --;-4 -29:
.10 -x - '54
6

Lea-ye
.131ank.,

2

Probably thwarticipants will recognize that..although the starting

points in*riumber 9 differ from those in the other problems, the equation"

.10 Landing pt. minus 2nd Landing pt.
1st Starting pt. minus 2nd Starting pt.

'is true for each problem. S.

The moderator might want to ask what rule works in Rrobl4M 9 .

Probably there will be at least two different rules given. If not, a ride,
1 1

such as L.) ----* -6-,X 0 + 2 or 0 * ,-- X 0 1 might "be
, \ . 6 .

1 I
tested to show that any r ule of he form 0 ---> -6 X 0 + n

I.,

is a number, will satisfy the corrditions of this problem.

13j

.0.41



1 If someone asks abbut this problem, te group might benefit from working it
out. Proceeding as in the table.on page 111, you would have:

.1st Starting pt.. 1st Landing pt.
minus minus

2nd Starting p . 2nd Landing pt.
<

This suggets the rul

Startiqg at 11 with this

200 ---> X 0 or
6

How should the rule be a.

The rule

you land atf`623
3

---.>

sted hat you land at 10 'instead of 3

gives a jump from' 11 to .10.. With thi rule does.the other starting' poirit, 17 ,
land at . 30 ?

N.)



(Note that rule dc is"Very different fromrule c . If in doubt clieck both.
rules. )

'

The fact that rules cd and dc are. different illustrates that co,mposition is
not always commutative. In other words, the order in which you do theecorn-

.position mytes a lifference.. It would be yligitable for the group to inveshg&te

whether composition is ever commutative, and if so,. when.l. Examttiing the

rulee used./n this lesson, one finds elcamples of botfi commutative and non-

commutativei composition. The following information may be helpful.

Page 5 Rule s ab and ba :

e ab,

3 X 1 2



Page 182'.

7 X 591

Page 7 30

30

Rules 'gh a d hg are the same.

Page 9 # 4

# 5

4

ab

_

ba--7=--> 6 X

6 X

2 X..E

2 X
dc E

i.

15

+ 3

1" 0

After, consideration of a ffe of these problems?, see if your groUp.ca.p
predict.when.the .cornp s of two. rulee is comnauta,tive trilYwhen it. is'e .

A '111 1W

44,4:

w
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1411+ Discussion Noted'

"Rule's MoVing'Twso

4

if
Prelimihavy InforrnttiOn:` ..

The .film shows a heterogeneously grouped fifth gtade from the James
i

:.

Russell Lowell Scihool in Watertown, Ma)sacliUsetts. The teiCher is David A.
I '

I
I t .9. I

k
Page. Prior tip etas film he had2rnet this cla, ss, for about 50 hours. About f ve

. 0
minutes of the previous filay' s lesson is included so that the viewers may ktiow

ir rwhat led up to this Win. FM?) running time't 50 min, 1

!. P,
,

Ttie notes for thijs4tare written in three parts. Part one consists of
.0,

questions that have been-4sKOFIby teachers about this fi d some answers.
to.these cillestions. The et)corill part consists of questions yo4nay want,to

raise:,.. The third part is a. tra-Ascript o4 the beginning of ttn actual discasion

alter the film wso viewed 'in one of the Project's.in,s-serv4ce institutes.

'Question: ,The teacher had been asking for rules' that made the
distance between the landing points either longer or shorter than
the distance between thy starting yoints. Why did he suddenly
switch to finding a rule/that Icept the distance the same?

Finding rules that keep the distance between, landing points the same is

rather easy and not very interesting. The teacher tried to make itmore
interesting by Makilig both landing points negative. It appears in the filth

410. that nearly. everyone 'could .stretch or shrinicthe distance and that it wy,s

time to move on, to more complex things:. In dtder to do that, the class

needed the idea that addingor subtra'cting Something doesolot affect the

distance, The teacher thOught that 9ne examp,le, at this point in the

lesson, would get across
Question: Right after David said the landing numbers wotld be
twots apart, Lisa said David was wrow because there wq#0a
stamdstill point. Doei the fa:ct that a rule has p, staridstilli;otht
influence how, far apart the landing points will be?



K nook 15
. Wht, exactly, Lisa hadin mind is debatable. Ittis conceivab0 that.

she thought David sitid that all jumps would be two linit7.1ong., In other words,
she was protably computing the distante from a starting pckat to' its landing
point, rather, tlian the distance between two landing points.,

The fact that a rule 'has a standstill point does not have iinything to do
with the distance between the landing pOints.7 FIowever, knowing that a rule
of the. form

io 4

Cl a X CI b

(where a and are nuMbers with -a riot equal to 1) has a tandstill point,
and that as y,o4,move farther away from that standstill point the jumps become

e longer, implies that the landing points of two particular jumps 'will not always
be unit,s apart. Such an intuition comes-after working with jumping rules
for a long time (which this class had done).

Question: Are there always only two rules that take two p oints to
two poirIts?

[Although this question m 1-be raised by someone.in ydur group after
seeing ttie film, Most people w'll not be able to discuss the question adequately

-until they have finished the fift on. In that lesson starting points are
sent to the landing points in a specific oder, while in the filtn t'he order is
not specified. The questocon as treated here applies to the type of problem
given in the...film while in the Epilogue to the fifteonth lesson the question is
answered for the kind of problem given there. The inclusion of the following
material at. this 'point is not to-sUggest that this-is the proper time to discuss
it, but only to give you backgrOund for handling the queStion when you Wish
to do so.1

, There will be only two gimple.(linear' ) rules that will take two given
points to two given points but there are many other kinds of rulewthat could
be used. There are various requirements that one tan,rnaice in asking4the

questions. The following is an attempt to show What restrictionif can be
placed on the question and some-possible solutions.

t

4

0
.

.41 A lineser rtil'e is one -that can be written in the'fbtm 0 ----t÷ .a x 0 .4.. b
wbere a and.. b are ntipbers, , il
. , .

4

11

117

t \
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Boo It 15

(a) .Staitt and at Find 'a rule so 'that the landing points

."

are 18 apart.

,.

4

D > 9 X

-9 X 0

9 x 0
3 ,

9 X 0 - l02

Et > -9 X + 75

0
97 etc.

4

There are infinitely many rules of the form
0 a X b

that will do what the probleirt asks; a must be 9 or and b can
be any number.

Another rule that will work:
1

,
118

--> X 0 1- - 3

(This is not a linear rule because of the 0 X O. )
(b) Start at 3 and at 5. Find a rule so that the landing points a4e,

1.8 apart -anel one of them is 37.

9 X D. +. 1,0

D 9 X - 8

0 ----> x 0 1- 64 A

-9 X`O + 82

1

1

,jHere tliere are four linear rules that will do the job. The first
and third rules above pend 3 to 37, while the second and fourth-
Ailes send 5 to 37. One ,could eliminate two of the rules abpve

by specifying which of the starting numbers you mante,d to .go to 37;
ed

Another rulck, not of the: same form, that morks:
Cl X 0 + + 7',



(c)
/-

Start at 3 and at 5. Find a rjla so that the landing points

are 23 and 41:

1
Herr there are only tw rules ofithis form that will worIcT-",-'

AganInotice that the first rule will Tend 4 toi 23 whilet40
r

, secolnd will send 5 to 23. fou.coulci eliminate-one of the

rules by specifying which strting point you wanted to .

9 x 0 4

-9X0± 68

send to ,23.

Another rule that works:

0 3. 0 4- 0 + 11

4

In most classes the students would not propose any of these

other rules; however, if a student has a rule that appears
to be different, probably it is wdrth checking.

Some questions you may w nt raise:
1. The previous day Ricky had predicted correctly what the 411etance

between the landing-points woul'd be, yet the next day it appeared no one

knew what was going on.

Wouldn't it have been better if the teacher MU spent more time
-

1

leading up to thii topid?

1

Z. At one place t
m + Z Ikiow

, teacher. bose,'

10 rules were giyen: 0 > X Ei and

hat they both do the same thing,obut why did the

X 0 rather ihan 0 ?

3. At one point the rule 0 >
,boak.a.and the students were 'asked to pre

distance.betweennAtwo starting points.
landing numbers woOd be two units apait.

it
4.

X 0 - 10...was put on the

ct what would haprkenv.to the

David said that every.pair of

Where did he get that?

t%
444.



POOBook 15

Late in the film the starting points Zik and 6, were given. 'the

problem was to find a rule that would take these starting points to the landing
points 4 and 20. What question could a teacher ask if 1?is ktudents did not

find a rule after, a reasonable length of time?
,

7.

Following is the beginning of a discussion by 25 teachers led by a

Project staff member after the teachers had seen the film.

Moderator .,

Did anybody find the other rule for
the last problern in the film?, .$.

Starting points: 2, 6. Landing
points: 4, 20.

S L . S

N\
L.
1

Participants

7

Is there another rule? The rule they s

found made 2 go to 4. Now you want''
to get the 6 to go to 4

pellemorion+.rimomonorwoo4.1111111.
2 .4 6 . 20

Alfred' s rule Was 0 >\ x
2 4
6 3 20

What would the Other rule do?

,

.6 Now you want 2 to, go to 20 , and 6 to
go to 4.

has to be a multiple of 2.,

6



'1 ddnIt under.stand what you said.

tis

4 x 20
rLet' $ t,ry6.

:-6 4'
'Now try starting at Z.

11

Participants
I

l' 1

, 4

It has to start off 4 i.mes something to'
.kotbp the" diStance. `1

e

So this one,Aoesn' t ork.
You want:6 --). 4 and
2 "---* 20. Is, it impossible?

Tell me the whole rule.

How about 4 X 0 - ?

14

It would billkig you to 4.

You land at -12, butwe wanted to go
to 20.

to,

1/4

In

'pont t tell, us ,the rule. Tell us how to .

start the rule,

,

It is 4 X -4 + 28.

0 °-4.X - 28

1 02

4



Booic 15

MOderato'r

lop

Let's cheek it. With 2., what
:happens?

What about 6 ?

A

4

Participants

You land, on 20 .

,You lana on 4. I figured it had to be
the opposite. f

.4 4

r

4.
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Viicteenth Session

4.Writteiti Lesso iscussion N tole'

E:ocik l6

Throughout this written lessolii.participants are direc ed to check their
answe rs Zhe check involves a se,1up like the lollowing:

a

or it could look like this:

iotHoOlvAVIW

wromiyeffAWIWWn%

ovvvvt#000,4wvon

fit

Since the answers should 4'gree for both parts of the check, there is a strong
tendency Jor participants to do just.part of the check and copy that answer inI.

the other part. This defeats the purpose of checking.' Participants are
lArged to be thorough in 'Irking checks..

' If some participants ,hive difficulty finding the composite 91.two or more.
. .rules, other, participants shouldibe urged t? explain how theV,went about.find-
tink it. Ons of the nice things ab ut this topic iei the, variety of wa:Irs.kto ayilpro;.ch

the,Problems. To illiustrate, ea h.of the following problems is solved ima'", .
7,different 'way.

11

4

123



Book 16'. ;

4.

1

Solution:. Compare 0 + 5 'with 2 X 0 + 10.. The result obtained frofn
4. using rul ab. is double the result obtained from using rule a . Therefo're,

rule b must be a rule that. doubles: 0 > X 0

Page ,6 problem 9

4.

( 1 ) diange rule c to 0 --)0 0. by subtracting the

Or

( + 5 ) 5

0 ----> 0

(.2) Now change 0 10 t o 0 2 )5 D by multiplying by 2

(3) Finall change 0 9. 2 X 0 'to 0 2 X .0 .+ 6 by adding 6 .
This fietal change produces rule cd

. '

(4) Rule d is the ru1 which brings 'about the iddicated changes. (It sub-
traCts 5, multiplies by 2, and adds 6 .) 4

s.
6 1\

.

n .4 2 X ( 0 - 5 )



page 8 , pro 11,3

Solution:
rule

,

Since rule "abc
C W e

Elook 16

is formed by using'rule a , then rule, b and then
can wrilte rule abc directly from these:

btract 5
then multiply fiy 3

Simplifying, we get:.

/ then add 5
_r , X 3 ) 5

abc
3 X 0 10

Suf,gested discussion points:

Pages 6 and 7 , problems 8 7. -11

4;

o

In each of these problems the first rule given 0 + , 'and th
four problems form a soquence. How'can,the worlcdfotrie in solving probl
8 be used to help solve pfoblems 9 , 10 , 'and 11 ?

'It

Page 6 , yroblem 8

a

)

In problem 6 on pagc ,5..rules gh arid hg were,the. same. If you were
to find rule fe using rules c and f Of problem 5 on page 4 you would
see'that it is the same as rule ef . lit this problem rule ab is,'
0 r--) -,z x 0 + . Is rule ba ithe satrie as rule ab 7 (No.) Why.not?

Page 9 , problem 8
ID

b abb
##I#VIONSWINYVVINVAWI#O#

(Hint: th answer is
0 ''`"'"01 9 X 0 \

. 0 tos.What*problem mi ht have been,done to get an answer bf 0 X 0 ?



Book l6

,/
'The follo-wing problems ive practice in worldng wtth comppsition. USe

dJ---> 2 X 0

f:0 >0

Make the equations below true for.all.numbers irkthe boxes by writing one or

more letters. The first one has been done,as a Sample...there are manY
correct answers for each problem.



Preliminary information:

The class you will see is a...fifth grade from the Phillips Sdho61 in
;

Massachusetts. Although the students had.Worked only.one hour
kr

with Mrs.. Herthann prior to this classi, they had worked, durg muci)i --of the

..year.On Project topics, including-jumping rules. Four students had h d a
')

Pnoject teacher the t,receding year and clan be seen in the film "Som Arti-
ficial Operaltions". The class had not previously worked on composition.
[Filrri runningotime: 35 min.]

Disip sion aftetithe film:

.1. Early-in the film the class was given the problem of finding yule .b . 4

.o.

0 + 5

NAPV.WAINSMOWMVAMMPOIVVV4WAft

2 X + 10

David B. s`vggeated the ,rule 0 --;, >.( 0 + 5 . How do you suppoe he
got that ans er? Besides testing,David's rble with some starting number, is
there any othek way to determine.whether it is correct?

In the film many numbers were' tried to check the rules, (Did the
e

tetcher try too many?) In time the children began to sense that they could
. continue selecting num8ers indefinitely; but that this was not necessary, 'and'

,

that, in fact, trying orfly a Lew possibilities should flprovell at the rules
would, work for all num4rs At one.ptinti-Michele said:

t

,
.

\ .:

You only, have to do three things to.-find out
the rule is correct. I.mean you don't have to
take al1'ilumbers.*411, maybe iour. Take
a plain number, k a number with a fraction, just
,a plain fraction, rid a negative, and if you try
tlaose you 'can probablX tell by'then if all of the
numbers work. ,

) 148'
127

p.



Book 16

Later on in the film, Danny siiid; ;

if we tried 1,804 that would prove it.

V. ,

1.

Each of theie'ltaternenta was an attempt to categorize the numbers, in

spm1. way. Danny thought that largo numbers' might act differently from small
numbers. Michele divided the numbers into rough categories of positive whole

numbers ( plain numbers") fractions, and negative numbers., The moderator
A

may wish to diecusa these statements and how participants. might have respond-

ed if they'had been teaching the class.
Since all the rules used in the film are linear rules, you need opl,y two

-

numbers that work to show that a certain rule is the composite of two other
4,111es. These two numbers earl be any kind 'of number you wish tochoose: neg-

. \ati positive, fractional, whole,, large, or small. A brief proof of this is
given n the Epilogue tO. the written lesson in Book 16.

Eventually students should be led to see that only two nuMbers are neecled/

to test the rules. How would tetchers plan to accomplish this? (Discaission of

this question might be and continued-next weelc)
4

II. 3'. Several answers were given fgr the rule .fge at the end of the film:

0

0

0

fge ( 0 .- I ) X.5

5 X 0 -
5 X 0, 5...

+ 2
°

41

fge
--->

fge

How might a ,child in your class -decidd that these are different ways f writing
the samc- rule?

L.

4. After Working with the rules. a and b seen in the film the teacher gave
this problem tt:iat Was omitted,from the

*

Given thie rules

',

cdI 0 3 'X + 21
dc0 3 X 0 + 7

4

ahwee.rAwAreeeeforeoonwervoA

ee the Summary. of Problems for the r

, find rules c and cl

A

"Introduction 'to Composition".
'

1.



What are rules o and. d.

. Why,or 'why ndt

.5. L\In doing the problem above the cules 0 > 1 X 0. + 3 and
1

2

0

Would it have helPed to write the pioblem

NowswAkmw,A0Aftwom,Whwww.

-11->
ftwweeow,...woo,

3 X 0 + 21

1 ----- 1
I I 1- X + lo- were suggested foriilesI c and d espectively\.

2

Why might a student sugggSt s'uchrules?
. .

l)

4b,

*There is hiore than one possibility for 'rules c and d What would.
rule*, c be if rule d were 13. 4 .0 - 7 ?

*.

a
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Sevgnteenth Sessi

Written,Ltes'son DLecussi n No es

discussiion topics:(
0,

Page 5, -probler,11._9.

<,

.

{0

.0

.

+ -: A

A

..i=

=

*118.'

?() to

co

'el

If C) A, 0 , what Coiiclusion c.41:1 you draw about 0 and L ? (-0 and .:,
a

A nius be equal.) If 0 and A .are the sarne, then ,ttelirst equatio4ucan be re-
.

I'written as either 0 +D 118 or A + 118 .''' Now it is easy to find the
number for box or on iA;hich equationwedge, depending you use..

Page 5 , problem -cr,12

.+ A

+ + A + 6

040+040+ A =. 139
.

e,1

`.;

u

,If this is discussed.the parfiCipants shcOuld'be urged to give their methods.
,

* .1,Orie!approach follows. .
wo9P '-

:Look at the second and thi:rd equations: If the- third equatibn is rewritten
,

as LI .4 111 + A + .4- 0. = 139., then the first four frames exactiV
match the frames of the,second equation:

4 \

30

,O

± 0 ..+ +.. 96

D A <>., 139

. . I

1Thus # the first four frarne,s of the third equation can be replaced...by,. 96 .
,. ..., .

# tr. ,We .have 96 + .0 ,= 1,39 , ',or ('0
/

43 . Can you use. similar reaFoning.
.

to determine numbers for box and wedge? ,(Hint; Use the first'S.nd secohd
.

,
)equation ana the fact that <5 43 )

.1

.1

1; ,

0
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Book

For the problems on pages 14 through 1$ ot sometimes'helps to look,
at the patterkof the numbers. For example, in the problem on page 15 , the

poipts4iven are ( 0 , 0 ) and ( 5,2.). Lf we look'at the first nuriber,in each
pair we see a differenc ,5; the second numbers have a difference of 2.

. ,

Since the line is a straight line (till Ines referred to in this lesedp are straioht
.lities), the difference rm,ist,reMain in the sarrie ratio. (Why?) Thl can be

sunmed it,p by using a table.

first
number

,
second
number,

4

5. 2
..

10 4

15
-.

, .

A

What happens if we waht to know the coordinates of a. point °on the line

when the first number is not a multiple Of 5,,?. If the first number increaAt
(ordecreases) by 5, t1-4n the second number increases (or decreases).1;yilk
'How much will the'seg'ond number increases if the first number increases by 1 ?
By 2 ?

In problem *1,2 on page 19 the number line's are snot numc red.e Most
: participants 'will probably count each mark as one space. Some participants

,

May use a different sc7-11.1e ahd therefore might haVea different number pair. It
may be worth discussing what happens if the lines are numbered other than by

Note to ,moderator:

The.problems on pages 14 through 18 are an attempt to give the partici-
pants an intuitive idea of slope. The. slope of a line is defined as the ratio of
how far up .(or aow076u mdve, to how 'for right'(or left) you move when you go

f

. 152

eit



'Bookir7
, J

. i,,

'from one po',nt4o .another point on the ,same line.- It turns opt.that the points i
f

you choose o fr,d the slope o0f a. linp- will not make any difference: If you pi.EiC.'
a

. two points and s me'one else picks two different points on the same line, 'then.
.. .

both of you will arrive' at the 'same slope.
a -

If you move down, that is .condidered apeg.ative direction, and 'ilyou.ge
16ft, that is also a negative direction. This means that some lines wi,11 hav a
positive slope and others will hay& a negative slope. Lines.parallel to the first
number line have a. slope of zeixo. The .slope of & line parallel to the secoild

number line is undefined.because division by zero0is invo,Ived, and divisiori by
-zero is. undefined.

Here is an example of how one can find the slope of a line. We want to

find thv\ slope of the line sthat passes through the point. (13 , Z ) and 4 12 , -1 ) .

To get from, ( 12 , -1 ) to ( 3 , Z.) we must 'go-3. units up and .9 unit/left.
3Thus th8e` slope is or-9 3

Second
Number..

...
9 units left

First
15 Number

* '

What is the slope of theline that passes through 4, 3.). 'and .( 11, 5 )

You May Want totdraw some lines on a graph board and ye the partici=

pants find the ' slope of -the. lines you have, drawn.

Many geometrical theorems ckn be proven by ing the idea of sfope and-'

some algebk-a. The bt-rich of rthematica in which theoreins are proven by
this method is called analytic eonery.

(The lofie of the `ifne th.t. passes through ( 4 , 3 ) an't ( 1Z ; 5 )
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Film Djscuesion Notes. i
"Graphing Abs lute Value Equations,"

Book 17

111111111111.4611,0111~..IMEN1001.11

Preliminary -information:

This is a,second 'grade class from the James Russell Lowell School in,

Watertown,. Massachusetts. The teacher is Mrs. Marie Hermann, The

class had worked with Prqject teachers since'the beginning of firsi grade..

The, students had done sonle gr phing.of equations and had worked with.'abso-,..
lutd value. [Film-running time: 3 rniI1,.}

NOW You should have a,graph board available for the discusOon. You may
want also to have graph paper for the participantsi. Participants should refer
to Book 6 to refresh their memories concerning absolute value. .

,DiscusSion after the film: I

In.the film the students graphed 41 0 I + A \ 5 and found that it

.1

formed an upside-down V . The students then moved the upside-down iy
vertically, and they also flipped it over. There are two other ways to move
the figure that would be worth discusOing.

Can you rotate the upside-down V so that it looka like this,( < ) or ike
this (.> )..? Participants will probably not have much trouble prediu ing he
answer to this question. Placing the absolute value bare around th
will rotate the picture. The graph of LI +

The graph of -11 .1 A 5 will look like < .

Can you move the upside dorn V left or right? This is a.harder question
and various suggestions should_124 tried. The equation I D. 3

I
5

move the graph 3 units right. To move left 3 units, add 3 rather than
subtract 3 .

Here are other equations that your group may profit from graphing. '4

5 will look likq, > .

I 2 X D + A

I 11
2>< A = 6

5

h r I

II
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'..memironaulameaurnioNNOWIlellir

Eilihteenth Session I

Written Lesson Discussion Noit,045
-.whom

Some questid'ns

Page 3, problem *6,(c)

No computing. Starting at ( 6, -.3 ), do you think
you could.land'at ( 3,089 , 187 )?-' Cornment:

. $

It's impêssible to get from (-6., -3 );:t9,Any F.Filtte*hose coordinates .are
..

, both 'even or both odd because rules a , .ctv'criange the parity
'

(evenness or oddness) of either both coordibates.pr else neither coordinate.
But is it possible to get from ( 6-, -3 ) to ever:y.idrdLleri point with whole-number
coordinates? Try to get from ( 6 , -3 )1 to ( 8, -3 Wh is a convincing
argument that you, can (or cannot) get from ( 6 , -3 ) to ( 3,429,817 , ),

for exarnpite? (Hint: In answering these questions there is no need' to consider
rule d at all.).

Page 5, problem 1

tart at ( 10 , 4 ) and make a jump with rule A ", another
jtimp with rule A , a jutnp with rule B , 'a.nd a jump with
rule' C . Plot thea landing points below, connect successive
points with straight lines, and find the area of the requlting
figure. ft,

Is making a jump with rule A , folldwed by another jump with rule A.,
"followed by a jUmp with rule 13 , and then followed by a jump with rule C the

same as making a single jump with the composite rule AABC ?
. (No. The

\

\intermediate landing points, not just the final landing point, are crucial to this .
. , AABCproblem; the composite rule iii ( 0,A ) ( LI ,4! ) , which doesn't go

anywhere.)



Page 7 problem.

el

6

Give a starting point within or on the edge of the shaded
:A0 dis,c shown below so that eventually successive jumps
f will take you to ( -8, -8 ).

16.

Could you g`et'to ( -8 , -8 ) if you we
.1 1bovVry of a region? (Yes. Start on ( ) , for 'example.)

ot allowed to start gri the

(b) Could you get to (1-8 , -8 ) if you had,to start above.tlle. first number
5 3line and inside the circle? (Yes. Start on ( ) , for exarnple.)16 ' 16

( c ) Could you get to ( -8 , -8 ) if you had to start above,the first number
. line and*also to the right ofthe ;second number line? (No- BOth niaml?ers -would, ..,

e positive and the rule would keep taking you to points where both coordinates
. . a e positive.)

,

((I): What are ail the starting points that satisfy the conditions of the
problem? (All points inside or' on the circle and which have coordinates whose

1 1iurn is -1 or the opposite of some power of -2 , such as
stated efficiently', all points ( El , A ) Such that

LJ +
)n

ij + A2 1 )

for some integer n

p etc. ;
8
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t'

. .

If you plat around with the rule, it is pretty eaay to find that (0 0..

standstill point. 'If youexperiment feurther froti*may..feel sure that. ( 0 , 0 ) is he
only standstill point. NowP give a proof! (How, rigorO a and detailed' should such

.

is a

a proof. be? )

SAMPLE PIWOF

First note that a point ( U , A) and a point, .( .0 ) turn out to.be exactly

the s'ame point when the two first numbers are the same, = Q ,. and thi two

secor4 nunnlArs are the same, A = 0. Furtherrnoro, the pbints are ihe sa`me

,onlv. when 0 z: O and

. Let's try.starting
A = O.

411points other than ( 0 ,0 ) as possible standstill points.

I. One way a poi ( IA ) can be different from ( 0 , 0 ) is for the first num

ber 11) to be differe t frWri the first numbqr 0 4)If 0 is .not 0 then we can show

that the landiiig point ( 0 + A ., 0 :I- A) , as given by the rule, is differentfrom .

the starting point ( 0 ,4) . We 'cari'Show that ( 0 + 6,0 + A) is different
from ( Li) , A ) by comparing the two second numbers, 0 + A land A . Since we

I . ,

are assuming that [1 does not equal 0 , we know that adding" 0 to A will change
,

the A to 0 + A, which is different fr'orn just A.
So we.have shown that if the first number 0 of a starting point ( 0,A ) is

different from 0 , the, laridj,ng point ( D + A , 0 + A ) is different from the

starting point; for this case, whepe* 0 * O. we-yannot have a standstill point.

. II, Another way a point ( 0,A ) can be different from ( 0 ,0 ) is for the second

.number, A, to be different from 0.. If A is not 0 , then we can show that the

landing point, ( 0 + A + )

starting point ( 0,6
111 '

+ A aAd 0 . Addf

Itts iven by the )ule, is differet(frorn the
c ornparini. the two first 'numbers, t

A hich is not 0 to a number 0 will. make
0 .

,/

We show this

+ 6
136

coiune out dif/krent from
) .*

ust plain

\ ri
4
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So now we havsitowrftha`t if the second number ,i1 og 'pointa t

fe
( ETI , A ) is ,diffe rent fr:oni .0 , the landing point ( 0 . + A .,, 0 IN .) is 'different

<

from the starting point; for *is case, wherf A. # 0 , we cannot have a ftand-..
still point. I.

III! Combining the results of and II , we have that if either 0 or is not,
0 then the starting point ( , A ) it not a standstill point. So the only way to
have ( l.t, A ) be a standstill point is for 0 to be 0 and also for A 'to be 0,.

We have pr ved that , 0 ) is khe only standstill point for elle rule
(.[1 , A ) + A 0 + A ) . There is certai.nlyno point in,going into
such details ,with n elementary school child. BUt you might find an Occasiortal
child who would say something like, "Well, urdess both starting numbers are
zero, then when you add them the way the rule says, you'll get a different &o
numbers from the ones yOu started 'with, because adding them changes the nurri-
bers." Such a chdd Understands the' essence of the argument.

0

. A moderator may waft to bring up some or all of kie points in either or
lboth

of the next two paragrikphs. .
.A jumping ruleis called one-to-one if,no landing point icomes troll. more

,, ..than One starting point. ,The jumping rule on page' 61,
r .,..1

., .,.

c).

not a one-to-one jumping-rule since both ( 8 , 6 ) 2, 2 and ( ma., 98 ).0 t
( z , 4 ) . Jumping..q.41e.- A on page 5,-

,

/
4 a otie-to-one jumping rule:.,

.

1

( 0 ,A ) ---> ( 0' + 3A, A - 4 ) ,

each landing point conies,from the stariing point,
,

3 spLces to the left ani 4 spages 4ight, andefrom no other starting.point.
...

Which of the otherrules in the less6n a,re one-tb-orle? (All the reles on pages
l through '5; the rule ( 0,A ) 1--) ( 0 + 2 X 6 ,. A ) 02page 10 ; the rule%

1 0

which participants will probably write on pages 11 and 12 .)

ft
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A

Some of tht rules in the leSson have inverss and others Ao not. Recall
that the inverse of a rule is a rill& that sends each landing,point back tolts
starting point. For exarniver of ( ) --> ( + '3 , A,,- 4 )17

is the rule ( ) --> ( - 3,A+ 4 The composite 9f these two
rules is ( D ,A) (0,A).' The rule ( [ILA ) ( 0I-A 0-A)
does riot have an Averse, for the inverse would have to send ( 2,2 ) both to
( 8,6 ) and also to ( 100 , ) , and to infinitely many other poirits as well. A.

fs.

jumping rule cannot do this I Which rules in the lesson have inverses and which
do not? (The rules which have inverses 'are exactly. the ones which are one-to- I
one. The inverse of ( 0,A )l --4* (0+ 2 )06, , A ) is the rule

16

( ) ----> (i 0, 2 X A ,L), which may come as a surprise.),

53
, 1,,,)4.7. 41.:;1:1.7.1.

! 1 '
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A largegraph.board should be on hand for discussion.of.this. and the
two subsequent. films..

Prehminary information:

The class you are about .to see ista siith grade group from the James..
Russell Lowell School-in Watertown, Massachusetts. The teacher is
Lee. Osburn. ,Some students had worked with project materials in fourd
or fifth grade. This class' had worked with various Project topics for
about eight weeks prior to' filming. The pupili were already familiar with
jumping rules on a line, .plotting points in the plane, and giraphing.equations,.
in the plane They liad not Worked with jumping rules in the plane. The/
film was made in the sprang of the [ Film.running time: 25 min.

Book 18

I. Near the end of this film, the students were predicting that the area
of the givwf square would not change with the. rule (0 , ) ° 1*-41,:l. X 3 t )

since multiplying by 3 would just move the square thkêe times as much. Their
arguments are convincing, but incorrect. Wily?

4

2. Institute participants have
be askeid about how to move figures.

come up with various questions,which can
in the plane and how their areas change.

DO encourage your participants to formulate problems for themselves and
their classes, and perhaps to begin to solve them during discussions. Sample1

0
questions from participants follow. All questions refer to the original square
as given in the film.

I

41,

1394
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Cont.)

/ .

a.(4 Write, a rule which rhake"s the aiaa,:9 times biggehr

,figlire\ iquarei.

b. Write ,a rule which makes the area 25 times bigger, .andltia
L

yie14 a square.
- ,

c. Wr,ite a rule,so,that,the resulting figure is a square whose area
411is 9 square unitk.

,

1
d. Write a rule which makei the resulting figure a rectangle which 's

4
as big (one square unit ihstead of 4 square units), and is situated in ide
the original square. 0

/. Consider using`a numkier plane jumpihg r e on a figure othr than a

s tia/re:, for exami4e, the following 'trapezoid.

a. Using the rule (0 , A ) > (0 + 2 , A + ) predict wtat

tlie resulting figure will look like. Put some of the points through the

and check your predictions.

1 6
-



Fredict the, shape and area when youiput the points of 'he givtri
trapezoid through this ri1 1 t .L) (p, ) .3 6)
Check your predictions.

c. Write

1.

a rule that will changethe original trapezoid tit)a. figure
at. is taller and narrower than it is nox....

P
Se'te the following page for,possible answers to s me of these qitestions.

If there is any doubt about a rule which. sorneone i your group proposes, you
Ishould, of course; check out some if the points to"convince. yourselves of
what is happening. / i ,

,.

e.

'.t
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.

aample Arowers and Hints

The rule- ( 0 , A ) (.$ X 0 3 X 4 ) _will fit the requir,ements.
s one, which pla,ces the,resulting in the third quadran\

( -3 X 0 , -3 X A )

... ....
$! 2c. Since.you wafit the area to increase froM 4 units to,9- square
Ow

1units, ,youkneed to make the area, of the figure 274- times bigger. But you also
". need lio stretch the \Jides unifarmly to 1.eei:::. the f ure a square. _The rilles

1 - 1 1 1(0,A) -,->., (1.-2-X0,1-XA) and (0 A.).
2

0
'

-, 1- k )

will both work.
2 s2

2d. One method of attack is to shrink the area by dividing the bciPx or ihe
--

wedge part of' the rule by 4 . Then add or:subtract to move the rectangle inside
0 .r .

the original square,.

3c. To make the trapezoid darrower, one needs .to shrink it horizontally
by dividing the box componeneby sonl number bigger than 1 (which, of course,
is the dame as multiplying by a number between 0 and 1 ). To make the trape;-
zoid taller, one must multiply ,the wedge compbnent ify some number bigger

than 1 . One such rule is ( 0

142

7 , A X
Of catirse, many other rules do What equires.

1

o
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Written Lesson Discussion Notes

Ninete th Session

The moderator should read these notes blefore ,th.e discussion begins, if
,he.plans to uSe them. .klarge `gtaph board -(oii;/graph paper and an overhdcd

Book 19

projector) should be available. Do not attempt.to "covr" all the suggestions.
[Sorq,e..,hints and answers appear in brackets.]

Section I of the written lesson sliows just a few of the many vaitants of
the first rule, (. , ) ---> ( p'+ 1, 1.0 ) . Participvts should be

'encouraged to find others.
.)

How can you change th'e ule SQ that the farther you are to the rigI4, t e
farther the jump goes to the right?
[You don't wa;nt to add a constant amount to the first component. Try(0,P) > Oxi , 10 &).]
Start at ( 2 , 9 ) and draw' several consecutive jumps. What happens ifyou start at ( -2 , 9 ),? Where are the standstill points? [There is only'one,] Is this rule an isometry? [No.]

(b ) ,How .can you change the rule so that successive jUrn s et closer and
.!Closer .to the second (vertical) number 1 ne? ,

[Try. ( E3,'A ) ----* ( r:3 X I , lo -. 't, ).]

Again Make several.,consecutiv, jumps from ( 2,9 ) and from ( '-2 ,9 ) A
Standstill points? [Theie is only one.] Is this rule-an isometry? ,.......

1..

pow can you furtirr modify the rule ( 0-, A.!) > . ( 1X0 , 10 -7111A )
so,that the vertiçal distance of each succeltive jump ge shorter yid

e ,...orter and so that the landing points get closer and cl s4r to ( 0 , 5 )? ',
A good guess Would be (.0,A ) .---> ( IXD ,' IX (10,- A)). Start ai
( 20 , 10 ) and make .foup or five consecutive jumps: Surprisingly enough,:
successive landing points are, not approaching ( 0 , 5 ) . What ks the'
stapdstill.ppint oi, ( 0,A ) --.>. ( /X0 ; -I)< ( lo -,A)).? 'Replace the
10 by some other number .so that,the standstill point is ( 0, 5 ) . Now
make four or five consecutive jumps starting at ( 26,10 ) . What point
do you seem to be approaching? - What happens if you start ata( -20 , 10 )?
What happens if you' start at ( 0;10

164 143 ,,
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I,.

(d) -Another variation'on. ( ( 1.xii 10 - A ) is the rule
(rift' ) > ( A. ). Try to Predit what will happen if
you start, at ( 20,10.) an tnake several consecutive-jumps.- If ydu

:,draw the 'arrowsi,a4' straight 4.8 you can, an interesting pattern of inter-
secting arrows emerges which wi1 enable you.to drays/ as many'iumps,

rfr,

h

, as you 'want Without doing any computation:1

Now use:the ride ( ; A -->. , ( 10 A ) .). Again try to
predic,.t what will happen if you Start at ( 20.1.10 ). and .rnake several con-
ssecutive jumps. Draw the arrows as straight as you can. What
.haPpening?

a

00.

If we' change our original,rule, , A ) ( 0 + 1 , 10 - /AY, by
repl.;.cing 'the first comp-onent by 'its oppositei- we get therule

n , A ) ---> ( ( 0 +"1') , 10 - A ) . Start .a.t ( 9 ) and make '

several consecutive jumps. Start at 2, 8 ), or at ( 3 , 9,), or anywheiii
else and make consecutive jumps. How could you tell that the rule

, A ) ---> ( ( 0 + 1 ) , 1.0 ) is an isometry, before making
any jumps?

[The rule is the ,coinposite of .( 0,A ). --> ( L 4- , A ) folloWed by
(OiA) (0, 10 A) followpd by ( 0 ,A ) ---> ( 1 , )

Each of these rules is an isornetrjr; so the composite i o.1

What kind of isometry is it? What.are the s',tandstill points?

(g.) *How, can the briginal fule be 'changed so that. the zigTzag pattern of con:.
sec.utive. juin- ps will look like .this:

1

( 4 , 4 )

( 4 , )

or like this:

'

,

,( 6 , 3 )

( 6 , 1 )

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

#
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[KO llOw' a translation w4th a reflection whose axis of symmetry points in
'the .same direction alt thç dieection of the translation,. To get the jumps
of Fguc 1, first use the translation ( , A ) ---> D , A + .which..
moves p ts straight up. The reflection ( ). ( 10 0 , A )
flips tht lane around the vertical line five spaces .to.the right of ( 0 ,0 ).
The composite of these rules, ( 0,A- ) --> '( 10 0 , A + 1 ) , gives
the jumps of Figure 1. Participants may suggest a rule like
( , ) 4 ( 10 - LI , A. + 1 ). because of its similarity tO' the rule
(ri, A y ---> (141 + 1 , 10' " A ).* To:get the jumps shown in Figurd 2,
we:need a translation.which moves points.diagonally, together with a re-
flection about a diagonal line-. The composite of
( , A ) ( CI + 1 , + 1 ) and (p,A) --> (A,o) will dolt.]

.

I
It would be Worthwhile for the mode'rato'r to compare isometries in the

plane with isometries.on the line., where the situation is similar but simpler.
Just as in the plane, an iSometry on the,Iine is a jumping rule which preserves
distances, although nvw, of course, we are talking about number line jumping
rules.

Rule ike [1 > 0 + 3 and 0' ---> 0 4- 'are.,translations. No
tra,nslation eX IA 0 4 LI has anir fixed points. (All points on the line are
fixed points for Ii LI ) Just as in the plane, the coMposite of two trans-
lations is also. a translation.

'The only other isometries of the line are the reflectionk around a point,
rules like 0 10 " .0 and 0 > 8 D and 0 0 .

(Sometimes these rules are called "flipZflop" rules.) 'ach reflectionhas a
single..standstill point; for the three e.)camples above they aAe 5 , -4, and 0 ,
respectively. A reflection can just as well be thought of ad half turn.

The composite of two reflections is not a reflection. Consider the tlko
reflections

and 0 -->
12 -

ab 0 - , whichThe composite ab o 4 ( 12 - ) , dr 0 ab

bais a translation and not a reflectlon. The composite ba is 0 --+ 0 -t 8,
,anothOr translatiolo, but\diffeient 4om ab..

1 51.66
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1" 4
A

Another way of .'sowing.what Leo,rnetries of the line des is by using a long,

vizid, stick,..lilsw:a,.tar.difticKb.r.:a.:10ickfbarci.pointer. A number line *should bei.,

. 7 4 "... : .; ; .1. '?' ... .!.... .

marked on- rLgtL number line drawn on ilie,blaCkboard.....,..

....-,..... ., ,

. . . .-
'.Franslatiotts-,4re inu'strateil ,oropky-by sliding the sticfc..to.the.right'orthe left;_ ...)

411 '..' ''.--- --.. ,-%:-:-.'.:: - .. ,.,,,
.

reil#ASons aril. showi,bi giyinfe:ktip tiok a. half turh while. kedpingithe,-standstill.

:point fiked:',...Starli 4ng.-liumbersi..pear on-the stick and lahdinii nuflabers on the
, , .

,

lactZb'oThi drawings;tel6w and .on the next page ,kndicat&ho the reflection
i

..--...J:I. fol1olkOd.:by:.:the'refiesction 0 ...'----) 10 .- 0' -woUl be done........7... .

.

starting points for the second" rple Are the landing points for the first
.

-2. , .ftrie`' we pivot:around 5 on
.

the number, line when using the s,econd rule.
4

No,

'

146

-Z -1 0 3,' 4 5 6 , 8 c). 1

f) .

Diagram continded on next page.)

AIL

f

111

4 1 6

1.

0 6 0
Standstill point is 3



Dia illttm continupd fron2 page 140
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0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10,

0

> 10 -
Standstill point is 5

I

111111141IMIANIMBIRMIIIII
9 10

*

Advantages of the stick method:

\ )

Compogite- rule:

.1

1. It shows immediately why tht composite of an oddnumber of
reflections is a reflection and why the composite of an even
number of reflections is a translation: just count the number
of times the stick gets 41ipped.

Z. It enc urages participants tO'consider what iaometrie* do to the
entir line , 'not jus.t;.to individual poinIts on the line.

someWhat harder/ Mechanically te the same sort of thing with
44

plane. but certainlir srnalf figures cl4t.out Of 'cardboard c.an be'trans
-tated or reflected agairist a aph boleti backgroundt,, li!oe , - ,/

.,. .:
.#

I" I %

,;.. '..

e %tire'

roL

,

, 14,7
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Book 19
Film Discussion Notes

"Jumping Rules in the Plane, Part LI"

A latge,graph board ehould,be on hand for discusiiion of this. film.

Preliminary information:

This is the second part of the sanie class which was .seen last/session.
The Students aie Isixth graders from the Sames Russell Lowell School in
Watertown, °Massachusetts. The teacher% is Lee Osburn.

Film running ti'me: 25 min.1.

Discus s ion after the fiIm:

Participant:A: I don't inderstand how
questioci in the film.

st-

10-

,

o get the answer to the l/ast
-

. A

Participant B: I think I can help.- You-want. to use the nil; op the boar :

(Li , L ) --> (2 X , X -L)
2

Draw a rectangle someplace on Ie graph and put its points
through the rule. You want the resulting figure-to -be a

guar e .

Participant A: Will a rectangle that. is 1 by 4 do.it?

Participant C:.,

Moderator:1

I figure that the 2 times box in the rule willestretch it out
1io be 2 units wide, and the times wedge wou ld shrink

. the 4 unto to 2 units.' The square you 'get will be 2 units
by. 2 units.

:Perhaps. a4 by 1 rectangle would do it.rtoo'.

Does it?

tki rticipant D: . Nd, that rectangle won' t. The tiesulting figure will just be a
401,1 narrower rettangle, probably shaped like this: 1

If you w ant to use this figure and get a square,

(1;

148
f

_

' 1have to change the rule to ( 0 , ) -iXQ, ZX6).

16d
\



. Parti,iipant ts,
DoesIlit matter, where on thea_phOu put that rectangle?
Can4ouSput it any place you want, as long. as it Is 1 unit
by 4 units?

Moderator: Yes, you can.

PartiQipant C: 1 hink that ,a rectangle tkt is 2 units by 8 unitpw,1l1 also
ec wile a :square.

Participant E: Probably any rectangle whose sides have a ratio of 1 to 4

sand which is placed this way rather than this way

r Modevator:

1will be all right. 'Even -2- by .2 will work.
Yes,. you are Correct.

Am.&

Book 19

,(Note to moderato!t this point, other questions caft be asked. Draw a
rectangle so that after:you use the given rule twice you get a squa4-e: 'Suppose
you'had%a_rectangle whose sides were in the ratio of, 1 to 64. How Many times
would you have to afiply the given rule. (0 , A ). L-77) :( 2 5 .< .0 , x1. A )\

,3. 2

. . so that you would.get a square? Same problem with a rectangle whoSe
.. . . i'sides are,in the ratio of 1 to 32. )

Participant 0:
f

By the way, were those rules we saw as the teacher.alked
s

around the clasS really written by the students?

1\iloderator: Yes, they were copied precisely from the, students' notebooks.

* * *

Moderator: Do you-recall the problem of writirig a rule that made the area
of the given square 15 times bigger and put the figure ut the
third section of the plane?

Secend
Number

Pirst
Number

149

A
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Moderator: The clasa wrote one rule which satisfied the conditions..,
lt was:. (C) A ) 15 X A )..

11,

But.thaire aie other rull which will do it, too. Dopq
.anyone have an idatt of what such a rule might b'e?

Participant 11: I think that you have'to make the figure 15 times bigger
by mu1tip1yin4, and then move it downlind to:,tfie le.ft by
s ubtracting.

150

.Moderater:

Pa:rticipant 14:

What would your rule look like?

( L) , A ) ---> ( 3 )( 0 , 5 X A ) would:make the area
15 times bigger. The figure would look. like:this:
Second
Numbe r

a

'!:



7
t

1. 1 . .

Participant Ft: Then I would move it left by subtracting at least' 12 from
tile first component, and I would'neted to mbve it.down 'by
subtracting at least 25 from the s'econd4component. So
if, I made the 'rule

, , ) ( 3 )<: D 12 5 X ,6 25 )

Ithe new figure.would look like this:

Book 19

First
Number '



' .i*!, '1" -i.

'

1J,

q,0

1;

Partic

4..

AO

.
yoki cilvmove ,fhe figpre, do Ost by subtracting, and then
you. cptild [nultiply ,to. g4t. it 15 times bigger.
(LI , A ) ----4, ( C4 1,4 !,k,i;:e,i.z.7...,I.) will move it down

*like this:
r'
.4'

S e c ond
Number

4Iitil M

111.1111

I 11111191
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"1111110811 PIM
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First
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S.
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rticiPant A: And multiplying will make the area

Second
Number

144ft+

15 times bigger:

-

NM.

,

-

First
Number

(Clioat) (gx
T1:11 A ) csAll

1.1.43)
ZIA, 5) -3k-Cf--40-t--0-

L1/41_59 Lao

Note to moderator: Sincp thei*are many rules which will fulfill the con.-
ditiong of this prOblem, here a:td, some general guidelines for what to look
for in the rules proposed in the disdussion.

If the .ruIe is of the form 0;A ) 4' ( a X 0 + b .,4c X 0
where a ,, b ', c and d are numbers, I a. X c I mat be 15, 'and b,.mustbe chosen so as to slide th.e rectangle. into the third quadrant.

. .

But',othdr kinds of rules will wor.k too. For, example:

( 0,A) --> ( 3 X 0

+ d ) ,

and d

18 , 5 X 6 26 )

'makes the square into-the parallelogram shown on the next page. The area of
this figure is 60 'square units. 1 0

..,)
1
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Second
Number

First
Number

There is even a rule whith will take the square into this figure.

Second
Number

1

First
Number

414.

s

If someone proposes a rule whelp effqct is not immediately evident, it is
worthwhiCe to check at least the corns points of thg.orijinal square to see
how the proposed rule afints its area location.

1 '16
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Film: Piscussion 'Notes'

l'RotatiOns Lthe Plane

Preliminary information:- i
.

You will Ae a fifth grade class from' the Seldon L.,Brown Sc.hool in .

Wellesley, Massachusetts. The students werefamiliar with some niaterials
from this Project. .T.heir regular classroom teacher was attendin: a Project .

I . -
institute, and she ad had*fhe class do ,Inany of the written less.

those on number plane rulfes). The teacher is David A. Page,

Wilm:running time: 37 mind

Pos4'ible discucsion topics
, .

t The 'rule .( 0 2 + 0.- A 0 + AA ) --:-> ( ) has oriFy one

stand0(ili point: ( 1,1 ). What is a 'Convincing argument-tiat there are no other

.staridatill points for this:rule? (Hint:, It might help to think about finding stand-
,.

still points for number line jumping rules. The graphs on the second page of
Book 20 may provide a geometric argument.)

When the class was asked, "Do you think we ould ever hit the standstill
i !point?" they did, not agree on an answer. Jorie said, "I thoiiight we would land

about the tandstill point." What might she have had in mind? If participants
J

seern in doubt about.the answer to this question tiere is a notion which may be

"litxwo considering: if one could hit the stancistin point in some r4u-nber of
i

jumps, where would one have landed just before that?

Bfor*e atternPting to answer the questions near the end of the film, it may

#

be worthwhile for the group to play around With other nuMber plane jumping rules.

Some rules are listed on the next page,.',For aniparticular rule, choose a start--

ing point and make at least ten conseautive ,jumpe..
# -

,

Be on the'lookout for. standstill,points trid the relative lengths of jumps.
Tor which rules do you hit a point that you've hifbeforlf?

How many jumps does it iake to get back to your starting point?

Whith plea never tat you to. a point you've already touched?

4
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For some' rules, it's easy to tell exactly where you would be, if you
one hundred jumps from Some point. FOr other rules; try to predict
generally where on the plane you would land after one hundred jurrips..

For any.given rule are there points from which air illegal to start?
. Are there some points on, can never reach?

..
,

These questions cannot all be answered rapidly; a considerable amourrt.of time1.-

and thought will:probably be necessary in order to fi d out whatia givenilrule
does. But parVipants should now have sufficient s ills to begin to think about
the .qu*tio

Herr
to make jump(si and to venture predictions

mile number plane jurriping rules:*

( , A )

. i. .(D,A)

A , 0' + A )

6 + A 0 + A
2 2

(0,A) (A-0 -DV
17)

,c....4
( , 2 X 0 )

A

0 A 0 + A
( A )

( , ) ---f
2 + 0 -

124
+ A

It is this last ,rule, rule f , which meets .th e requirements posed at the end of
'the film. That is, this rule balances evenly between spiraling in and spiraling
out. From wherever you start, you will,come back to the same starting point
after eight jum,ps.:

If we make the denominators of rule f some numberilarger tan the
a 'square root of Z (for example, a denominator of 2, as used 'in the film), we

get a spiraling in toward the standstill point. If we rriake the denominators
I

positive but less than the squaie oot of 2 .(such as in rule's a or e above),
get.a spiraling away frJm the standstill p9int.

IP*For an analysis, of rules simpler than those consitiered here and in the film,
see the supplement t,' MIre Work With Number Plane Rules" (laook 19).

, 4 /
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Here is .What happent when you use rule

fly

Z + +.A
, A )

trE )

and start at the. point 2, ) .

st,11.: (2,1

" ,
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Boalk 2.6.

A

The Solid line shows what happene wheri you use the lrule

and; start at

, .

ma.

Startt ( )

Start: ( 2,

P

158

( 11, A ) 43-->

`:ne dotted line shoks what happens when you s a

*No

+IP)

,
V

7-1.1- -QV its 411141 f

#

..

(00/7) --> b(-1

(1 ,1)
fte

.... .....

-11 /.

4
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Standstill pot?
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